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NEW KNOWLEDGE 
One Year's Work, Agricul tural Experiment Station 
F. B. MUMFORD, Director 
The remarkable development of modern industry is the result of scientific 
research . Each forward step is made possible by the accumulated results of 
hundreds of investigations, often in small laboratories. New discoveries are 
possible only because of the laborious work of many unheralded and often 
unknown investigators. 
Agriculture is still a new subject. Agricultural experiment stations have 
been organized for a comparatively short time. The accumulated agricultural 
knowledge, great as it may appear to be, is yet much more limited than similar 
knowledge in many other industrial lines. 
It is however true that scientific discoveries in agriculture are succeeding 
one another in rapid succession. The sum total of knowledge thus developed in 
all the experiment stations of the world is great. Agricultural research is more 
effective than ever before. Pioneer days of agricultural experimentation are 
over. Experienced investigators of the highest training are now concentrating 
upon the problems of agriculture. We may even hope, and confidently expect, 
that at no distant date some genius will announce some great discovery that 
may revolutionize our methods of soil management or of crop production. 
If such a discovery is made it will be possible only because of the laborious 
research of many investigators in many experiment stations of the world. 
The problems of agriculture are more difficult in the United States today 
than they have ever been before. The margin of profit is smaller. All the diffi-
culties and obstacles which make farming more hazardous are increasing as 
our agriculture grows older. New problems and new dangers arise periodically. 
These handicaps to profitable agriculture can only be removed through the aid 
of scientific research. The farmer cannot well organize his own agencies of 
research as do the great corporations and manufacturing establish men ts. He 
can, however, properly call on the State and Federal Governments to aid in 
the solution of his problems. The production of food and clothing, which is 
the farmer's main task, is a prime essential of human living. Every citizen of 
the Republic is therefore interested in a successful agriculture, and the Govern-
ment, in the interests of all the people, will continue to provide for agricultural 
research. • 
The Missouri Experiment Station has from the beginning emphasized the 
importance and basic character of scientific investigation. It has proceeded on 
the theory that good college teaching and safe extension teaching are possible 
only when an institution has based its work upon the most careful and reliable 
scien tific research. 
The report of one year's work at the Missouri Experiment Station, which 
appears in this publicati,on, is evidence that the Station is thoroughly familiar 
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with the present problems of agriculture and is industrioush' at work III 
attempting their solu tion. . 
Agricultural research cannot be safely left to private enterprise. It is 
conceivable that research in agriculture might be conducted br great cor-
porations for private gain. If it were so conducted the resul ts would become 
the sole property of the corporation and would be used for increasing profits of 
the company and not directly for the public welfare . The state cannot afford to 
permit a monopoly of agricultural knowledge. Research in agriculture cannot 
be financed by' the farmer himself. His operations are conducted upon too 
small a scale and the profits from his business are too small to justifr any ex-
penditures directly from his own business. It is also true that the benefits 
from the work of the agricultural experiment stations are not limited to the 
rural population but are of equal value to every class of citizens. 
It was through agricultural research that the discovery was made that 
Texas fever is transmitted by the cattle tick. From this discovery came quick-
ly the knowledge of a similar transmission in the terrible human scourges of 
. yellow fever, bubonic plague and many other diseases. Today these diseases 
are under control as a result of the agricultural research on Texas fever in 
cattle. 
Hog cholera, at one time the greatest hazard in swine. production, has 
been brought under control, and now no farmer need have any fear of this 
destructive disease. The Missouri Experiment Station was one of the first 
in the country to popularize the use of the anti-hog cholera serum, and now 
maintains a modern s';rum laboratory for manufacturing and distributing this 
preven ti ve serum to farmers a t cost. 
Through the researches of the Missouri Experiment Station, on its thirty 
outlying fields, systems of soil management have been developed which have 
resul ted in gr~a t economic gains. By the in telligen t use of fertilizers in a proper 
rotation it has been proven that the profits on the original investment from 
using limestone are 152 per cent; from bone meal, 397 per cent; from acid 
phosphate, 362 per cent; from potash, 46 per cent; and from barnyard manure 
220 per cent. . 
The farmers of Missouri are protected by the Experiment Station from 
fraud in the sale of fertilizers. A thoroughly organized inspection service 
insures to Missouri farmers honest fertilizers true to the guarantee printed on 
the bag. This service has greatly improved the quality of commerical fertilizers 
in Missouri and has taught m::Jre profitable use of these essential factors in 
profitable agriculture. 
The plant inspection service of the Station, through its inspection of 
nursery stock, has prevented the wide spread distribution of destructive plant 
diseases and saved the fruit growers of Missouri thousands of dollars. 
Through its farm management investigations the Experiment Station has 
shown the advantages of different systems of renting and the relation which 
should exist between rents, land values and yields. Figures published by the 
Station have been used in arriving at a fair price between producers and dealers 
in milk in Missouri cities. 
Agricul tural research is essen tial to practical andreliable teaching in the 
College of Agriculture. It has made it possible to teach such methods and 
processes in farm operations as are known to be profitable. Agricultural 
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teaching is no longer a matter of opinion, or based upon one or two years' 
results, but is based upon long, accurate and thoroughly reliable research. 
The agricultural extension work, now so important a phase of agricultural 
teaching, would be impossible without the help of the Experiment Station. 
The farmer cannot afford to experiment for himself in changing systems of 
agriCLllture; h:: must know that he is basing his changes upon assured fact. 
He is enabled to do this through the work of the Agricultural Experiment 
Station and the help of the Agricultmal Extension Service. 
Aaricllltmal r~search offers the most permanent aid to the agricultural 
indust;!,. It will insure a permanent system of agriculture adequate to provide 
for the needs of a growing population. I t will promote and encourage the 
development of an industry of fundamental importance to the nation in time of 
peace or war. 
COOPERATION WITH OTHER AGENCIES 
Seed TestinzLaboratory.-The United States Department of Agriculture 
c::Joperates with the College of Agriculture in maintaining a seed testing labora-
tory. During the past year we have also had the cooperation of the Missouri 
State Board of Agriculture. . 
Cereal Investigations.-Improving cereal crops is an important phase of 
our research work, and we are fortunate in having the full cooperation of the 
Bureau of Plan t Industry in this project. 
Soil Sur\1ey.-The Bureau of Soils of the United States Department of 
Agriculture i3 cJoperating :with the Experiment Station in a detailed soil sur-
vey of Missouri counties. This basic project is of great importance in connec-
tion with every phase of our investigational work. 
Community Survey.-The Bureau of Agricultural Economics of the 
United States D.:!partment of Agriculture is cooperating with the Department 
of Rural Life in c:mducting community surveys. These surveys are of great 
fundamental importance in the development of rural communities. 
State Board of Agriculture.-We have had good cooperation with the 
Missouri State Board of Agriculture in the holding of Farmers' Week, in 
connection with the Seed Testing Laboratory, and in other important rela-
tions. 
CHANGES IN STATION STAFF 
Appointments 
J. E. Hunter, Assistant in Agricultural Chemistry. 
D. R. G. Cowan, Assistant Professor of Marketing. 
M. T. F03ter, Assistant in Animal Husbandry. 
R. T. Kirkpatrick, Instructor in Field Crops. 
J. B. Nels::m, Assistant in Dairy Husbandry. 
E. B. Powell, Assistant in Soils. 
W.L. Witte, Assistant Professor of Rural Sociology. 
N. B. Guerrant, Assistant in Agricultural Chemistry. 
B. M. King, Instructor in Field Crops. 
Resignations 
A. T. Edinger, Instructorin Animal Husbandry. 
H. D. Fox, Instructor in Animal Husbandry. 
Owen Howells, Assistant Professor of Rural Sociology. 
W. C. Boney, Instructor in Agriculturp.l Engineering. 
O. C. McBride, Instructor in Entomology. 
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PUBLICATIONS 
The publications of the Agricultural Experiment Station include three 
numbered series of reports in pamphlet form, and a weekly press service. 
The numbered series are the bulletins, research bulletins, and circulars. 
The bulletins are definite reports of specific investigations conducted by this 
Station, so presented that they may be readily understood by the farmer and 
applied in practice. The research bulleti'ns are more technical in form and 
include a great mass of the original data of the investigations reported. The 
circulars are brief, popular reports of experiments, and frequently include a 
summarization of the best information on the subject covered, regardless of 
its source. 
Within the year closing June 80,1924 the Station has added new numbers 
to all three of these series as follows: eleven bulletins, six research bulletins 
and twelve circulars. Reprints have been made of six bulletins and four circu-
lars. The following tabulation shows the series, number and title of each pub-
lication issued during the year, together with the number of pages in each and 
the number of copies printed. . 
Bulletins 
120 Rations for Breeding Ewes .............................. 16 pp. 
186 Feeding Wheat to Fattening Swine ................ 32 
138 Farm Beekeeping .............................................. 32 
170 Insect Pests of Field Crops .............................. 32 
195 Productive Methods for Soybeans in Mo ..... 32 
196 Roup in Fowls .................................................... · 8 
205 A New Method of Making Engine Oil 
Emulsions.................................................... 8 
206 A Comparison of Jersey Sires .......................... 12 
207 Peach Culture in Missouri ........................ ____ .... 16 
208 Grape Growing in Missouri .............................. 36 
209 Testing Fertilizers for Missouri Farmers: 
1923 .............................................................. ,56 
210 Contributions to Knowledge in Agriculture .. 80 
211 Controlling Surface Erosion on Farm Lands .. 24 
212 Tomato Culture in Missouri ...... ...................... · 16 
213 Cost of Family Living on the Farm ................ 20 
214 Why Build a Silo?-And How ........... .............. 16 
215 Injurious Insect Pests of Strawberries ............ 12 
Circulars 
61 Docking and Castrating Lambs (Reprint).. 4 
89 Estimating Silo Capacities and Silage 
Weights (Reprint) ............................... ~ ...... 4 
91 Feeding Baby Chicks (Reprint)...................... 4 
98 The Mangum Terrace (Reprint) ...................... 12 
113 Picking, Handling, and Exhibiting Fruit........ 8 
114 The Missouri Fertilizer Law............................ 4 
115 Feeding Dairy Cows .......................................... 12 
116 Winter Rations for Dairy Heifers.............. ...... 8 
117 Corn Root Rot .................................................. 8 
118 Self-feeders for Fattening Swine...................... 8 
119 Testing Milk and Cream .................................. 12 
120 Pruning Apple and Pear Trees ........... : ............ 16 
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7,500 
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,5,000 
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10,000 
2,500 
10,000 
10,000 
7,500 
5,000 
10,000 
10,000 
48,000 
96,000 
160,000 
160,000 
320,000 
40,000 
40,000 
60,000 
160,000 
360,000 
280,000 
600,000 
240,000 
160,000 
100,000 
120,000 
96,000 
20,000 
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20,000 
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80,000 
10,000 
120,000 
80,000 
60,000 
40,000 
120,000 
160,000 
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121 Inoculation for Legumes .. ................................ 12 
122 The Pickle Worm and Its Control.................. 4 
123 Strawberry Culture in Missouri ...................... 12 
124 Apple Blotch Con trol in Missouri.................. 8 
Research Bulletins 
61 Studies in Animal Nutrition V.-Changes in 
the Composition of the Mature Dairy 
Cow While Fattening ............................... 20 
62 Normal Growth of Domestic Animals ............ 58 
63 Erosion and Surface Runoff Under Differen t 
Soil Conditions ........................................... 52 
64 The Influence of Hydrogen-Ion Concentra-
tion on the Growth of Fusarium Lycoper-· 
sici and on Tomato Wilt .................... ........ :32 
65 Silage Investigations ........................... ............. 12 
66 The Minimum Protein Requirement for 
Growing Dairy Heifers .............................. 15G 
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2,.500 
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14.5,000 
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312,000 
4,921,000 
Demand for Publications.-Bulletins and circulars were in great popular 
demand, becoming so great at certain seasqns of the year that for weeks at a 
stretch an average of 1,000 publications a day were mailed out in response to 
defini te requests. 
In addition to this, all publications as soon as issued were mailed to all 
public libraries and to all agricultural teachers and investigators in the State. 
Many bulletins and circulars were supplied to students in the 88 vocational 
agriculture high schools of Missouri, and thousands more were distributed 
by county agents to farmers asking for them. 
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION SERVICE 
The Missouri Farm News Service.-A five-column press service con-
taining approximately 4,000 words was issued weekly, and mailed every Satur-
day afternoon to all newspapers and farm journals in the State. It consisted 
of short, timely articles designed to benefit the farmers and homemakers of 
the State by supplying in brief, readable form the best scientific counsel on 
current problems. 
Special News Artic1es.-At frequent intervals throughout the year facts 
of special importance to the farming interests of the State were reported to the 
farm journals and to the news syndicates and thus circulated widely. 
Information by Radio.-The broadcasting of timely agricultural infor-
mation by radio, first inaugurated by this Station on March 7, 1922, was con-
tinued and expanded. Through the cooperation of the Missouri State Board 
of Agriculture and the Agricultural Extension Service a speaker was sent to 
J effers:m City every Wednesday night to broadcast timely informa tion to 
the farmers of Missouri through Station WOS of the State Bureau of Markets. 
SYNOPSES OF NEW PUBLICATIONS 
A Comparison of Jersey Sires, Based on the Average Mature Equiva-
lent Fat Production of the Daughters.-C. W. Turner and A. C. Ragsdale 
(Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. Bu!. 206 (1923), pp. 3-12, fig. l).-This bulletin 
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reports a comparison of 354 Jersey sires, and their ability to transmit the 
capacity for butterfat production as indicated in the Register of Meri t records 
of their daughters. In order to place records made at various ages on a com-
parable basis the authors worked out the relation between age and fat pro-
duction and used this factor to reduce all records to a "mature equivalent". 
Peach Culture in Missouri, Henry D. Hooker, Jr.) (Missouri Agr. Exp. 
Sta. Bu!. 207 (1923), pp. 3-14, figs. 12).-The relation of winter injury to 
peach culture in Missouri is emphasized in this report. It is pointed out that 
pruning, cultivation, fertilizer and crop thinning increase hardiness to late 
winter injury. Reasons are given for delaying pruning until the trees are in 
bloom. The pruning recommended is a combination of thinning out and head-
ing back. When pruning cannot be so delayed a winter heading followed by a 
summer thinning of the new growth is recommended. These methods of 
pruning are shown to favor the development of the greatest number of hardy 
buds. Data are given which show the value of delaying fertilizer applications 
until after all danger from late frosts. Directions for spraying and for the 
control of peach borers are appended. 
Grape Growing in Missouri.-H. G. Swartwout (Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. 
Bu!. 2;)3 (1924), pp. 3-36, figs. 19).-The essential factors in the successful 
management of a commercial vineyard under Missouri conditions are care-
fully set forth in this bulletin. The most desirable soils are described with 
refere"1 ~e to their character as well as their location in the State. Two com-
mercial varieties and about a dozen home garden varieties are recommended. 
The successive steps in establishing and maintaining a thrifty vineyard are 
carefully explained, including propagation, care of vines in nursery, prepa-
ration of soil, laying out of vineyard, setting the vines, constructing the trellis, 
pruning the vines, cultivating, fertilizing, harvesting, packing and grading. A 
spraying schedule is included together with a description of spray materials 
and equipment. 
Testing Fertilizers for Missouri Farmers, 1923. F. B. Mumford and 
L. D. Haigh (Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. Bu!. 209 (1924), pp. 3-55, fig. l).-This 
publication is a report on the analysis of 361 official samples representing 143 
brands of commercial fertilizers taken from stocks offered for sale in 109 
Missouri towns. The power of limestone and similar materials to neutralize 
soil acidity is expressed in percentage of calcium carbonate for 446 samples 
tested. The brands and guaranteed analyses of fertilizers registered for sale 
in Missouri in 1923 are listed. 
Contributions to Knowledge in Agriculture, F. B. Mumford (Missouri 
Agr. Exp. Sta. Bu!. 210 (1924), pp. 2-77, figs. 21).-The Director of the 
Experiment Station in this publication reports in brief form the progress made 
in agricultural investigations during the year ending June 30, 1923. An 
account is given also of the several projects a(iministered by the Station, as 
well as a rev-iew of its publications, and a statement of its receipts and ex-
penditures. ' 
ControUing Surface Erosion of Farm Lands, F. L. Duley (Missouri Agr. 
Exp. Sta. Bu!. 211 (1924), pp. 2-23, figs. 17).-This bulletin seeks primarily 
to show the menace of sheet or surface soil erosion in depleting the fertility 
of Missouri soils. Results of carefully controlled experiments are given 
which show the relative amounts of the surface soil and fertility that have been 
lost from land having different tillage conditions and different crops. A 
growing crop on . the land, particularly a small grain or sod crop is shown to 
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furnish the most effective means of reducing the erosion. The use of cropping 
systems that include sod crops like clover or other hays is shown to be the 
most practical means of reducing the surface erosion on rolling lands that must 
be cultivated a part of the time. 
Toma~o Culture in Missouri, J. T. Quinn (Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 
212 (1924), pp. 3-16, figs. 5).-This bulletin opens with a discussion of the 
best types of soil for the production of tomatoes in Missouri. The hotbed 
method of starting plants is recommended for the home and market gardener. 
The coldframe or open bed method is best adapted to the cannery crop. Phos-
phorus seems to be the most imp:Jrtant fertilizer element for tomato produc-
tion on Missouri soils. The application of 400 to 500 pounds of fertilizer 
f:Jr the early crop, and 2:)0 to 300 pounds for the cannery crop, is recommended. 
Data presented indicate that staking and pruning to one stem is unprofitable. 
The principal diseases and insects with their control are described. 
Cost of Family Living on the Farm, O. R. J ohn80n (Missouri Agr. Exp. 
Sta. Bul. 213 (1924), pp. 2-20, figs. 8).-This bulletin reports a study of money 
and other costs of family living on a number of Missouri farms covering a 
period of eleven years, and on a farm home labor study covering four years. 
First a comparison is made of the relation between retail prices, farm labor 
incomes, and family living costs on the farms studied. The money and labor 
costs of maintaining the farm home are shown, together with the distribution 
cf cash costs between groceries, clothing, household and other :tccoun ts, and 
the importance of other cash items compared to the value of contributions 
toward the living made by the farm. Next is discussed the labor demands on 
the housewife and just where each of her w'orking hours is spent. The length of 
day, the portion of that day given to production, tp indoor and outdoor work 
for each month in the year are all set forth. 
Why Build a Silo?-And How, J. C. Wooley, E. A. Trowbridge and A. c.. 
Ragsdale (Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. Bul. 214 (1924), pp. 3-16, figs. 13).-This 
bulletin briefly sets forth the advantages of a silo under the practical conditions 
to be met on Missouri farms, and gives definite building instructions for each 
type of silo. To guide each builder in choosing the type of silo best suited to 
his own system of farming the authors enumerate the essential and desirable 
qualities of a good silo, and tabulate information on sizes of silos needed for 
different sized herds. Materials and details of construction are described for 
several types including monolithic concrete, concrete block, concrete stave, 
stone, vitrified block, wooden stave and wooden hoop silos. 
Injurious Insect Pests of Strawberries, O. C. McBride (Missouri Agr. 
Exp. Sta. Bul. 215 (1924), pp. 3-12, figs. 6).-This bulletin notes the fact 
that strawberry growers in Missouri are beginning to realize that insect pests 
do much damage to the crop. In the past growers have depended largely on 
cultural methods, for preventing insect injury and it is still the most practical 
method of controlling certain insects. This bulletin, however, states that the 
time has arrived when growers must look to the use of insecticides for con trol-
ling serious insect epidemics on strawberries, and definitely recommends 
control measures for each of the more important pests and diseases. 
StudIes in Anim~ Nutrition V.-Changes in the Composition of the 
l\lature Cow Whil.e Fattening, C. Robert Moulton, P. F. Trowbridge, and. 
L. P. Haigh (Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bul. 61 (1923), pp. 3-20),-This 
is the fifth a,lld Iinal report in a series which constitutes a comprehensive 
analysis and interpretation of the c\ata gathered in the "Use of Feed" experi-
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ment which was started by the Station in the spring of 1907. The scope of the 
present report is clearly indicated by the sub-titles. 
Normal Growth of Domestic Animals, C. R. Moulton, H. L. Kempster, 
A. G. Hogan, and Samuel Brody (Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bu!. 62 (1923), 
pp . 3-5S, figs. 53).-This bulletin is a first cooperative attempt to put into 
convenient form scattered data on growth of farm animals. In addition to the 
numerical data, curves are presen ted to show the process of growth as a whole. 
These curves and tables will be useful to the growers of animals and to investi.:. 
gators in nutrition of farm animals, as norms, or standards of growth. Growth 
curves and data are presen ted for beef steers, for the dairy cow, for draft colts, 
sheep, swine and the domestic fow!' A section is included also on the equiva-
lence of age in some domestic animals. 
Erosions and Surface Runoff Under Different Soil Conditions, F . L. 
Duley and M . F. Miller (Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bu!. 63 (1923), pp. 3-50, 
figs. 22).-This publication is the first report of an investigation involving 
seven plots of Shelby loam soil laid off so that all the runoff and eroded soil 
from each plot was collected at the lower end of the plot in a concrete tank. 
The results of these experiments showed that grass or clover land absorbed 
much more water than cultivated land. Deep plowing (8 inches) was only 
slightly more effective than shallow plowing (4 inches) in preventing runoff 
and erosion. The surface inches of rainfall absorbed by uncropped land, or 
land in a cultivated crop like corn, was practically constant from year to year 
even with considerable variation in the annual precipitation. The loss of im-
portant nutrient elements frcm the soil through erosion was found to be more 
serious than the loss through the removal of crops. The use of a cropping 
system that includes sod crops, a considerable portion of the time is indicated 
as the most practical means of reducing erosion on rolling lands. 
The Influence of Hydrogen-Ion Concentration on the G'rowth of Fusarium 
Lycopersici and on Tomato Wilt, Irl T. Scott (Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. 
Bu!. 64 (1924), pp. 5-32, figs. lO).-This bulletin reports an investigation on 
the influence of the reaction on the growth of the fungous parasite Fusarium 
lycope"sici and its capacity to infect the host. Four experiments where the 
fungus was grown in miperal nutrient solutions of varying reactions are re-
ported and it was found that there is a limited range of acidity where the 
growth is at a minimum within the normal growth range of the organism. A 
minimum of wilting was also found to occur in soils with reaction made arti-
ficially more or less near those at which growth of the fungus was at a minimum 
in th<> cultural experiments. The results suggest a possibility of adjusting 
soils "to reactions unfavorable for wilt by proper soil treatments, or that by 
using soils with natural reactions unfavorable for infections a minimum of 
wilt would be obtained. 
Silage Investigations-Loss of Nutrients in the Silo and During the Field 
Curing of Com, A. C. Ragsdale and C. W. Turner (Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. 
Res. Bu!. 65 (1924), pp. 3-10).-In the investigation here:: reported the un-
avoidable loss of nutrients in silage formation was compared with the loss of 
nutrients in the field curing of corn. The average losses in 54 silos were 
compared with the losses from 16 shocks of corn fodder. The loss of dry matter 
. and of nitrogen-free extract was found to be twice as great in field cured corn 
as in silage. 
The Minimum Protein Requirement for Growing Dairy Heifers, W. W. 
Swett, C. H. Eckles and A. C. Ragsdale (Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bu!. 66 
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(1924), pp. 3-155, figs. l1).-This bulletin reports an investigation in which 34 
purebred Holstein and Jersey heifers were kept on carefully controlled rations 
for an average of 14.9 or a total of 508.8 thirty-day periods, extending over 
approximately seven and one-half years. The rations were calculated to fur-
nish energy equal to, or slightly in excess of, that recommended by the correct 
feeding standards, and adequacy of mineral salts and vitamines, while the 
proportions of protein were varied from very low to very high planes. The 
development and behavior rather than the nitrogen balance of the animals 
was adopted as a basis for in terpreting resul ts. The normal growth values of 
Eckles were used as a standard for comparison. The annual feed cost of raising 
to producing age a number of heifers sufficient to maintain the present dairy 
cow population in the United States is approximately $400,000,000. Protein 
is generally the most expensive constituent in the dairy ration. The possibility 
of a tremendous saving is indicated. 
Picking, Handling and Exhibiting Fruit, T. J . Talbert and A. M. Bur-
roughs (Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. Circ. 113 (IH23), pp. 1-7, fig. l).-1n this 
brief circular the authors emphasize the importance of correct handling and 
preparation of fruit whether intended for sale or exhibition. Among the main 
divisions of the circular are the following: indications of ripeness, picking 
stone fruits, pears, summer apples, fall and winter apples, utensils for picking, 
handling between tree and consumer, exhibiting. 
The Missouri Fertilizer Law, F. B. Mumford and L. D. 1-high (Missouri 
Agr. Exp. Sta. Circ. 114 (102:3), pp. 4).-This publication outlines the pur-
poses of the Fertilizer Law and the methods through which it is administered 
by the Experimen t Station. The t~xt of the law is printed in full. 
Feeding Dairy Cows, A. C. Ragsdale (Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. Circ. 115 
(1923), pp. 12, figs. 4).-This circular po'nts out the fact that the profit of 
milk production depends much on the selectirg and buying of feeds. The re-
quirements of a dairy ration are explained and a number of definite rations are 
recommended t) fit different farm:ng systems, different seasons, different 
breeds of cows, d'ff.::ren t volumes of milk production and differen t forages. 
Winter Ration for Dairy Heifers, A. C. Ragsdale (Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. 
Circ. 116 (1923), pp. 8, figs. 7).-Since the n\aintenance of a productive dairy 
herd requires that the calves from the best cows must be raised, this circular is 
issued to pain t ou t the most economical way of raising them. For this purpose 
rations are definitely recommended based largely on experiments by this 
Station previously reported in Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. Bu!. 158. 
Corn Root Rot, B. B. Branstetter (Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. Circ. 117 
(1924), pp. 8, figs. 4).-Recognizing the prevalence of corn root'rot throughout 
the Corn Belt the Station issued this circular to describe the symptoms of the 
disease and to recommend measures by which it may be controlled. Selection 
of seed ears with bright, clean tips and butts, crop rotation, and the applica-
tion of lime and fertilizers are recommended. 
Self-feeders for Fattening Swine, L. A. Weaver (Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. 
Circ. 118 (1924), pp. 8, fig. l).-This is a brief revision of Missouri Agr. Exp. 
Sta. Bu!. 144 by the same author. 
Testing Milk and. Cream, W. P. Hays (Missouri Agr. Exp. __ Sta. Circ. 
119 (192:1), pp.l1, figs. 16).-This is a working manual for the milk and cream 
tester, with each step in the process described and pictorially demonstrated. 
Pruning Apple and Pear Trees, T. J. Talbert (Missouri Agr. Etp. Sta . 
. Circ. 120 (1924» pp. 16, figs. 13) .-A t the outset this circular notes a change in 
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pruning practice from the severe cutting advocated a few years ago to ve ry 
light pruning at the present time. The principles of pruning are explained and 
the objects of the practice clearly defined. In pictures and text the practical 
problems of pruning are taken up and simplified. 
Inoculation for Legwnes, W. A. Albrecht (l\Iissouri Agr. Exp. Sta. Circ. 
121 (1924), pp. 12, figs . 5).-First explaining just what inoculation is, this 
circular tells why and when legumes need to be supplied with nitrogen fixing 
bacteria. The chief economic legumes are classified in a list showing which 
ones are inoculated by one another. The soil and culture methods of inocula-
tion are then clearly explained in text and pictures. 
The Pickle Worm and Its Control, K. C. Sullivan (Missouri Agr. Exp. 
Sta. Circ. 122 (1924), pp. 4, figs. 2).-This brief publication recognizes the 
economic importance of the pickle worm, Diolphania nitidolis (Cramer), 
which practically destroyed the cantaloupe crop of Southeast Missouri during 
the summer of 1923. The life cycle of the insect and the manner in which it 
damages the cucurbit crops are explained, and definite control measures are 
recommended. 
Strawberry Culture in Missouri, T. J. Tal bert (Missouri .Agr. Exp. Sta. 
Circ. 123 (1924), pp. 12, figs. 6).-Noting the fact that Missouri produces 
commercially about 1000 carloads of strawberries a year and is one of the two 
or three chief strawberry states of the Union. this circular gives in brief form 
the h::s t practices involved in each step in strawberry production. Soil, 
fertilization, varieties, preparation of soil, planting, cultivation, intercropping, 
renewal, mulching, con trol of insects and diseases, harvesting and selling are 
all carefullv considered. 
Apple ·Blotch Control in Missouri, T. J. Talbert (Missouri Agr. Exp. Sta. 
Circ. 124: (1924:), pp. 8, figs. 2).-This circular meets a real need, since apple 
blotch has become the most injurious disease affecting this fruit in Missouri. 
Control measures are definitely outlined and the effects of spraying and prun-
ing are explained. Directions are given for mixing and applying the sprays. 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO SCmNTIFIC JOURNALS AND PERIODICALS 
Burroughs, A. M.-Some Effects of Oil Sprays on Fruit Trees. Proc. 
Amer. Soc. Hort. Sci. 1923, pp. 269-277. Reports on the investigation of some 
of the new oil sprays for . the control of San Jose scale. No injurious effects 
were noticed following the use of engine oil sprays on apple and peach trees 
which were dormant. The investigations indicated, however, that oil sprays 
could not safely be used on green foliage. 
Burroughs, A. M., and Grube, W. M.-A Simplified Method for Making 
Lubricating Oil Emulsions. Jour. Econ. Ent. Vol. 16, No.6, pp. 534-539. 1923. 
A new method for making stock emulsions of paraffin oils to be used for spray-
ing is described in this article. 
Hooker, Henry D., Jr.-Colloidal Copper Hydroxide as a Fungicide. 
Jour. Ind. and Eng. Chern. Vol. 15, pp. 1177-78. 1923. Preliminaryexperi-
ments indicat~ that copper hydroxide prepared as it colloid was fungicidal to 
apple scab and apple blotch in concentrations of one part of hydroxide to 5,000 
of water. At this concentration it produced very slight burning. It had excel-
lent sticking properties due to its positive charge and spreads well in dilute 
solution. It can be used with lead arsenate and nicotine sulphate. 
Etheridge, W. C., et al.-Report of the Committee on the Improvement of 
Laboratory Studies in the Introductory Course in Field Crops. Jour. Amer. 
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Soc. Agron., Vol. 16, No.1. This article is devoted to a discussion as to what 
should be the type of laboratory study for an introductory course in Field 
Crops whose main purpose is to give the majority of its students the Qnly 
systematic training they are likely to receive in this subject. 
Eyster, William H.-A Primitive Sporophyte in Maize. Amer. Jour. of 
Botany, Vol.lI: pp. 7-14. 1924. In maize, sporophytes have been found that 
do not become dormant in the seed stage but have a continuous development 
from the fertilized egg to the new plant. Such continuous growth of the sporo-
phyte in seed plan ts is called vivipary. Vivipary in maize is inherited as a 
simple Mendelian character. 
Stadler, L. J.-An Experimental Study of the Variety as An Agronomic 
Unit. Jour. Amer. Soc. Agron., Vol. 16, No.4, pp. 366-372. 1924. This article 
reports an investigation of the fundamental assumption of the variety test-
that different stocks of the same variety are similar in yield and practical value. 
The results showed that general . varietal recommendations are frequently 
in error because the stock included in the variety test does not fairly represent 
the variety to which the conclusions are applied. 
Brody, Samuel; Ragsdale, A. C., and Turner, C. W.-The Effect of 
Gestation on the Rate of Decline of Milk Secretion with the Advance of the 
Period of Lactation. Jour. of Gen. Physiology, Vol. 5. No. f), July, 1923. The 
course of decline of milk secretion with the advance of the period of lactation 
in farrow cows followed the course of decline of a monomolecular chemical 
reacti;n. The decline of milk secretion due to pregnancy was related to the 
incr,ease in weight of gestating animals. 
Ragsdale, A. C., and Turner, C. W.-The Effects of Underfeeding on 
Milk Secretion. Jour. of Dairy Science, Vol. 6, No.4, July, 1923. It was shown 
that when the ration fed to dairy cows was reduced 50 per cent there was a 
decided increase in the percentage of fat in milk . The quantity of milk was 
reduced, but the total yield of fat was not significantly changed. This effect 
of underfe~ding should be ' taken into consideration when interpreting data 
on feeding trials of short duration. . 
Turner C. W.; Ragsdale, A. C., and Brody, Samuel.-Normal Growth of 
the Jersey Cow. Jour. of Dairy Science, Vol. 6, No.5, September, 1023. It 
was found that the percentage of decline of growth, as indicated by body 
weight, with age was constant. Maximum body weight was found to be 
attained at approximately eight years of age, somewhat later than is generally 
expected. 
Brody, Samuel; Ragsdale, A. C., and Turner, C. W.-The Rate of Growth 
of the Dairy Cow. III. The Relation Between Growth in Weight and Increase 
of Milk Secretion with Age. Jour. of Gen. Physiology, Vol. 6, No .. 1, Septem-
ber, 1923. From 2 years, the age when milk secretion usually' begins, to 9 
years, the age of maximum body weigh t, the increase in milk secretion with 
age followed the course of growth in body weight. Additional data, showing 
the effect of age and the effect of the increase of body weight on milk secretion, 
are given. 
. Brody, Samuel, Ragsdale, A. C., and Turner, C. W.-The Rate of Growth 
ofthe Dairy Cow. IV. Growth and Senescence as Measured by the Rise and 
Fall of Milk Secretion with Age. Jour. of Gen. Physiology, Vol. 6, No.1, 
September, 1923. It is indicated that growth and senescence go on simulta-
neously from the beginning to the end of life, and that each follows an ex-
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ponentiallaw with age. A method of predicting the future production of dairy 
animals on the basis of present productions is also given. 
Brody, Samuel; Henderson, E. W., and Kempster, H. L.-The Rate of 
Senescence of the Domestic Fowl as Measured by the Decline in Egg Pro-
duction with Age. The Jour. of Gen. Physiology, Vol. 6, No. I, September, 
1923. A study of the decline of egg production with age in the domestic fowl 
from the time laying begins up to and including 8 years showed that each 
year's egg production was a constant percentage of the preceding year's 
production (88 per cent in the group of fowls studied). 
Turner, C. W.; Ragsdale, A. C., and Brody, SamueL-How the Advance 
of the Period of Lactation Affects the Milk Flow. Jour. of Dairy Science, Vol. 
6, No.6, November, 1923. The percentage decline of milk secretion with the 
advance of the period of lactation was shown to be fairly constant. A slightly 
greater percentage decrease during the last two or three months of lactation 
was due to advanced pregnancy. 
Ragsdale, A. C., and Turner, C. W.-The Minimum Milk Requirement 
for Calf Raising. Jour. of Agr. Research, Vol. 26, No.9, December, 1923. 
Calves, weaned when 60 to 70 days old and fed thereafter a good quality of 
alfalfa or soybean hay and a suitable grain mixture, made approximately 70 
per cent normal gains up to 6 months of age. 
Ragsdale, A. C.; Turner, C. W., and Brody, Samuel.-The Effect of 
Gestation upon Lactation in the Dairy Cow. Jour. of Dairy Science, Vol. 7, 
No.1, January, 1924. The effect of pregnancy becomes apparent in a reduced 
milk secretion when the period of pregnancy exceeds five months. 
Brody, Samuel, and Ragsdale, A. C.-The Rate of Growth of the Dairy 
Cow. V. Extra-uterine Growth in Linear Dimensions. Jour. of Gen. Ph ysiology 
Vol. 6, No.3, January, 1924. The extra-uterine growth in linear dimensions 
and in weight of the dairy cow followed an exponential law having the same 
form as the law representing the course of monomolecular change in chemistry. 
Ragsdale, A. C.; Turner, C. W., and Brody, Samuel.-The Relation Be-
tween Age and Fat Production in Dairy Cows. Jour. of Dairy Science, Vol. 
7, No.2) March, 1924. It was shown that fat production gradually increased 
up to between seven and eight years of age on the average, and then gradually 
decreased with the onset of old age. 
No difference between the breeds as to the time of maturity was noted. 
Brody, Samuel; Turner, C. W., and Ragsdale, A. C.-The Relation 
Between the Initial Rise and Subsequent Decline of Milk Secretion Following 
Parturition. Jour. of Gen. Physiology, Vol. 6, No.5, May, 1924. Milk secre-
tion increases for about a month after calving then it decreases steadily. Data 
were , presented for the rising segment of milk secretion, and its relation to the 
declining seg"ment determined. 
Ragsdale, A. C.; Turner, C. W., and Brody, Samuel.-The Rate of Milk: 
Secretion as Affected by an Accumulation of Milk in the Mammary Gland. 
J our. of Dairy Science, Vol. 7, No.3, May, 1924. It was shown that the speed 
of milk secretion in unit time was governed by the amount of milk accumu-
lated in the udder or the interval between milkings. 
Duley, F. L.-Easily Soluble Calcium of the Soil in Relation to Acidity and 
Returns from Liming. Soil Science, Vol. 17, No.3, pp. 213-228. March,1924. 
Determinations of the amount of calcium soluble in 0.04 N carbonated water 
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showed a good correlation with the returns from lime in the field. Of the soils 
studied those having less than approximately 700 pounds of calcium per acre 
soluble by this method showed good increases from liming, while those soils 
having appreciably more than this amoun t did not give very marked increases 
for applications of liming materials. Those soils giving low returns for lime did 
not vary greatly in acidity from those giving good returns. It would seem from 
the results that if a soil is well supplied with nitrogen, phosphorus, and a fair 
amount of calcium soluble in carbonated water, it will likely produce good. 
yields of the common field crops in spite of a considerable amount of soil 
acidity. 
Bradfield, Richard.-The Effect of the Concentration of Colloidal Clay 
Upon Its Hydrogen-ion Concentration. Jour. Phys. Chem. VoJ. 28: pp. 170-5. 
1924. The pH value of a series of solutions of an acid colloidal clay, ranging 
from 0 to 12.8 per cent in concentration, were determined e1ectrometrically. 
The relation between the concentration of the clay and its hydrogen-ion concen-
tration was found to be similar in type with that commonly obtained with 
ordinary weak acids like acetic. The acidity seems to be of the same type in 
both cases. 
Bradfield, Richard.-The Nature of the Acidity of the Colloidal Clay of 
Acid Soils. Jour. Amer. Chem. Soc. Vol. 45: pp.2GGO-78. 102:3. Solutions of 
Ca(OH)2 and Na(OH) when titrated with 1% solutions of four colloidal clays 
by both the conductivity and the hydrogen electrode methods gave curves of 
the type usually obtained in titrating strong bases with weak acids. Equiva-
lent amounts of difFerent bases were neutralized by the same amounts of 
colloidal clay. The 1% solutions of the clay colloids hac! concentrations rang-
ing from .0027 to .00;37 N. The reaction between acid colloidal clays and 
strong bases seems to be an ordinary neutralization nndl'CCOHrSe to the theory 
of physical adsorption seems unnecessary. 
Bradfield, Richard.-The Relation of Hydrogen-Ion Concentration to the 
Flocculation of a Colloidal Clay. Jour. ArneI'. Chem. Soc., Vol. 45: pp. 124,:3-50. 
1923. The effect of the hydrogen-ion concentration upon the flocculation of 
colloidal clay was studied by determining, the minimum electrolyte require-
ment with a series of mixtures of HCL, KCl and KOH in which the potassium 
content was kept constant and the reaction varied from it high acidity to high 
alkalinity. The curve obtained by plotting electrolyte requirement against pH 
value showed a sharp break at the neutral point, representing a ten-fold in-
crease, then flattened in the alkaline region. With a series of acids, flocculation 
took place at about the same pH value in each case but the requirements 
varied widely when expressed in terms of milliequivalents. 
Bradfield, Richard.-The Nature of the Chemical Reactions of Colloidal 
Clay. First National Colloid Symposium Monograph, pp. 369-91. An analysis 
of the data presented in the three articles "The Relation of Hydrogen-ion 
Concentration to the Flocculation of a Colloidal Clay"; "The Nature of the 
Acidity of the Colloidal Clay of Acid Soils;" and "The Effect of the Concentra-
tion of Colloidal Clay Upon Its Hydrogen-ion Concentration" is given. All 
observations made seem to indicate that the reactions resulting when colloidal 
clay is treated with electrolytes are due to the usual laws of chemical affinity 
acting at the surface of the particles. . 
Bradfield, Richard.-The Importance of Hydrogen-Ion Concentration 
Control in Physico-Chemical Studies of Heavy Soils. Soil Science, Vol. 17: 
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pp. 411-22. 1924. In a series of studies in which all other factors were kept 
constant and the hydrogen-ion concentration allowed to vary between wide 
limits it was found that the flocculating power of any electrolyte varied widely 
with slight changes in hydrogen-ion concentration. Similar changes were 
noted in the electrical charge of the colloidal particles. In the basic exchange 
studies equivalent, less than equivalent, and more than equivalent exchange 
could be obtained at will by the proper control of the hydrogen-ion concentra-
tion. 
Kempster, H. L.-Physiological Relation Between Fecundity and Yellow 
Pigmentation of Fowls. Profitable Culling and Selective Flock Breeding, pp. 
169-170. Reliable· Poultry Journal Pub. Co. Various investigations with the 
carotinoid pigment, known as xanthophyll, in relation to the yellow color in 
the skin parts of fowls and in the egg yolk are discussed. 
Eyster, W. H. (with Ellis, M. M.).-Some Effects of Insulin and Glu-
cokinin on Maize Seedlings. Science, Vol. 58, No. 1513: pp.541-542. 1923. 
Weak aqueous solutions of insulin and glucokinin promoted growth in young 
maize seedlings. Strong solutions practically stopped growth. 
Robbins, William J., and Maneval, W. E.-Further Experiments on 
Growth of Excised Root Tips Under Sterile Conditions. Botanical Gazette, 
Vol. 76: pp. 274-287. 1923. The growth of excised corn root tips under 
sterile conditions in the dark and in light in Pfeffer's solution containing vari-
ous amoun ts of dextrose are reported. Extracts of corn grains, corn seedlings, 
corn endosperm, Canada field peas, clover, and metagen were not found to 
favor the growth of excised corn root tips to any marked degree. Report 
of the growth of root tips of other plants is also given. 
Robbins, William J.-Isoelectric Points for the Mycelium of Fungi. 
Jour. Gen. Physiology, Vol. 6: pp. 259-271. 1924. The hydrogen-ion concen-
traction of the mycelium of Rhizopus nigricans washed with various buffer 
mixtures and grown in various media are reported. The hydrogen-ion con-
centration of the mycelium of Fusarium lycopersici stained with certain acid 
and basic dyes and washed with buffer mixtures of 0.1 M phosphoric acid and 
sodium hydroxide is reported, 
Robbins, William J.-An Isoelectric Point for Plant Tissue and Its 
Significance. Amer. Jour. Bot. Vol. 10: pp. 412-439. 1923. The water absorp-
tion by potato tuber tissue in various buffer mixtures was measured. The 
effect of buffer mixtures on the absorption and retention of basic and acid dyes 
was determined. 
Haseman, L., and Bromley, S. W.-Controlling Chinch Bugs in Missouri 
With Calcium Cyanide. Jour. of Econ. Ent. Vol. 17, pp. 324-329. April 1924. 
The results secured from the use of the new chemical cyanide for destroying 
chinch bugs at whea.t harvest are given. 
Sullivan, K. C., and McBride, O. C.-The Effect of Oil Sprays on Apple 
Aphides. Jour. of Econ. Ent. June, 1924. Extensive tests were made in 1923 · 
and 1924 with lime sulphur, soap oil emulsions and Kayso oil emulsion sprays 
for the control of the common grain aphis (Aphis avenae) on apple. These 
materials were used at differen t strengths and although some of the material 
gave partial control, the results ob~ained do not warrant their use as materials 
which clln be relied upon to give absolute protection. 
:;;:' .•... S.tJl;litail; ~; C. __ TheUslil of Calcium Cyanide for the Control of Fle.as anci 
P1:h~T ,Jn$¢,cts; jQ~r" o.fEco:l'l." En.t~.Apriltl1124. Calcium cyanide WIlS success;. 
.. ' .... , ,',.. .., .... .... '. " ' ' :" ,i ~ , "", " , , 'e," " .. , ' '," " ' ::'" : ':: , , 
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fully used for the control of the dog flea (Ctmocepha/us Cfll1is Curtis) ane! the 
human flea (Pulex irritans L) in both open and closed buildings. Calcium 
cyanide was successfully used for controlling blister beetles (Epicauta pittata 
Fob.) in gardens. Calcium cyanide also gave good results in the control of the 
whi te fly in greenshouses and for the control of San Jose scale on nursery stock, 
apple and peach. 
Hogan, A. G., and Skouby, C. I.-Determination of the Surface Area 
of Cattle and Swine. Jour. Agr. Res. 215, p. 4l!.l. 1924. By using the weight 
and length oibody, a more accurate formula has been developed for calculating 
the surface area of cattle and swine. The formula is: 
. S = \\7'.1 X Lli X K 
S is the surface area in square centimeters, ,V is weight in kilograms, L is the 
length of the hody in centimeters, and K is the constant 217 for cattle ane! 
175 for swine. The maximum error is less than± 5.5 per cent with either cattle 
or sWIne. 
NEW EQUIPMENT 
Agriculture Building.- -The new Agricultut"l, Building has now heen COI11-
pletel y equipped and has, as a result, greatly facilitated th e work of the Ex-
periment Station. 
Apparatus.--The following scientific apparatus has heen added during the 
vear: 1 Kohler automatic farm light plant, 4 pbtinull1 crucibles, 2 platinum 
~lishes, G ventilator fans, 1 electric hot plat(~, power sample grinding machinery, 
2 metabolism c!"ates, 1 .Freas constant temperaturt! water bath, 1 serological 
bath, 2 centrifuges, 1 ho t air sterilizer, 2 steam pressure coo kers, 1 incubator, 
1 automatic water still, 1 Autoclave, 1 50-quart hrine ict'cream freezer, 1 
Ford roadster, 1 Clark sample press, 2 Lysimeters, chemicals and glassware. 
SUBJECTS NOW UNDER INVESTIGATION 
Agricultural Chemistry 
Chemical ~(!rV1C(·. 
Fertilizer Control. 
Nutritional Requirements of Poultry. 
Protein Storage in Prot.oplasmic Ti8sur~. 
Usc of Feed Expcri mcnt. 
Agricultural Engineering 
A Study of the Meth ods of Prolonging the 
Service of Wood Fence P".ts. 
An InvestigAtion of Sanitary Conditions on 
Farms and E:cperiments to D etermine the Best 
Type. of Sanitary Equipmt·nt. 
Method of Clearing Cnt-over Land •. 
The Draft of W IIHon •. 
In vt:stigntions to Determine the Dr:'lft of 
Various Farm IrnplementH, the Effect "f Dif. 
fer en t Soil Types on Draft and the Effect of the 
Different Tre.ntments of Soil. on the Draft of 
Various I mplerllents. Also to Determine the 
Coat of Different Operations. 
Animal Husbandry 
Age as a Factor in Animal Breeding. 
Age as a Factor in Animal Breeding-The 
Effect of Plane of Nutrition upon Immature 
Brood Sows. 
Hogging Down Corn and Soybeans. 
Mol."es in Rations for FattenIng Yearling 
Cattle. 
Barley v,. Corn For Fattening Swine. 
Relation of Feed. Consumed to Protein &: 
Energy Retained in the C.rc .... 
Factors. Influen·cing the Normal . Rate of 
Gr9wth in Domestic Animal. and the Permanency 
oftJi,e Effects of Arre.tee;! Development. 
GrowiItg Draft Colts. 
The RelatlOn of DIet To BodIlY Activity 
and t he Capacity to Withstand Unfavorable 
Circtl mstanceS. 
FecunditY of Swine: The Normal Sexual 
Cycle, and as Influenced by Unfavorable Dietary 
Condition •. 
Wintering Idle Brood More. on Bluegras. 
Pa.ture Supplemented With Oat Straw and 
Limited Grain Ro.tion. 
The Effect of Yeai: on Feed. and Their 
Utiliz.tion by Fattening Swine. 
Limited Grain Ration. for Fattening Cattle 
of Different Age •• 
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Botany 
A Study of Certain Fusorial Diseases of 
Plants. 
The Relation of H ydrogen-Ion Concentration 
to the Growth of Plants. 
Dairy Husbandry 
A Study of Colostrum With .Special Refer-
ence to the Effect of Heat (pasteurization) on its 
Physico-chemical, Bacteriological, Im munological 
a,nd Nutritional Changes. 
Official Testing of Dairy Cows. 
Studies in Mi lk Secretion. 
Standards of Growth for Dairy Cattle. 
!\1inimuffi Protein Requirements for the 
Growth o(Dairy Heifers. 
The In heritance and Transmission of the 
Characters "Capacity for Fat Producti on." 
The Effect of Each I ngredient in the 
Manufacture of Ice Cream. 
A Study of the ProductIOn and Morketing of 
Butter in Missouri. 
The Deleterious Effects of Frozen Milk on 
Baby Chicks, and on the Marketability of Milk 
and Cream. 
Entomology 
Nursery Inspection. 
A Study of the Life Cycle of the Codling 
Moth and the Best Time and Method of Applying 
Insecticides for Controlling it. 
An Investig:ttion to Determine the Life-
history, Development nnd Habits of the Corn-ear 
Worm and Practica l Methods of Controlling its 
RavAges. 
An I nvestigation to Determine How Sap-
sucking Insects Injure Plants. 
An I nvestig.ltion to Determine Wh3t Insects 
arc Injurious to Nursery Stock in the State, Their 
Life Histories, Distribution, I njury and Methods 
of Control. 
Injurious Insect Pests of Melon and Related 
Crops. 
The Annual Life Cycle of the Hessian Fly in 
Missouri and its Control. 
An Investigation of Methods for Controlling 
the Chinch-bug. 
An Investigation to Determine the Causes of 
the Periodical Recurrence of In sect Pests as 
Scourges. 
Field Crops 
Seed Test.ing Laboratory. 
Comparison of Soybeans and Cowpens for 
Hay and Seed Production. 
A Comparison of the Most I mportant Grain 
Sorghums \\!ith Corn for Grain and Forage 
Prod ucti on . 
A Study of the Cultural Requirements and 
Adaptation of Sudan Grass. 
A Study of the Important Varieties of Oats 
for Missouri Conditions. 
Wheat Breeding Investigations, Including 
the I mprovement of Com mercial Varieties by 
(1) The Pure Line Method of Breeding, (2) 
Hybridization and Subsequent Selection. 
A Study of the Adaptation of the I m-
portant Varieties :lnd Selections of Soybeans to 
the Various Soil Types of the State. 
A Genetic AnalySIS of Maize. 
Culturnl Experime nts with Soybeans, I n-
cluding (1) Ti me at Seeding, (2) Method of 
Seeding. (3) Rate of Seeding. 
A Study of the Adaptations of the Important 
Varieties of Spring Barley for Missour.i Condi-
tions. 
A Morphological Classification of the Varie-
ties of Soybeans. 
Cultural Experiments with Spring Barley. 
Factors Influencing the Development of the 
Maize Plant-Field Studies of the Plant. 
Home Economics 
Color Knowledge Essential to Costume and 
its Practical Applica tion. 
S~lection and Eco?omic Use of Soap in the 
Home. 
To Find the Causes of Vitamin Destruction 
in Cooked and Canned Foods: 1. To Test the 
Theory of Oxidation as a Cause of Vitamin C 
Destruction. 
I nvestigation of Baking Qualities of Mis-
souri Flour. 
A Nutrition Problem With Special Reference 
to Negro ChIldren. 
The Psychology of Child Nutrition. 
The Effects of External Temperature on the 
Basal Metabolism of Young Women Under 
Usual Conditions of Dress. 
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Horticulture 
Spraying Fruits for I nsect and Fungous 
Diseases . 
In \restigations \Vith S e/!d Pata toes. 
Nutrition and Plant Response of Vegetables. 
I dentification and Study of Faetors Deter-
minmg H~rdiness and Mc.·thods of I ncre:asing It. 
The Nutrition of Fruits \Vith Special 
Refcren..:e to Their Hardiness. 
'The Home Orcha rd; Costs and Re turns. 
Peach Breeding for Hardy Sorts. 
\Valnut Gr3fting Investigation. 
Breeding Apples for Late B1oomin" Habit. 
Treatment of Apple Canker Diseases. 
Cabbage Seed Selection for Disease Resis-
tnnce. 
'Tomato Seed Selection for Di5ease Resis ... 
tane!'!'. 
Investigation of the Factors Limiting the 
Production of Sweet, Cherries in !\fissouri. 
J nVl."stig:ltions to Determine the Fertilizer 
Requirements, Varieties. Cultural IvIethods, and 
Seed "Place EtTect" of the \Vatcrmelon and 
the C,ntaloupe. 
Poultry Husbandry 
Rate of Growth 01 Chicks Under Normal 
Conditions. 
The Vaine of Sour Milk and Beer Scrap in 
Rations for Growing Chicks, and the Cost of 
Growing Chicks. 
Value of Sour Milk, Beef Scrnp, Cottonseed 
Meal, Gluten Meal, and Oil Menl in Rations for 
Egg Production. 
Time of Molt as an Index to Productivity 
of Hens. 
InHnence of Time Laying Stlfts to Future 
Prodaction. 
Time of Hatching in Relat ion to Egg Pro-
duction. 
Correlation of Sexual Matnrity to Annu.1 
Egg Production. 
Reef Cattle Productio n in Missouri. 
Cost ,f Producing Farm Products Under 
Farm Conditions. 
Rural Life 
The Standard of Living on the Fnrm n8 a 
Factor in Cost of Production. 
Distribution of Farm Labor. 
Rural Training Lnboratory. "A Study of the 
Rural Primary Groups of Boone County, Mis-
souri. 
Taxation Problems of Agriculture. 
Soils 
ExperimentB to Deter mine the Best Systems 
of Soil Management for tho Most I mportant Soil 
Types ill Missouri. 
Effects of Different Soil Treatment., Long 
Continued Upon Bacterial Activity in the Soil. 
Experiments to Determine the Value of Bat 
Guano as a Fertilizer. 
The Determination of the Relative Value. 
of Different Forms of Phosphorus Upon the Soils 
at Colu mbia. 
Studies of the Tight Clay Layer in the Soils 
of the Level Prairies of Missouri. 
The Production and Distribution of Bacteria 
for Leg\lmes. 
The RMe of Accumulation and Cost of 
Nitrogen and Carbon in Soils Under Different 
Systems of Green Manuring and CroPPIng. 
Studies of Water Absorption, Run-Off, 
Percolation, Evaporation, Capillary Water 
Movement and Soil Erosion Under Field Condi-
tions. 
An Inve'tigatIon Ihving to do with the 
Development of the Vari"tls Parts of the Maize 
Plnnt as Influenced by Variation in Soil Moisture, 
Soil Composition and Texture, and in the Supply 
of Plant Food. 
Crop Rotation and Fertilizer Experiments. 
Miscellanecu8 or Service l'roject-"Testtng 
Soils for their l.ime Neec.l" 
The Effect of Different Amonnts and Dif-
ferent Methods "f Applying Commercial Fertili-
zer on the Corn Crop. 
The Determination and Mapping of Mis-
souri Soil Types. 
Nitrate Production ill a Soil as Affected by 
the Crop and Cultivation. 
Studies on the Longevity of B. Radicicola in 
the Soil. 
An investigation of the Character of the 
Colloids in MiB80uri Clay Soils. 
Studi.s Upon the Calcium Content of Soils 
and Its Relation to Acidity and the Respons. of 
Soils to Liming. 
Veterinary Science 
Experiment on the Viability of l:obg Cholera 
Virus. ~ <It 
The Distribution of Abortion I nfection in 
S wine by Positive Rea.cting I mmune Carriers. 
Contagious Abortion Investigations. 
An Experimental Study of Hog Cholera and 
the Factors Concerned in Immunity Against the 
Disc:tse. 
Distribution of Anti-Hog-Cholera Serum. 
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SERVICE PROJECTS 
Seed Testing Laboratory. (W. C. Etheridge, Clara Fuhr, Maxine Wilks, 
Helen Averitt, and J. c. Stephens.) A total of 3,348 lots of seed were tested 
and examined by the Seed Testing Laboratory during the year ending June 30, 
1924. Of these samples 2,696 were tested for Missouri farmers and seedsmen 
and 152 for the U. S. Custom House, under the Seed Importation Act. Fifteen 
referee analyses were made for the Research and Methods Committee of the 
Associati,on of Official Seed Analysts of America . 
For farmers and seeds men of other states, 485 tests were made as follows: 
Colorado 150, Kansas 113, Nebraska 86, Iowa 71, Arkansas 20, Illinois 15, 
South Dakota 12, Texas 5, Ohio 4, New Mexico 4, Oklahoma 2, Tennessee 1, 
Louisiana 1, Toronto, Canada l. 
The total number of tests made included the following: Purity only 68, 
Purity and Germination 1,150, Germination only 1,995, Purity, Germination 
and Identification 1, Identification only 99, Purity and Examination 4, 
Germination and Examination 20, Examination only 14. Of these, three were 
Custom House samples not under the Act, and these were sent to Washington. 
In addition to the above lots of seed, 291 lots were tested in cooperation 
with the Missouri Corn Growers' Association, bringing the total to 3,639 lots. 
This is an increase of 1,238 lots over the number tested in the previous year. 
Fertilizer Control. (F. B. Mumford, Director, and L. D. Haigh, Chemist) 
-The work under this project comprised: (1) the registration by manufac-
turers, jobbers, and selling agencies of all brands of fertilizer which were sold 
in the State; (2) the furnishing of registration tags which were attached to all 
sacks before they were shipped into the State; (3) the inspection of stocks of 
fertilizer which have been shipped into the State and collections of samples of 
fertilizer for analysis from these stocks and (4) the analysis of these fertilizer 
samples and the issuing of the printed report on the results found. 
Six hundred and thirty-four brands of fertilizers were registered by 51 
manufacturers. Tags were furnished to manufacturers for 40,000 to 45,000 
tons of fertilizer. Inspection of shipment was made in 95 towns in 41 counties 
in the fall of 1923 and 25 towns in 13 counties in the spring of 1924; and 384 
samples of fertilizer were obtained for analysis representing 151 brands. 
This work for the year 1923 was reported in Bulletin 209 of the Missouri 
Agricultural Experimen t Station. This shows the analyses of 348 regular and 
13 special samples of fertilizer for the percentages of plant food as compared to 
their guaran tee: the analyses of 230 nitrogen carrying fertilizers for the a vail-
ability of the nitrogen, the analyses of 446 samples of limestone and other 
material for their power to correct soil acidity. The name and guaranteed 
analysis of all brands of fertilizers listed for each company, which will be sold in 
the State during the year 1924 were also given. A table showing the tonnage of 
different kinds of fertilizers shipped into each county of the State during the 
year 1923 was given. 
The violations of the Missouri Fertilizer law found by the inspectors were 
listed. A method for calculating the value of the plant food in a fertilizer was 
given along with suggestions for dealers and consumers on things to be ob-
served when purchasing fertilizer. 
Testing Soils for Their Lime Need. (M. F. Miller, W. A. Albrecht, R. E. 
Uhland).-In order to encourage the growth of more legumes and the use of 
limestone on the more acid soils, tests of acidity for farmers and county agents 
were made on all samples submitted. About 425 tests were made during the 
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past year, making the total number of samples tested to date 4,525. These 
tests were made by the Truog method and by the modified Comber method. 
In addition to furnishing the results of these tests, some r.ecommendatiolls 
were usually made regarding soil management. These tests have also been of 
great value to the soils extension specialists who have been putting on a def-
inite campaign for the growing of more legumes and the use of more limestone. 
Fig. I.-Map showing the distribution of legume inoculation cultures 
for the year ending June 3D, 1924. Each dot represents ten cllltures. 
The Production and Distribution of Bacteria for Legumes. (W. A. Al-
brecht, R. E. Uhland).-During the year ending June 30,1024,75,190 cultures 
were distributed to 7,178 individuals. A cultme is inoculation material for U 
bushel of seed. This was enough inoculation material to inoculate 37,595 
bushels of legume seed. CuI tures were distri bu ted as follows: 
Soy beans Ha,782 
Alfalfa 5,821 
Sweet Clover a,OG2 
Cowpeas l,aIl 
Red Clover 8.57 
Vetch 104 
Miscellaneous* 253 
The rapid growth of this project within the past six years is shown by the 
following table: 
TABLE l.-DrsTIUBUTJON OF' LEGUME BACTERIA DURINe PAST SIX YEARS. 
Fiscal year ending June 30 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
1923 
,1924 
Cultures shipped 
5,334 
5,865 
10,618 
22,322 
40,021 
75,190 
*Velvet bean, white clover, garden bean, garden pea and alsike clover. 
I ndivid "a\s served 
800 
900 
1,665 
2,950 
4,145 
7,173 
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Reports from farmers indicated success with the use of the cultures. This 
great increase in demand has been made even though the Experiment Station 
con tinually encouraged the use of the soil method of inoculation. 
Nursery Inspection. (L. Haseman, K. C. Sullivan, Neely Turner, G. L. 
Davis).-The number of nurseries inspected, distribution of nursery stock, and 
the issuing of official papers is reported as follows: 
N urseri es Inspec ted ....... _ ...... _....................................... 191 
Counties ..................... _ ....................... _ ........................ _... 58 
Men Making Inspection .... _ ................................ _.......... 4 
Nurseries infested wi th San Jose scale ......... _ ... _.......... 28 
Amoun t of stock condemned ................... _ ................... . 
Cases of foreign stock inspected .......................... _ .. _.... 37 
Plan ts from foreign cou n tries ............................... _ ........ 350,900 
Counties in which foreign stock was received............ 5 
Sweet potato beds inspected ... _.................................... 5 
Nursery inspection certificates issued ... _...................... 177 
Sweet potato. in~pection certificates issued ................ 5 
Agen ts perml ts Issued_................................................... 150 
Outside growers permits issued.................................... 171 
Dealers certificates issued .......................................... 28 
Gipsy moth inspections made...................................... 38 
Counties in which gipsy moth inspections were made 10 
The orchard inspection work accomplished during the year consisted in a 
second survey of the orchards of the western half of the State. Table 2 gives 
the result of this survey in comparison with the 1922 survey. Fourteen coun-
ties were involved: 
TABLE 2.-SURVEY OF ORCHARDS IN WESTERN HALF OF STATE. 1922-1923. 
Orchards examined _______________ -- ......... --- -- -- ............ --
Acres visited ___ ___ ___ ... --- ............... - ... --- -- ...... ---- - ... ----
Acres infested with San Jose scale ___________________ _ 
Acres unsprayed __ ...... __ ............ -- ...... -- ............ --- ------- -- - ... 
Per cent bearing acreage unsprayed _________________ _ 
Acres sprayed su mmer only ______ ...... __ ... -- ...... --- ... -- ----
Per cent acres sprayed summer only ......... -_ ... -_ ... -- -- ----
*170 newly set. 
1922 
134 
5,540 
3,122 
521 
9.4% 
2.276 
50.1% 
1923 
105 
4741 
3407 
489* 
6.7% 
1.898 
40_0% 
This table indicates the favorable results of the 1922 survey and the drive 
for scale control which followed. 
In 1923,105 acres which had no scale in 1922 showed slight scale infesta-
tion. Table 3 gives the location and number of acres of orchard on which scale 
was very severe in 1922, but which was completely under control in 1923. 
TABLE 3 .-NuMBER AND LOCATION OF ORCHARDS IN WHICH SCALE WAS CONTROLLED BY 1923. 
County 
Cooper ________________ -- ---- ----
Greene __________________ -- ------
Lawrence __________ ---- -- -- ------
McDonald_. __________________ c __ 
Newton _________ - ------ -- -- ---- --
TotaL _______ . __ • _ -- --------
Number of orchards 
1 
2 
5 
1 
2 
11 
Acres 
10 
60 
231 
80 
170 
551 
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fi J,:.2. Slid s lIr vq' in 8prc tnrS :H wHrk; dra will H ,I sJmpl e 80 th at Ih ey IT\a y C'x.unillC" it. Bo rin gs 
3re m oille 10.1 d c- p i II or I hrcc feet. 
The Determination a nd M apping of Missouri Soil Types. Soil Survey. 
(1\ 1. I". ;\lill er, H . I I. Kru se kojl(, William IkYLlllllg, Il oward V. J ord:ln ), Th e 
mappin g o ( lhree counti es, Boo n.:, J.awn.: nce , a nd Ph clps has hl'l' ll co rnplt:ted , 
So il reports o ( I.afa yette a nd St , l.o ui s co unti es ha ve hee ll iss ued and arc 1l 0W 
aV:l ilahl e fo r di s trihuli o n, A 51 ec iall11ap and report of th e hrown loess soil of 
1\ 1isso uri ha s hee ll ll lllpi c ied :111t! is read y for Jl uhli cati on. Thi s spec ial map 
has hce n prepared heca use o f th e grea t interes t bein g taken in this so il for the 
production of frui t, to bacco , and tru ck cro ps. Th is so il ha s ve ry wiJ e cro p 
adapta lio n :1nd o ffers spec ial oJl portunili es for the farm er with s ma ll Ill ean s, 
AhoLlt l ,."iOO ,OOO acres of so il ex is ts in Mi~so llri, 
AJdit iona l data has heen coll ected durin g th e yea r whi ch wi ll he lI sed in 
reproJ ucing t he ge nera l so il ll1aJl o f t he State publi shed inl!) JK All of th e 
accumu lated info rm atio n on th t: so il s o f the S tart: will be in clu ded when t hi s 
report is re pu bl ished , 
I n o rd er to furth er th e utili Lution of th e count }' soi l maps, the pian of 
preparing slipp le ments ha s been adopted, Th ese suppl ements give in co n-
densed, tabu lar form, information o n the gene ral character, adaptation , a nd 
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methods of treatment of the soils of individual counties. They are attached to 
the county soil maps so that these can be used as wall maps. 
Official Testing of Dairy Cows. (c. W. Turner).-During the year 2,266 
two-day and 28 seven-day tests have been conducted. 
J osephihe of Cove Hollow, a Guernsey cow in the herd of 1.. E. Vaughan, 
Oronogo, Missouri, broke the state Guernsey record and took her place as the 
second highest butter producer ever tested in Missouri with a production of 
18,119 pounds of milk containing 865.9 pounds of fat. Other Guernsey state 
records broken the past year included: Lena's Fawn, a senior four-) 'ear-old 
owned by Wm. Schneider, La Plata, with a production of 10,471 pounds of 
milk and 518.5 pounds of fat; Imp. Kitty 2nd of Fairmoun t, a junior four-year-
old owned by 1. Ben Miller, Cape Girardeau, with a production of 11,624 
pounds of milk and 710.9 pounds of fat; and Sheila's Princess, a junior two-
year-old, owned by El Jane Farm, Arcadia, with a production of 11,205 pounds 
of milk and 578 pounds of fat. 
Two state Jersey records were broken during the year. Financiars 
Queen of Coleman, a yearling owned by Coleman Farm at Coleman, produced 
10,664 pounds of milk and 565.9 pounds of fat, thus capturing the champion-
ship for cows under 2 years old. At the other extreme in age, Raleigh's Mabel 
of Granville, a twelve-year-old cow owned by Longview Farms, Lees Summit, 
produced 13,771 pounds of milk and 689.6 pounds of fat, thus placing first in 
the class of cows 12 years and over. 
Distribution of Anti-Hog-Cholera Serum. (0. S. Crisler).-During the 
past year the University Serum Laboratory and Farm furnished the swine 
owners, either directly or through veterinarians and county farm bureaus, 
2,527,250 cubic centimeters of anti-hog-cholera serum which was distributed 
in 1,772 orders to 75 counties.. Cholera was quite prevalent and there was 
increased demand for serum. Two thousand and seventy-three letters were 
written. The reports from the field showed that the serum had been satisfac-
tory. 
As funds would permit, new equipment has been installed and improve-
ments have been made so that it is possible to produce anti-hag-cholera serum 
under the most sanitary and up-to-date methods. 
CORRESPONDENCE 
The .College of Agriculture continued to exercise a very important func-
tion as a bureau of information on all agricultural subjects. The number of 
letters received and answered by the various departments and divisions of the 
College of Agriculture during the past year exceeded 100,000. The work of the 
Experiment Station supplies the information necessary to answer inquiries of 
farmers. Not all these questions can at present be answered, since the limited 
resources of the Experiment Station preclude the possibility of conducting 
some importan t investigations of vital significance to farmers. 
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Experiments in Progress During the 
Year Ending June 30, 1924 
The following pages contain brief descriptions of experiments in progress. 
They are not intended to be complete, but rather progress reports of work· 
actually accomplished during the year. The progress of the Station can be 
judged by comparing these reports with those of previous years. 
AGRICULTURAL CHEMISTRY 
A. G. HOGAN, Chairman 
Chemical Service. CA. G. Hogan, L. D. Haigh, W. S. Ritchie, E. E. 
Vanatta, H. M. Harshaw, N. B. Guerrant, A. R. Hall, J. E. Hunter).-The 
department of agricultural chemistry makes all chemical analyses' for the 
Agricultural Experiment Station. During the year the following analyses were 
made. For the department of agricultural chemistr.y 1,705 analyses including: 
750 nitrogen determinations, 101 complete mineral analyses, 4 Ultimate 
analyses, H feeds for calcium, 3 feeds for nitrogen, 3 analyses for nitrogen as 
tlitrates. For the department of animal husbandry 207 feed anal yses and di-
gestion trials including analyses for moisture, ash, nitrogen, fat, and crude 
fiber. For the department of dairy husbandry 18 analyses including 8 for 
nitrogen and 2 complete feed analyses. For the department of field crops 1 
nitrogen determination. For the department of horticulture 108 analyses in-
cluding 38 moisture, 38 crude fiber, and 8 ultimate analyses, carbon, hydrogen, 
moisture, and ash. For the department of soils 1,080 analyses. For the Ferti-
lizer Control, 1,233 determinations. The department also made 14 commercial 
analyses and 13 qualitative analyses for miscellaneous purposes. 
Protein Storage in Protoplasmic Tissue. CA. G. Hogan, W. S. Ritchie, 
J. E. Hunter).-General opinion indicates that there are two proteins in 
muscle soluble in neutral salt solution. One has many properties charact(ristic 
of albumin, the other resembles the globulin in many respects. It is also gen-
erally believed that these proteins are comparatively unstable and that their 
properties, solubility especially, change on standing. This is especially 
true of albumin, so for this and other reasons doubt has been expressed that 
there are two distinct proteins in the fraction soluble in neutral salts. An 
effort t::J test this point was made, using an indirect method suggested by 
Dakin. On account of technical difficulties the data obtained were not con-
sistent. It was indicated, however, that the two proteins were distinct. 
The isoelectric point of each of these proteins was determined. The 
globulin was coagulated by heat at a temperature of 50 C. The protein was 
then suspended in buffer mixtures with pH values ranging from approxi-
. mately 3.5 to 5.0. A small portion of a suitable dye was then added. The theo-
ry was that the acid dye should be retained only on the acid side while a 
basic dye should be retained only on the ;tlkaline side. The results obtained 
were quite c::Jnsistent and indicated an isoelectric point of approximately 3.9. 
The albumin was coagulated with heat and the isoelectric point determined by 
the method just described. This isoelectric point was the same as that of the 
globulin, approximately at a pH value of 3.9. 
Differen t salts have been compared in regard to their capacity to pre-
cipitate the globulin. The salts used were as follows: lithium sulphate, am-
monium sulphate, sbdium chJoride, magnesium sulphate and zinc sulphate. 
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Saturated lithium sulphate and half saturated ammonium sulphate gave al-
most identical results. Zinc sulphate in half saturated solution precipitated 
completely all protein from the solutions. Saturated sodium chloride and 
saturated magnesium sulphate gave somewhat variable results. Precipitation 
by heat at 50 C. gave results similar to sodium chloride and magnesium 
sulphate. 
In separating the albumin and globulin fractions, a larger proportion of 
globulin than that of albumin has been found. This does not conform to the 
findings of previous in vestiga tors. 
Use of Feed Experiment. CA. G. Hogan, ]. L. Nierman).-In the spring 
of 1907, there was begun an extensive investigation known as the "Use of Feed 
Experiment". This was outlined as "A proposed inquiry into the composition 
of the carcasses of cattle of different ages, different stages of development, and 
differen t conditions of fatness, or an attempt to ascertain to what uses steers of 
different ages, on different.rations, and in different conditions put their food". 
"The animals were early divided into three groups. Group I was fed all it 
could eat of the ration. Group II was fed for maximum growth without per-
mitting the laying on of much fat. Group III was fed for scanty or retarded 
growth. The Group II steers gained about a pound a day for the first two 
years, while Group III cattle gained about 0.69 pounds a day." 
From these animals when slaughtered various composites were made. 
such as blood, hide and hair, internal organs, lean and fat, and skeleton. 
These were analyzed for water, fat, nitrogen, ash, and phosphorus. Research 
Bulletin 55 should be consulted for a more complete accoun t. 
Portions of the samples just men tioned were retained for complete mineral 
analysis. These analyses have now been completed. The following conclusions 
have been drawn: 
The ash of the entire bodies of calves from dams on different planes of 
nutrition was constant in composition. The mineral content of the entire 
body, on the fat-free basis, was, with the exception of phosphorus, fairly con-
stan t, and cannot be correlated with the condition of the dam. 
The ash of the separate composites of lean and fat, hair and hide, internal 
organs, blood and skeleton, had a constant composition in all the animals. 
The mineral content of lean and fat on a fat-free basis was not influenced 
by age or condition. 
The mineral content of the hide and hair was not influenced by age or 
feeding conditions. 
The mineral content of the internal organs decreased in the older animals, 
but the method of feeding probably had no effect. 
The mineral constituents of blood were fairly constant for all ages and · 
groups. Sodium and chlorine showed a slight decrease in the older animals, 
but it is doubtful if this decrease was due to age. 
All the mineral constituents of the skeleton showed an increase in the 
older animals and were always higher in the well fed animals. 
The mineral content of the entire animal calculated from the parts, was 
about constant, with the exception of calcium and phosphorus, which in-
creased somewhat in the older animals. The mineral content was unaffected 
by the plane of nutrition. 
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING 
.I, C, \\t)OII I, (;/'";I'II/({II 
A Stady of the Methods of Prolonging the Service of Wood Fence Posts. 
!,I. C, \\(1,,1 "1, \ 1. \ 1, ,1"11 1") ' In I!I I:::I l"I,Ji I/!' J ,() 1'"', 1, , illl'llidinL<:2, 
Fi g. J.-V'lrioli aly treate d whIl e o::t k pOslS, 
~afl e r t en yea rs in th e g ro llnd ( I) 5- hr. do uble 
l ank- trea l me nt o f c reoso l e; (2) 2- hr. douh le 
t a nk-tre!llmen t o f creOIO l e; (3) 11 0 LreaL rn c nl . 
t1iti'L'I',nt l'''llllll<in I :nil,ti," II!' "0".1, 
\11'1'1' "'I. I II 1':1t'1 1 " Iril,tl 1,,,,1, I\!li" h 
Ii:ld 1"'1'11 L<ill'll ditFl'I"'111 l'rl ''lI'\:Jt ill' 
11'1.11111 1' 111 , III i'l' ilH hld , d, Th l' 1" ,, 1' 
11.11 I "\'\'11 ilhl' I' ,'Il'l 1 :Il1lll1,JiII , ill n rhl' 
1"'L<illll ill ~ " i till' , ' 1'('i'illll'l lt, 
Ti ll' (,, 11,,\\ il1l! IOlll 'lll , i"l1, :I1'l' ":I SL'd 
"II t hl rl" lI lt, :It t he: l'llIl o!' l'kl<.:1l 
~ (, I r s : 
I , Sl'l tin J.( III grall, l :J ll d ch:lrri ll g 
di d l1 () l p :l~ , 
Painliil J.( wit h hot carholi nL' llnl 
was pcrh :1J" hL' tt L'l' thall pa illt ing 
wilh CI'l'OSoIC, 
:l, T he d ouhle- tallk tl'C:ltlll l' nt with 
Ci'COSl)r e W:1S r h e /l1ost dfc'ct i ve 
Ircatll lcllt, th e fi ve- hour tre:: lt-
Il H: llt heill g hett er tha n t he til \)-
hour tr e: atlll cnr, 
,\. Th e ro ll ow ing vari eti l's made 
first cla ss pos ts: llS: lgC \)ra nge or 
hedge, cat :Jipa, hl ack Inc u); t, :llld 
white cl'dar , 
5, I t did Il o t pa )' to treat so mc 
'va ri et ies, parti cular ly hOll e), lo-
cust, wi ll ow, co t to nwood, and 
white oak, un k ss th e whole post 
wa s trcated , 
G. erca in varieties made g od 
pos ts if givcn thc doubl e ta nk 
creosote treat ment , Amon g 
these were black ash, sassafras, 
red oak, and ironwood. 
The Draft of Wagons. (J , C. Wooley , M, M, J nes).-A farm wagon with 
in tereha nge :l bl e wheels was used. Tire width s or 1)1' in ches and 3 in ches were 
used, T hirt y-s ix in ch whee ls in front a nd 40-inch wh eels in the rear were com-
pared wit h 40-inch wh eels in front and '!4-in ch wheels in th e rear. A net load of 
3,000 p unds was pull ed in a ll tests. Comple te tes ts have bee n run over th e 
fo llowi ng t ypes of roadwa ys : concre te, bluegl'ass sod, gra ve l, corn stubhl e, 
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cind er , maca d a m) bri ck in good co nd iti o n) br ick in poor cond ition, tin' cia)" 
a nd l11udd y clay . 
J Ti g h whee ls ha ve redu ced th e d ra ft o n :111 roa d w:l ) s tt's ted, t hl' :l nlo unl S 
ran gin g (ro l11 0% on good hard -s urfaced road s to :W% on road s with "chu ck" 
holes and on roads w it h a firm base but with loose m a teri a l o n to p. Wid e tires 
ha ve redu ced th e draft on all road ways tes ted exce pt o n ro ad s with a firm ha se, 
hut with loose material on to p. Th e g reates t reduct io n was ~ ()% on corn st uh-
hi e. 
Fi g. ·J. -The eq ui prne nl uled in tell in g Ihe draft o r Lum wago lls 
An Investigation of Sanitary Conditions on Farms and Experiments to 
Determine the Best Types of Sanitary Equipment. (J. . \\Joo le)' , M . M. 
J ones). Cost of E lectricity fro m 32-uolt Farm Ligllt Plan/s.-Co mplete 
c ha rge and di scharge tes ts wer made on each of three t y pi cal 32-volt (arm 
electri c pl ants. Fu el and oil used in chargin g th e batteri es were acc urately 
measured. D a ta were al so o btain ed on th e current required to cha rge th e 
bat te ri es, and on th e current which th e batteri es wou ld d e li ve r when full y 
cha rged. Thus th e capaci ti es o f t'h e batteri es and their effici encies we re also 
d e termin ed. The foll owing tabl e is a summary o f th e resu lts of th ese te ts : 
T AB L E 4 .-F uE L AN 1) OILS, 08T9AN D E FFICTENCYOF' FARM LICHT PLA!'\1"S . 
F ue l an cl oi l co," per K, W. Ilr,- B attery cffic ien y B:luery capacity 
P la nt 
(B-hr. rating) 
From ge nerato r Fro m batlery 
a. Kero. Gn. Kero. Amp. H r. K. W. Hr . Rated Actual 
--. 
---
ttntJ centl "ntl Cln'l p" ctn t ptr tint amp . /lf/. amp. hrJ. 
J 7.50 4 .4c 13.8c 6.70 72.7% 56.04 % 60 73.78 
2 8.250 5. 170 16. 170 10.390 69.26% 5 1. 5% 90 52.97 
3 8.790 
-- --
15. 10 
----- 76.26?/i 59, <13 % 90 86.28 
• o.tI are baaed on g.soline a t 20c per ga ll on , kerolene at 120 per ga llon. ancl oil at 30c pe r gallon. 
O/,t'rllliri/i of St'plir 'I'll 1/1.:.\'. One Dicke y se ptic tank ha s hee n so in~talled 
at Colul1lhia that sal1l p les of th e efflucnt l11ay he collected and :1n :r1)'zed. A lsu , 
one j()in t of gla ss pipe ha s hee n in sc rted in the out let so that the overHow may 
he ()hserved. 
An l"llt:rillltnr:r1 se pri c tank wit h a var ia hi e sil.(! ch:ullher to give dar:l 
0 11 th e sile of tallk need ed f()r hes t resu lts , ha s heen installed on the State 
Farnl al Ibltoll. 
Method of Clearing Cut-over Lands. (J. C. \\,(jo ln, C. A. I kll11) .-
C'Jf rl S/,}'(jlll /I 'II iI'/' ill.!!: ."" rliill,'. Six acres of sprout land wa s divided into 
six pl o ts, and th e sprollt s on each plot are heing Clit (whipped) \\ it h a sprollt 
I11nwer ()r I\hipping ma chin e at different plT i()ds (If the )ear to de terll1ine the 
cH'cctilC ll CSS o f th e machin l' and th e hl's t time til lI Sl' ir. Th e ex pe rim l' nt wa s 
s t:lrtCc! in :-\pril, I !):! I, :Ind : r1tll!lll ~h no concilisions rcga rding plTl11an l' nt re-
sults can he drawn at this ril11l', thl' attach ed photOl(raph shows th e il11l11ediate 
dfl'Ct of using thi s l11achin t'. 
FI g .. ~.-Sp ro ut Whipping mac illllc in UIC. Th e immedi a te eITect of the machin e is See n in lh e 
roreground. 
ANIMAL HUSBANDRY 
E, . TRoWBRID E, C/lail'man 
Age As a Factor in Animal Breeding. (F. B. Mumford. Fred F. Mc-
Ken zie).- Thi s proj ec t, s tarted in 1909, has now reached the fiftee nth ge nera -
tion. Factor 140, rep resenting t he fourtee n t h ge neratio n of co ntinu ed ea rl )" 
breeding, farrowed her first litter of eig ht pigs at 10 months, 26 days o f age. 
Thi s gi lt came into heat first at 4 months, 26 days, a nd was bred at 7 rn nths, 
4 days of age. During t he year two of the sows were disposed of: na mely, 
Factor .5 , represe ntin g the fifth ge nerati on, so ld at t he age of 9 yea rs, ~ 
months, 3 days, and ]lac tor 80, of t he eig hth ge nera tion , so ld at G years, 8 
months, 1 dnys. Both animals we re in fai ling co ndi t ion prior to and at the 
tim e of disposal. Facto r 90 wns bred first when seven months old and to date 
has farrowed 112 pigs, an average of over 12 pigs per litter, r an an nu a l pro-
duction s in ce farrowi ng her first litter of 22 pigs farrowed nnd 15 weaned. 
Age as a Factor in Animal Breeding- The Effect of Plane of Nutrition 
upon Immature Brood Sows. (F. B. MumC rd, Fred F . M Kenzic).- This 
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project has been in progress now four years and five months. Continued early 
breeding has been practiced with three lines of animals; on high, medium and 
low planes of nutrition respectively. The fourth-generation sows on the high 
plane have farrowed their first litters, one at 10 months, 2 days, the otheratl 
year, 1 day of age. The representative of the fourth generation on the medium 
plane of nutrition came in heat first at seven months, twenty-one days, and 
was bred when 8 months, 13 days old. The fourth generation sow on the low 
plane of nutrition is now 11 months of age and has not yet come in heat. 
TABLE S.-REPRESENTATIVE PRODUCTION OF Sows ON THE THREE PLANES OF NUTRITION. 
Age first bred _______________________ • ___ _ 
Age June 30, 1924 _______________________ _ 
Litters produced to date __________________ _ 
Pigs farrowed ___________________________ _ 
Pigs weaned __________________ ___ _______ _ 
Feed consumed per sow, from birth to date: Corn _________________ ________ _____ _ 
Shorts ______________________________ . 
Bran ______________________________ _ 
Tankage ___________________________ _ 
All hogs run in bluegrass pasture plots. 
High PI"ne 
6 mos. 27 days 
4 yr. 4 mo. 
24 days 
7 
75 
37 
4770Ibs. 
1834 Ibs. 
10701bs. 
723Ib,. 
Medium Plane 
7 moS. ° days 
4 yr. 4 mo. 
24 days 
7 
80 
54 
33941bs. 
1311 Ibs. 
7561bs. 
5191bs. 
Low Plane 
II mos . 18 days. 
4 yr. 4 mo. 
24 days 
6 
46 
23 
17351bs. 
6631bs. 
5561bs. 
2571bs. 
Well fed and well developed sows, when bred at six to eight months of age 
and twice a year thereafter, produce (1) more pigs at less cost than sows pro-
ducing their first litters at eigh teen to twen ty mon ths of age; and (2) pigs that 
develop about as rapidly and go to market about the same age as those from 
later bred sows. 
The practice of breeding very young sows results in retarding their growth. 
In these investigations such early immaturely bred animals required about a 
year and a halflonger to reach mature size. 
Sows fed on a ration insufficient in amount: (a) are late in becoming 
pregnant; and do not come in heat as often or as regularly as more generously 
fed animals; (b) produce fewer pigs; and (c) are so retarded in growth that 
they never attain the full size. 
Factors Influencing the Normal Rate of Growth in Domestic Animals and 
the Permanency of the Effects of Arrested Development. (A. G. Hogan).-
The seven steers under observation in connection with this project are now 
approximately seven years old. The Group I steer, No. 577, has been kept on 
the same nutritional plane, but all others are now being ft:!d generously. In-
spection of their measurements indicates that all of them are still growing 
slightly. 
Hogging Down Corn and Soybeans. (L.A. Weaver).-In 1923 a fifth trial 
was conducted wi th one-acre plots ou dined below: 
Lot Crop Additional Feed 
1 Corn and Soybeans Tankage 
2 Corn Tankage 
3 Corn and Soybeans None 
4 Corn None 
In addition to the four lots mentioned above, a fifth plot, planted to corn 
and soybeans, was hogged off; the hogs on the plot also having access to self-
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feeders containing a mineral mixture made up of 45% wood ashes, 45% acid 
phosphate (16%) and 10% common salt, Table 6 gives the results of the 1923 
trial. 
Lot 
Rati on 
(acre plots) 
Supplementary 
feed 
No. hogs per lot 
Length of feeding 
period (days) 
Average ini tial 
weight (Ibs.) 
Average fi nal 
weight (lb •. ) 
Total gain (lb •. ) 
Avernge daily gain 
per head (Ibs.) 
Total feed con-
slimed (lbs.) 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Tankage or 
mineral 
Total 
Average daily feed 
(Ibs.) 
Corn 
Soybeans 
Tank'lge or 
mineral 
Total 
Feed per 100 Ibs. 
gain (lbs.) 
Corn 
Soybenns 
Tankage or 
mineral 
Total 
TABLE 6.-HoGGING DOWN CORN AND SOYBEANS 
(Sept. 7 to Oct. 3, 1923, inclusive) 
1 2 3 4 
Corn and Corn Corn and Corn 
soybeans soybeans 
Tan.kage, in Tankage in 
self-feeder self-feeder 
10 10 10 10 
25 25 26 25 
131.3 IH.5 126.2 125.8 
183 . 1 176.2 162.3 159 . 9 
518.0 516 . 5 361.0 343.0 
2.07 2 .06 1. 39 1.37 
1596 1332.8 1472.8 2161.6 
ISO 
------
186.0 
-----. 
141 134.0 
- ----- -- ----
1887 .00 1466 .80 1658 . 8 2161.6 
6.38 5.33 5.66 8.M 
0 . 60 
------
0.71 .--.--
0.56 0 .53 .----- .-----
7.54 5.86 6.37 8 .. M 
308. 11 258.04 407.98 630 .20 
28.96 
------
51.52 
------
27.22 25 .94 .----- ------
364 .29 283.98 459 .50 630.20 
*45 % wood ashes, 45 % acid phosphate, and 10 % .alt. 
5 
Corn and 
soybc.:l.ns 
~1ineral* in 
self-feeder 
10 
21 
126.2 
165.7 
394 .5 
1. 87 
2192.96 
188.40 
108.50 
U89.86 
10.43 
0.89 
0.51 
11. 83 
, 
455 .88 
47 . 76 
27.50 
631. 14 
I t will be seen that there was little difference in either the rate or economy 
of gain made by the hogs in the two lots which received tankage. Also that the 
amount of tankage consumed by each lot was practically the same, being 
slightly in excess of one-half pound per head daily. 
There was little difference also between Lot 3, corn and soybeans, and 
Lot 4, corn alone; the advantage being slightly in favor of Lot 3. 
Comparing the two lots receiving tankage (Lot 1 and 2) with the two 
receiving no tankage (Lots 3 and 4), we find that the tankage fed hogs made 
materially faster gains, and since they were on the plots for the same length of 
time the total gain was appreciably greater where tankage was fed. 
Assuming equal yields of grain, and other conditions equal, then, 141 
pounds of tankage fed the hogs in Lot 1 increased their gain 157 pounds. In 
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other words, it would seem that tankage should be fed when hogging off corn, 
even though soybeans are also available in the field. 
By comparing Lots 2 and 3 with Lot 4, some indication is to be had as to 
the relative efficiency of soybeans and tankage as a supplement to corn. 
Growing the beans in the corn increased the total gain produced per acre 18 
pounds, while in the other case, 134 pounds of tankage increased the total 
gain per acre 173;1 pounds. 
Favorable results obtained at the Indiana Station by adding a mineral 
mixture to soybeans when being used as a corn supplement was responsible 
for Lot 5 being added to our Hogging Down Project in 1923. Comparing this 
lot (5) with a similar lot (3) receiving no mineral, it will be seen that the hogs 
made liberal use of the mineral mixture (45% wood ashes, 45% acid phosphate 
and 10% salt) when supplied in self-feeders, consuming approximately ;1 
pound per head. This mineral apparently increased the rate of gain from 
1.39 pounds per head daily to 1.87 pounds, and the total gain per acre from 
361 pounds to 394.5 pounds. While the mineral apparently improved the 
ration, still this lot did not come up with either of the lots receiving tankage. 
Relation of Feed Consumed to Protein and Energy Retained in the Car-
cass. (A. G. Hogan).-No new material has been accumulated on this project. 
A general conclusion has been drawn that swine growing from 100 to 300 
pounds made gains in protein at a constantly increasing cost, but that the 
cost of gains in energy decreased slightly. 
TABLE 7.-FEED RE('UIRI!D FOR GAINS IN PROTEIN AND ENERGY 
Stage 
lbI. 
100-150 
100-200 
100-250 
100-300 
Feed consumed 
Per pounds protein stored 
lbI. 
37.0 
31.0 
39.0 
49 . 2 
Per therm energy stored 
lbI. 
2.20 
2.10 
2.07 
1.99 
Growing Draft Colts. (D. W. Chittenden, E. A. Trowbridge).-Suckling 
Period.-The data collected on the feeding of suckling colts from idle mares on 
pasture included complete records on seven head, four fillies and three horse 
.::olts. These colts were all purebred Percherons foaled in the spring of 1923. 
The colts were all sired by the same stallion. 
TABLE S.-SUMMARY OF THE DATA ON COLTS DURING THE SUCKLING PERIOD. 
Average length of period _________________________________ c _________________________ 145 days. 
Average weight at birth _______________________________________________________ _____ 145 lb •. 
Average weight when weaned (145 day. oldl ___ c ______________________________________ 556. 37 lb •. 
Average total gain per colt. _______________________ , _____________ • ___ • ___ •• ________ All. 37Ib •. 
Average daily gain per colt ... ______________ • ___ .____ __ _________ _ __ __ __ _____ _____ ___ 2. 77lbs.' 
Average total feed per colt 
Ground corn ________________________________ -' __________ • _________________ 16.00 lb •• 
Ground oats ________ • ____________________________________ .c ______________ 16 .00 lb •.. 
Bran ________________________________________________________ • ___________ 8 .00 lb •• 
Pasture at wilL_" ______________________________________ • __________________ 145 days . 
Of the seven colts, three were foaled in the month of April, two in May, 
and two in June. The e;lrly colts were foaled before the mares were turned to 
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pasture, the later colts were foaled at pasture. The colts were allowed to run 
with the mares at all times. 
From the time the mares and colts were turned on pasture May 18, 1923 
until August 10, 1923, the only feed provided was bluegrass pasture. 
Beginning August 10, the colts were fed grain in feed bunks placed in a 
creep built in the pasture. The grain ration fed was a mixture of two parts 
ground corn, two parts ground oats, and one part bran by weig~t. 
The colts were started on an average of U pound of grain per head daily, 
but after the first 30 days the grain was increased to 1 pound. The smaller 
colts ate very little grain. During the suckling period the colts consumed an 
average of 40 pounds of grain per head in addition to pasture and mother's 
milk. 
The Ff7eanling Period.-The colts were weaned October 5. In the day-
time they were turned together in a small bluegrass pasture for exercise, and 
at night they were kept in large box stalls, two colts in each stall. 
The colts were divided into two groups, I and II. The colts in Group I 
each received a full grain and alfalfa hay ration. The colts in Group II each 
received U the amount of grain fed .each colt in Group I, but received all 
the alfalfa hay they would eat. The hay used was choice alfalfa. The grain 
ration was a mixture of two parts shelled corn, two parts shelled oats, anq 
one part bran by weight. 
The weanling period began October 5, and closed May 10, a total of 218 
days. 
At the beginning of the period October 5, the colts in Group I averaged 
533.33 pounds and the colts in Group II, 587.10 pounds. At the close of the 
period May 10, the colts in Group I averaged 929.83 pounds and the colts in 
Group II, 874.44 pounds. The colts in Group I made a total gain of 396.50 
pounds per head, and the colts in Group II, 287.34 pounds per head during the 
weanling period. 
TADt.E 9.-SUMMARY OF' THE DATA ON COLTS FOR THE WEANLINC PERIOD. 
(Colts in Group I were lull led. Group I I were half fed; all were loaled in 1923 and sired by Freddie K.) 
Number 01 colts __________________________________________ _ 
Length of period _________________________________________ _ 
Average age beginning of period ___________________________ _ 
Average age at close olperiod ______________________________ _ 
Average wt. beginning of period .. __ ......... ~ __ .. ________ ...... __ .... __ .. 
Average wt. close of period ___ , _____________________________ _ 
Total gain per colt ___________________________________ _ 
Average daily gain per colt ________________________________ _ 
Total feed per colt: Hal' ___________________________________________ _ 
Grain lb~. _______________________________________ _ 
Corn _______________________________________ _ 
Oa t. _______________________________ " _______ _ 
Brau _______________________________________ _ 
Average daily ration 
Grain lb •. ________________________________________ _ 
Hay lb •• _________________________________________ _ 
Feed required per 100 lbs. gain. Grain ___________________________________________ _ 
Hay _______________ • ____________________________ _ 
Total feed per 100 lb •. gain __________________________ c _____ _ 
Group I 
4 
218 day. 
141 day. 
359 day. 
533.33 lb •. 
929.83 lb •. 
396.50 lb •. 
1. 81lbs. 
1482.87 
1952.87 
781.148 
781.148 
390.574 
8.95 
6.80 
409.20 
373.98 
783.18 
Group II 
218 day. 
152 day. 
370 days 
587.10 lb •. 
874.44Ibs. 
287.34Ibs. 
1.311bs. 
2047.33 
1078.33 
431.332 
431.332 
215.666 
4.94 
9.85 
375.28 
712.16 
1087.44 
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The Relation of Diet to Bodily Activity and the Capacity to Withstand 
Unfavorable Circumstances. (A. G. Hogan, H. M. Harshaw).-This project 
was begun in order to determine whether a ration high in protein, aside from 
its generally recognized physiological function, confers any protection against 
unfavorable circumstances. Theoriginal intention was to determine whether 
or not reproduction was favored by the use of a high protein diet. It early 
developed, however, that the synthetic ration used was quite unfavorable to 
reproduction wi thout regard to the protein con ten t. A series of in vestiga tions 
was then begun to determine in what respects the rations were inadequate 
during the repoductive cycle. 
A number of differen t rations have been used, most of them a modification 
of the following: Casein 20, starch 53, milk fat 10, cod Ii ver oil .5, dried yeast 6, 
salt mixture 4, and agar 2 parts. Any modification tried has not increased the 
effectiveness of this ration. On the other hand, some of the modifications seem 
less desirable. 
Records for this season include too small anum ber of animals to yield 
significant data. However, the number of litters is now subnormal but the 
mortality is not high. Of 209 young rats that had an opportunity to live, 134 
or 64 per cen t survived until weaned. Many of the young were subnormal in 
appearance and in gains in weight during the lactation period. After weaning, 
the young usually grew well and were normal in appearance. 
This problem has received a considerable amount of attention recently 
and there is yet no unanimity of opinion. Evans and Bishop, University of 
California, have stated that there is a vitamin in addition to the ones now gen-
erally recognized. They have called it vitamin X. According to those authors, 
this vitamin is dispensible except for the rearing of young. There is another 
group of investigators which is unwilling to admit the existence of vitamin X. 
Our own investigations do not positively contradict the findings of Evans and 
Bishop nor, on the other hand, do they support them. All the rations that we 
have used have permitted the birth of a considerable number of young. The 
diffculties encountered have been during the lactation period. Most of the 
young die when two or three days old, though a few may survive for two or 
three weeks and then die. No ration tried has permitted the rearing of any ' 
considerable number of young during the winter mon ths. All the rations tried 
during the summer months have permitted at least some degree of success. 
The assertion has been made that the fertility of animals was considerably 
increased by the inclusion of roughage (agar) in the diet. Some inert material 
was consistently used in order to increase the bulk of our rations but no indica-
tion was given that the rations were materially improved thereby. 
In order to obtain additional evidence as to the existence of vitamin X 
sorrie of its alleged sources have been used in order to determine whether or not 
the rations may be improved by their use. In one case a commercial prepara-
tion "Vitavose" prepared by the Ward Baking Co. was used. This material 
has been adequate as a source of vitamin B b,ut so far as the fertility of the 
animals receiving it is concerned, vitavosehas not given good results. Alcohol-
ether extracts of wheat germ have been prepared and added to our yeast-
containing ration, without the slightest indication of resulting improvement. 
According to those who are committed to the existence of vitamin X it 
may be stored for a short period of time and so females may be able to bear and 
rear a first litter. Subsequent litters, however, are few in number and are 
never reared. Our investigations have been under way now for 21 months and 
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we now have the fifth generation of one strain, all the members of which were 
reared on our synthetic diets. The only explanation is that the rations used 
are sufficien til' con tamina ted to permi t the rearing of some young. The ration 
used contained 10% milk fat and it has been suggested that this nutrient 
contained a quantity of vitamin X. Whatever the deficiency may be it.seem-
ed quite eviden t that the rations were iJl some respect inadequate. 
Fecundity of Swine: The Normal Sexual Cycle, and as Influenced by 
Unfavorable Dietary Conditions. (A. G. Hogan, F. F. McKenzie).-"Obser-
vations began with eight-month-old virgin hogs kept in dry lot on a well-
balanced ration. 
"Pro-oestrum is characterized by swollen labia, open, watery vestibule, 
congested mucosa, and relaxed vulvovaginal Sphincter; oestrum by restlessness 
"mounting", increased mucous secretion, and in the late oestrum, subsiding 
congestion with contraction of the vestibule; metoestrum by comparatively 
dry and whitish mucosa (moist and pink during dioestrum) and wrinkled and 
contracted labia. 
Smears taken from the vagina and vestibule revealed characteristic 
changes. Leucocytes, presen t during the greater part of the cycle, are few or 
absent immediately preceding oestrum, the smear consisting of a few nucleated 
and cornified epithelial cells. During oestrum large numbers of nucleated 
epithelial cells appear. Soon leucocytes increase until between the second and 
fifth days after oestrum there is a heavy leucocytic infiltration. In dioestrum 
leucocytes and a few nucleated and cornified epithelial cells are typical. 
"Large follicles are present in the ovary during oestrum. Two days after 
oestrum ovulation had occurred, innumerable tiny follicles less than 1 mm. 
in diameter were observed. Ten days after oestrum there were per ovary 
41-42 follicles of an average diameter of 3.8 mm., twelve days after oestrum 
22-23 follicles 4.4 mm. in diameter, and fifteen days after oestrum 17 follicles 
5.6. mm. in diameter. Thus, as the size of follicles increase, their number de-
creases." 
In addition, observations, both macroscopic and microscopic, were made 
on the following organs: ovary, Fallopian tube, uterus and vagina. 
Late in the year four groups of sows were started on our experimental 
rations. Two of these, one mature, the other just weaned, were placed on a 
ration believed to be adequate for growth and reproduction. Two other similar 
groups have been placed on rations deficient in calcium. 
Molasses in Rations for Fattening Yearling Cattle. (E. A. Trow bridge).-
Forty head of steers in five lots of eight head each were full-fed for 140 days as 
follows: 
Lot 1 Shelled corn; linseed meal; corn silage; alfalfa hay. 
Lot 2 Shelled corn; linseed .meal; corn silage; alfalfa hay; cane molasses. 
Lot 3 Shelledcorn; corn silage; alfalfa hay; cane molasses. 
Lot 4 Shelled corn; linseed meal; alfalfa hay; cane molasses. 
Lot 5 Shelled corn; alfalfa hay; cane molasses. 
The average daily gain for the steers in lots 1,2,4 and 5, was 2.99 pounds, 
with less than 0.1 pounds difference in daily gains among the four lots. The 
cattle in Lot 3, where no linseed meal was fed, made an average daily gain of 
2.73 pounds, or practically Ji pound less than was made in the other lots. 
The amount of molasses was limited not to exceed 1 pound daily. Other 
feeds were fed in quantities, such as the cattle would consume, increasing 
the grain gradually. 
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The cattle in lots 1,2, and 4, were sufficiently similar in condition at the 
close of the test' to sell at the same price, $10.00 per cwt. on the market. The 
cattle in Lot 3, which received no linseed meal, were not so fat as those in the 
three lots above mentioned, and brought $9.25 per cwt. The cattle in Lot 5, 
which received neither linseed meal nor corn silage, were between the cattle in 
Lot 3' and those in lots 1, 2, and 4 in condition and brought $9.65 per cwt . 
. The daily consumption of feed increased gradually during the first 90 
days of the period, after which it remained stationary or decreased slightly. 
The largest quantities of roughness were consumed during the early part 
of the feeding period. 
TABLE lO.-SU~D.fARYOF DATA IN MOLASSES FEEDI NG EXI>E RIMENT. 
Lot 2 4 
----
Nu mber of steers ___________________________ 8 8 8 8 8 
Avg. initial \\'t. in lotL __ .. ___________________ 638.23 651. 6 2 643.87 653.71 650.08 
Avg. final wt. in lots ________________________ 1052.5 1072 . 25 1027.47 1079.5 1066 . 37 
Total gain per steer _________________________ 414.27 420.63 383.60 425.60 416.29 
Avg. d.:dly gains per steer ___ ________________ _ 2 . 96 3.00 2.73 3.0{ 2.97 
Avg. daily ration per Steer 
Shelled corn __________________ _______ __ 16 . 78 16.61 17.00 16.89 17.92 
Linseed oil meaL _____ .................................... 2.79 2.76 2.81 
Corn silage ___ .................... ~ .......................... .. 11.68 10.25 11 . 14 
Alfalfa hay ___________________________ _ 2.55 2 . 59 2.S2 5.22 6.40 
Mol asses ___ ................ _ ...... _______________ 
.98 .99 .98 .99 
Gains on hogs per' steer, Ibs. __________________ 33.75 28.12 24.37 43.00 21.50 
Cost of feed per steer ________________________ 50.14 52.29 44.08 52.37 46.23 
Cost of gain per 100 Ibs. on cattle (less gain on 7 
hogs at $6.00 per cwt) ___________________ 11.30 12 . 03 11.11 11.69 10.79 
Selling price in St . Louis _____________________ $10.04 $10.00 $9.25 $10.00 $9.65 
Percentage of dressed beef ___________________ 59.00 59 . 85 59.24 59.83 58.17 
Shrinkage per head in shipping (lbs.) __________ 15.0 19.75 19.97 15.75 15.12 
Cost of marketing per steeL _________________ $3.47 $3.47 $3.47 $3.47 $3.47 
Money fro m '\yhich to pay interest, depreciation, 
insurance, profit, etc., per steer ____ _________ $5.06 $3.0S -$0.41 $4.86 $5.06 
Thirty-two pounds of molasses replaced 17 pounds of shelled corn, 3 
pounds of linseed oil meal, 56 pounds of corn silage, and 2 pounds of alfalfa hay 
in the production of 100 pounds of gain. 
Where 2.79 pounds of linseed meal were eliminated and 0.99 pounds of 
molasses added to a full fed ration of shelled corn, corn silage, and alfalfa, hay, 
the consumption of hay and corn increased slightly; the rate of gain was re-
duced by about 74' pound per day and the selling price of the cattle at the end 
of the 140 day period was reduced by 75c per cwt. 
Where corn silage was eliminated from, and 0.98 pounds of molasses daily 
added tb a ration otherwise consisting of shelled corn, linseed meal and alfalfa 
hay, the gains produced were slightly greater, the final selling price the same, 
and the 32 pounds of molasses and 85 pounds of alfalfa hay were equivalent to 
12 pounds of shelled corn, 2 pounds linseed meal and 394 pounds of corn silage. 
Where corn silage and linseed meal were eliminated and 0.99 pounds 
daily of cane molasses was added to a ration of shelled corn and alfalfa hay, 
the amount of corn and hay consumed increased materially, the daily gain 
was about the same, and the final selling price was reduced 35c per cwt·. 
The Effect of Yeast on Feeds .and Their Utilization by Fattening Swine. 
(L. A. Weaver).~Six lots, each consisting of eight hogs were fed for a period of 
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77 days, or from October 24, to January 9, in order to determine if possible 
the effect of yeasts on feeds and their utilization by fattening swine with 
particular reference to (a) the rate of gain and (b) the economy of gain. Two 
lots were fed a ration of nine parts ground corn, two parts wheat shorts and one 
part tankage. Two lots receive!=i the same ration plus 2% yeast, while the re-
maining two lots received the standard ration and 4% yeast. The ration for 
one of each of the above lots was mixed with water just before feeding, while 
that supplied the remaini)1g three lots was rnixed with water and allowed to 
soak for 24 hours before feeding. In other words, one lot was fed the standard 
ration unsoaked and one the same ration soaked. Likewise one of the lots 
receiving the standard ration and 2% yeast received their feed unsoaked while 
the other received feed which had been soaked for 24 hours. Likewise one of 
the two lots receiving the standard ration and 4% yeast received their ration 
unsoaked and the other soaked. The water used to soak the feed was warmed 
to 40 C. and the barrels in which the feed was mixed were kept covered to 
conserve the heat. These precautions were taken to aid any fermentation 
which might be caused by the addition of the yeast. 
TABLE 1 I.-FEEDING YEAST TO FATTENING SWINE. 
(Feeding Period 77 Days; Oct. 24, 1923 to Jan . 9, 1924) 
Pi~s per IOL~~~ ••••• •• _ __ .1 1 2 3 4 8 8 8 8 
CQrn-9 Corn-9 Corn·9 Corn·9 
Shoits-2 Shorts·2 Shorts.2 Shorts·2 
Ration Tankage 1 T.nbge 1 Tankage I Tankage 1 
Yeast 2 % Yenst 2 % 
Unsoaked Soaked Unso.ked Soaked 
Av. Init. Wt. per piS ••.•.. . • 125 .54 126 .06 124.7 125.1 
Av. Final Wt. per pig •••••••• 242.56 247.19 237.81 245.89 
Total gain per pig •. _ .. _ •••• _ 117.02 121.12 113 . 1 120.79 
Av. daily gain per pig ••..•. _ 1.519 1.573 1 .469 1. 568 
Tot.lleed per pig_ ••.•.• _ .•. 582.0 582.0 582 .0 582.0 
Av. daily feed per pig ••••••• _ 7 . 558 7. 558 7.558 7.558 
F eed perpollnd gllln_ ••••••• 4.973 4 . 804 5.145 4.818 
5 6 
8 8 
Corn·9 Corn·9 
Shorts·2 Shorts-2 
Tankage 1 T nn bge 1 
Yeast 4 % Ye.st4% 
Unsoaked Soaked 
124.56 126.83 
240.64 245.0 
II 1.08 118.17 
1.507 1.534 
561.0 582 .0 
7.285 7.558 
4.833 4 .925 
Lot 5 went off feed Oct. 2, the pigs showing temperature varying from 
103 to 104.4. The attending veterinarian diagnosed the ailment as a digestive 
disturbance. The amount of their ration was immediately reduced one-half 
and then gradually increased as the pigs regained their appetites. They were 
again receiving the same amount of feed as the other lots Oct. 19. This fact 
accounts for the smaller amount of feed per pig in this lot, and might also 
have some bearing on the gains. . 
A study of the data pres!nted in Table 11 revealed the fact that the dif. 
ferences in the average gain per pig in all the lots were so small that they 
might well come within the range of experimental error. The addition of yeast 
to the ration did not prove beneficial, as the lots which received no yeast made 
the highest gains in their respective groups, both on soaked and unsoaked feed. 
The lots receiving soaked feed made slightly greater gains than those 
receiving unsoaked feed, but the difference in average daily gain per pig be-
tween the highest lot of both groups was very small, being only 0.054 pounds. 
There was no apparent benefit derived from the feeding of yeast, either 
from its fermentative effect on the feed, or from its alleged tonic effect on the 
animals. 
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In regard to feed required per pound of gain, the results were not so uni-
form as those recording total gain and average daily gain per pig. Lot 2, 
receiving the soaked standard. ration, made the most economical gains, while 
lot 3, receiving the unsoaked standard ration plus two per cent of yeast, re-
quired the largest amoun t of feed per pound of gain. 
Soaked feed proved to be more efficient in the production of gains than 
unsoaked feed, but the difference was very small. If all lots receiving soaked 
feed were compared with those receiving unsoaked feed, it would be seen that 
on the average the latter group required more feed (0.13 lb.) to make a gain of 
one pound live weight. 
Limited Grain Rations for Fattening Cattle of Different Ages. (E. A. 
Trowbridge, H. D. Fox).-This test was conducted to secure further data on 
the rapidity and economy of gains and the degree of finish obtainable on well 
bred calves and yearlings when full fed in dry lot and when win tered largely on 
roughness and finished on grass. The first report on the study of this problem 
was issued one year ago. 
Four lots of cattle of eight head each were used this year. One lot each oi 
calves and yearlings was full fed for 150 days on a ration of G parts shelled 
corn, 1 part linseed meal and as much corn silage and clover hay as they would 
eat. One lot each of calves and yearlings was fed about what corn silage and 
clover they would clean up for 90 days in dry lot. Shelled corn and linseed 
meal, in the proportion of () to 1, were added to the ration and gradually in-
creased until the cattle were on full Ieed, and at the end of 108 days the silage 
and hay were eliminated from the ration and the cattle were put on grass where 
they were full fed for 102 days. Hogs followed the cattle during the time the 
cattle were receiving corn. 
TABLE 12.-SUMMARIZED REsUL'rs OF 1923 CATTLE FEEDING E.XPERIMENT 
Lot I Lot II Lot I II Lot IV 
Yearlings Yearling. Calve. Calves 
Length of period in d"ys __ 150 210 150 210 
Average daily gaiuL _____ 2.93 1.95 2.50 1.72 
Tot:'d gain in pounds _____ 441.3 410.4 376. 362.5 
Feed required in lbs. to BlUegrass at will Blue grass at will 
produce 100 lb •. gain_ 102 da. 102 da. 
Shelled corn _________ 470. 36l. 442. 358. 
Linseed oil cake _____ 78. 59. 73. 60. 
Corn silage _________ 612. 737. 576. 70l. 
Clover hay _________ 43. 77. 60. 70. 
The yearlings and calves which were full fed for 150 days in dry lot made a 
greater total gain than the yearlings and calves roughed through the winter 
and finished on grass. 
The calves in both cases required less grain but somewhat more roughness 
than the yearlings to produce 100 pounds of gain. 
The gains indicate that all of these cattle were of a good grade of corn-fed 
cattle, when marketed. 
The cattle which were finished on pasture, required some time to become 
adjusted to new conditions and their first month's gain on pasture was relative-
ly light. 
The calves finished on grass did relatively better than the yearlings so 
handled, which indicates the possibilities I)f this method of handling calves. 
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There was a longer period of time during which the calves might have been 
satisfactorily marketed than was true with the older cattle. 
Wintering Idle Brood Mares on Bluegrass Pasture Supplemented with 
Oat Straw and Limited Grain Ration. (D. W. Chittenden).-A group of 
mares was wintered on pasture, with a small amount of grain and oat straw 
added when pasture was short. The amount of oat straw fed was governed 
by the appetites of the mares. They were allowed all the straw they would 
clean up. An open shed was provided for shelter and feed was fed in bunks 
out of doors. 
The mares used were purebred Percherons, which had run on pasture dur-
ing the sum mel' while suckling foals. For thirty days prior to weaning the 
colts, the mares received a small allowance of grain because of short pasture. 
The experimen t started when the colts were wean ed October 5, 1923 and 
closed the following spring on May 4,1924, a period of 212 days. 
From October 5 to December 21, the only feed provided the mares was 
bluegrass pasture. Beginning December 21, because of weather conditionsl 1 
pound of grain (one-third bran, one-third oats, one-third linseed oil meal by 
weight) and 5 pounds of oat straw were fed daily until January 7, when the 
grain was increased to 3 pounds per head per day. The mares were fed this 
amount of grain per day until January 10, when 3 pounds of shelled corn were 
added to the ration. On January 20 the amount of shelled corn was increased 
to 5 pounds making the total grain n pounds per head per day (5 pounds 
shelled corn, 3 pDunds grain mixture). The mares were fed this amount of 
grain per day until the close of the experim~nt. 
During the first thirty days after the colts were weaned, the total gain per 
mare on bluegrass pasture alone was 40 pounds. For the seven weeks follow-
ing, ending Decel)1ber 21, there was very little variation in weight. 
On December 21, the weather became cold and the mares were fed grain 
and straw. On this date the average weight per mare was 1,406 pounds per 
head. From December 21 until January 7, when the mares were getting 1 
pound of grain per head per day, they lost a total of 32 pounds per mare. 
The weather was cold and stormy. 
From January 7 to January 10, when the mares were getting 3 pounds of 
grain per head per day, the total loss per mare was 34 pounds. The weather 
during this period was extremely cold, and some snow was on the ground. 
From January 19 to January 26, the mares were getting 6 pounds of 
grain per head per day (3 pounds shelled corn, 3 pounds grain mixture) and 
lost during those seven days, 45 pounds per head, averaging on January 25 
only 1,295 pounds per head, making the total loss per mare from December 21 
to J almary 25,111 pounds. 
From January 25, when the average weight per mare was only 1,295 
pounds, until the close of the experiment May 4, when the average weight per 
mare was 1,413 pounds, the average daily rations per mare was 9 pounds of 
grain (6 pounds shelled corn, 3 pounds grain mixture) and 10 pounds of oat 
straw. During the period from January 25 until May 4, the total gain per 
mare was 108 pounds. 
The ration provided, particularly during the early part of the winter, did 
not prove satisfactory. Better results might have been secured had the grain 
allowance been more evenly distributed throughout the experiment, but one 
of the objects of the trial was to determine as nearly as possible the minimum 
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amount of grain that would be required to win ter mares under these conditions 
in a satisfactory manner. 
During the months of January and February the mares were very thin. 
Only one of the seven mares produced a foal the following spring. There 
was some evidence to indicate that two of the mares had aborted. 
TABLE 13.-SUMMARY OF' THE DATA ON WINTERING I DLE BROOD MARES. 
(Experiment included 212 days, from October 5,1923 to May 4,192+) 
-----------------------------------------------------Average weight per mare beginning ___________________________ . ____________________ 1,370 pounds 
Average weight (December 21) when gl'ain was added to ration ____________ _____________ 1.406 pounds 
Average weight at close of experiment _____________ • ______________ _________________ .1.413 pounds 
Average total feed per mare _____ _ 
Grain ________________________________________________________________ 984 .00 pounds 
Oats _________________________________________________________________ 126.66 pounds 
Bran ______________________________________________ : __________________ 126.66 pounds 
Oil M~aL ____________________________________________________________ 126.66 pounds 
Average daily ration for 135 days fed grain and straw Grain __________________________________________________________________ 7.29 pounds 
Straw _________________________________________________________________ 10 . 55 pounds 
The win ter of 1923-24 was more severe than usual, the lowest temperature 
recorded being about 19 degrees below zero and January was a month of 
especially severe and stormy weather. 
At the close of the experiment May 4, the average weight per mare was 43 
pounds more than at the beginning of the experimen t. 
BOTANY 
(W. J. ROBBINS, Chairman) 
A Study of Certain Fusarial Diseases of Plants. (W. J. Robbins, Irl T. 
Scott).-Tomato Fusarium .Wilt. (Irl T. Scott). An effort was made to ad-
just the reaction of field soils to that found unfavorable for infection by F. 
lycopersici. Water-slaked lime Ca(OH)2 was used in treating the soils. It was 
applied and thoroughly worked into the upper surface 3 inches of the soil at the 
rates of 500, 1,000, and 2,000 pounds per acre. Untreated plots showed an 
initial reaction in the upper 8 inches of about pH 5.2. In about four weeks 
time the upper 3 inches of soil where the lime was applied, showed a marked 
change in reaction, the reaction averaging pH 5.9, 6.1, and 6.4 for the three 
treatments respectively. Bonny Best, a highly susceptible variety of tomato 
was set out in the plots 4 weeks after applying the lime. The root system 
of each seedling was thoroughly inoculated with a spore suspension of F. 
lycopersici. After one month all plots showed marked wilting, and after 
approximately 60 days all plots showed 100 per cent infection. Soil samples, 
taken below the surface 3 inches, showed pH values practically identical with 
those of the untreated soil. Soil removed from the roots of wilted plants 
showed a reaction very near tha t of the un trea ted soil. 
The Relation of Hydrogen-ion Concentration to the Growth of Plants. 
(W. J. Robbins and Irl T. Scott).-Further experiments haye been carried out 
to test the analogy between plant tissue and an ampholyte with a definite 
isoelectric point. Using a modified Hildebrand type of bubbling electrode the 
effect of potato tuber tissue, the root tips of soybeans and mycelial mats of 
Fusarium lycopersici, Gibberella saubinetii, and Fusarium oxysporum upon the 
reaction of dilute buffer mixtures, chiefly of the potassium phosphate, has been 
studied. All affect the reaction of the dilute buffer mixtures much as an am-
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pholyte with a definite isoelectric point would be expected to, making the acid 
solutions more alkaline and the alkaline solutions more acid. Potato tuber 
tissue responds in these dilute buffer mixtures much like an ampholyte with 
an isoelectric point near pH 6.4. The isoelectric point for soybean tissue is not 
so clearly defined and lies at pH 6.2-6.4. For the mycelium of Fusarium 
lycopersiti the socalled isoelectric point is near pH 5.5, for Gibberella saubinetii 
near pH G.2 and for Fusarium oxysporum near pH 4.9. The difference in the 
poin ts for these three nearly related fungi suggest that the determination of the 
isoelectric points may be of taxonomic value. 
Root Metabolism. (YV. J. Robbins, W. E. Maneval).-From experi-
ments performed since the last report the indications were that the calcium 
con ten t of the modi fied Pfeffer's solution was too high for can tinued growth of 
excised root tips and was a factor in causing the cessation of growth noted in 
the earlier experiments. By reducing the calcium content of the Pfeffer's 
solution used, root tips have been grown through six periods of transfer in the 
dark in a modified Pfeffer's solution plus 2% dextrose. With the normal 
amoun t of calcium found in Pfeffer's solution growth ceased in the dark in the 
third period. The following factors have been found to favor the growth of 
exci,sed root tips under sterile conditions in a nutrient solution containing 
glucose: autolized yeast and peptone, light, and a reduction in the calcium 
con ten t of the solution. 
DAIRY HUSBANDRY 
CA. C. RAGSDALE~ Chairman) 
A ' Study of Colostrum With Special Reference to the Effect of Heat 
(pasteurization) on its Physico-Chemical, Bacteriological, Immunological, and 
Nutritional Changes. (A. C. Ragsdale, Samuel Brody, J. B. Nelson).-Egg-
W/lite-Milk Emulsion as a Substitute for Col{)strum.-Ten calves were fed the 
egg-white-and-milk emulsion. Of this number, one died. Thus 90 per cent 
were raised successfully. Thus far on the experiment 81.2 per cent of all calves 
have been raised successfully. The egg-white-and-milk emulsion here re-
ferred to was prepared by mixing the whites of-eggs with whole milk free of 
colostrum. For the first meal whi tes of six eggs were used; The number of eggs 
was decreased by one for each feeding until the white of only one egg was given 
at a feeding. The white of one egg was continued with each feeding until the 
calf was seven days old. The theory on which the feeding of egg whites was 
based, was that some constituent of the egg was a carrier of immune bodies 
similar to those of colostrum. 
Hens were immunized against red blood cells of the horse. Nine hens were 
injected both intravenously and subcutaneously, with s-uspensionsof packed 
cells. Blood drawn from the hens and pooled gave complete hemolysis of a 
cell suspension in dilution 1-40. Egg white was shown to contain hemolysin. 
In two instances the titer was found to be 1-20. Egg white was then fed to a 
series of three calves. The blood serum of these calves showed hemolysin but 
the titer was low. In one case the serum, in dilution 1-2.5, gave complete 
hemolysis ora cell suspension. There is an indication that egg white may act 
as a carrier of immune bodies, offering evidence for the assumption on which 
this work was based. 
. The Bactericidal Properties oj the Blood oj the Calf Before and After 
J ngestin!! Colostrum. A study based on data derived from six cows and eight 
calves showed that the blood serum of the mature cow was bactericidal to 
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Bacillus coli; that is, a certain amount of Bacillus coli, inoculated into un-
heated cow serum, died. The blood serum of the newl y born calf, on the other 
hand, when inoculated with the same quantity of Bacillus coli survived and 
grew luxuriantly. The serum of the calf, therefore, lacked some part of the 
defensive mechanism against coli . 
Colostrum was found to have no complemen t which is one of the constitu-
ents necessary for bacteriolysis. The amount of complement in calf serum at 
birth was less than one-third that of the cow. The concentration of comple-
ment rapidly increased during the first few days, even when no colostrum was 
ingested, and with the increase of complement, there was an increase of bac-
tericidal properties. Thus it was demonstrated that the increase of one of the 
constituents of the defensive mechanism was more or less independent of the 
ingestion of colostrum. However, the agglutinating properties of calf serum 
were found to be absolutely dependent on the ingestion of colostrum, thus 
demonstrating some constituent on which the phenomenon of agglutination is 
based was derived from colostrum. 
Studies in Milk Secretion-Cal Time Relations in Milk Secretion (b) 
Mechanisms Regulating Variations in the Composition of Milk. CA. C. Rags-
dale, Samuel Brody, C. W. Turner).-The Effect oj Gestation on the Rate oj 
Decline oj Milk Secretion with the Adta nce oj the Period oj Lactation.-It 
was found that the effect of pregnancy during lactation becomes apparent in 
a reduced rate of milk secretion when the period of pregnancy exceeds about 
five months. The total reduction amounted to 480 to 800 pounds of milk when 
cows were bred during the early months of lactation. The data indicated that 
the decline in milk secretion due to pregnancy was related to the increase in 
weight in gestating cows from which it was inferred that growth of the foetus 
was, in part at least, responsible for the decline in the milk Row due to the 
demands of the foetus for nutrients to support its life processes. 
The Rise and Fall oj Milk Secretion with Age.-A study of the records of 
46,002 cows of the Jersey, Guernsey, Holstein-Friesian, Ayrshire, and the 
Dairy Shorthorn breeds and of 104,583 Holstein-Friesian seven-day records, 
showed that from the age at which milk secretion usually began (two years) 
that butter fat production gradually increased up to between 7 and g years of 
age (when maximum body weight was reached). After this age there was a 
gradual decline with the onset of old age. The close relation found between an 
increase in body weight and milk secretion with age was interpreted as indica-
ting that the upward trend of the milk secretion curve with age was due to 
growth while the descending segment of the curve was due to senescence. This 
was taken to mean that growth and senescence go on simultaneously from the 
beginning.to the end of life. 
These data were also used as a basis for a method o'f converting the fat 
production records of dairy cows made at any age to a "mature equivalent" 
as an aid in making studies of the transmitting ability of dairy sires. 
The Rate oj Milk Secretion as Affected by an Accumulation oj Milk in the 
Mammary Gland.-A study of four dairy cows milked during an experimental 
period of abou t three mon ths has shown that the speed of milk secretion in uni t 
time was g()verned by the amount of milk accumulated in the udder, or the 
interval between milkings. If the amount of milk secreted during the first 
hour was called 100 per cent, the amount of milk secreted each succeeding 
hour was approximately 95 per cent of that secreted during the preceding hour. 
The percentage of fat and total solids gradualy decreased with the lengthening 
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of the interval between milkings until the time interval exceeded 14 to 16 
hours. Thereafter, there was a slight increase up to the 24th to 26th hours, 
followed again by a gradual decline until the 36th hour. 
The Relation oj Milk Seaetion and Body Weight to Feed Consumptio11 
during the Lactation Period.-The data were taken from 47 Holstein cows on 
yearly test mi lked four times a day. The milk secretion curve reached the 
maximum at about 35 days but consumption of energy feeds did not reach a 
maximum until 4 mon ths, and digestible protein until 5 months after calving, 
The cows lost weight during the first three months . After the period of 
maximum feed consumption there was a gradual decline in feed consumption 
averaging about 98% of the previous month's consumption. Because the rate 
of decline of milk secretion was more rapid, averaging about 94 per cent of the 
previous month's production, the surplus feed was used in increasing the live 
weight during t he last four months of the lactation period. 
Diurnal Milk Secretion as Affected by Time oj Feeding.-Data from two 
t rials with four cows milked at 2-hour intervals and also fed at 12 and 24-hour 
intervals, showed a decrease in percentage of fat for two hours after feeding. 
There was then an increase which reached its peak about 6 to 8 hours after 
feeding, and thereafter a steady decline in the percentage of fat until the next 
feeding. The amount of milk produced followed roughly the curve of the per-
cell tage of fa t when the cows were fed twice dail y. 
The Effect of Each Ingredient in the Manufacture ofIce Cream. (W. H. E 
R eid, D. H. Nelson).-The effect of the milk-solids-not-fa t and their relation 
to the freezing process was studied. Mixes containing 6, 10, 12, 14, and 18 
per cent milk-solids-not-fat were used. Skim milk powder, whole-milk powder, 
TABLE 14 .-:-RELATION OF MIl,K-SOLIDS-NOT-FAT TO THE VISCOSITY AND ACIDITY OF THE ICE CREAM: MIXTURE 
% M. S. N. f. Viscosity Acidity 
\V"ter ice 1.23 .01 
4 % (sherbet) 1.46 .10 
6% 1.66 . 13 
10% 1.90 . 21 
12% 2.45 .26 
H% 2.55 .33 
18% 4.24 .38 
TABLE IS.-RELATION OF MILK-SOLIDS-NOT- FAT TO THE RATE OF L IBERATION OF HEAT UNITS, FREEZING 
POINT, .\ND CRYSTALLIZATION POINT. 
I Time Temp. 1 ~'2 required Time 
% M. S. N. F. minutes to reach required Crystalliza- Freezing 
Temp. at Inter crystalliza- to reach tion point point 
beginning deg. C tion point freez ing deg. C. deg. C. 
point 
- - - - - - ------ - -----
min. Jtc. m-in. JtC. 
\Vater ice -0.2 1'C -~--- a 49 1 46 -1 . 245 -0.858 
4% 
(sherbet) -0.2I'C -1.455 2 28 3 21 -2.910 -0.925 
6% -0.2I'C -I. 806 3 10 3 48 -2.688 -I. 504 
. 10% -0.21'C - 1. 540 5 43 6 42 -3.540 -I. 890 
12% -0.21'C 
I 
-1. 900 6 20 7 15 -3.810 -2.210 
H% -0.2I'C -1. 620 5 46 6 22 -3.990 -2 .530 
18% -0.2I'C -1.910 6 40 7 30 -4.440 -3.100 
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and evaporated milk furnished the milk-solids-not-fat, increased the per-
centage of milk-solids-not-fat in the ice cream mix, increased the viscosity and 
acidity, lowered the crystalliz.ation and freezing point, retarded the liberation 
of heat units, and did not affect the amount of supercooling. The source of 
the milk-solids-not-fat had a definite though inconsistent effect upon the 
viscosity, acidity, crystallization point, freezing point, and rate of liberation 
of heat units . 
The Inheritance and Transmission of the Characters "Capacity for Fat 
Prpduction." (C. W. Turner).-A study of the transmitting ability of 229 
Holstein-Friesian sires having 10 or more daughters whose yearly production 
has been recorded, has been completed. The records of these daughters, made 
at various ages, have been converted to a "mature equivalent" basis for 
comparison by use of conversion factors which have been worked out at this 
Station. The daughters of two sires averaged over 900 pounds of fat per year. 
The daughters of 13 sires produced between 800 and 900 pounds; the daughters 
of 69 sires between 700 and 800 pounds; of 112 sires between 600 and 700 
pounds; of 31, between 500 and 600 pounds, and the daughters of two were 
between 400 and 500 pounds. 
Minimum Protein Requirements for the Growth of Dairy Heifers. (A. C. 
Ragsdale, W. P. Hays).-Three calves and one yearling heifer have been fed a 
ration in which the standard protein (milk) was the only limiting factor. Only 
enough milk protein was supplied at each feeding to support "normal growth". 
The ration consisted principally of raw sweet skimmilk. The supplementary 
feed given up to six months of age, and the sole ration thereafter, consisted of 
a mixture of skimmilk powder, starch, sugar, codliver oil, bone ash, iron oxide, 
and cellulose. At this time it is uncertain whether the cellulose in the ration 
will prove althogether satisfactory. It may become necessary to add straw. 
Guinea pigs have been fed a grain mixture of ground corn 4 parts, wheat 
bran 1 part, oil meal 1 part, alfalfa meal4 parts. This mixture was reduced to 
a 10 per cent protein plane by the addition of starch. Practically normal 
growth has been secured up to the time of sexual maturity. No reproduction 
has occurred. 
Standards of Growth for Dairy Cattle. (Samuel Brody, A. C. Ragsdale).-
Change oj Form with Age.-Calves have relatively longer legs, greater height 
at the croup, lighter and much shorter bodies, and are more rectangular in 
form than cows. Mature cows were proportionately much broader and deeper 
throughout the hind quarters. The results of this study are now in press. 
Growth in Linear Dimensions.-Twenty-one different linear measurements 
taken on Jersey, Holstein, and Ayrshire cattle were studied. It was found that 
if the unit of time taken was sufficiently large to eliminate fluctuation, the 
amount of growth made during a given unit of time at any age tended to be a 
constant percentage of the growth illade during the preceding unit of time. 
That is, the growth in height at withers made during any year was about 34 
per oent of the growth made during the previous year. Similarly the growth in 
weight made during any year was 56 per cent of the growth made dUl-ing the 
preceding year. . 
Relation Between Growth and Senescence.-A theory of growth and senes-
cen,ce of the dairy cow was formulated on the basis of change of milk secretion 
with age. This theory was substantiated by a study of the changes in the vital 
processes with age in the domestic fowl, man, and drosophila. This work has 
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been reported under the heading "Contributions to Scientific Journals and 
Periodicals", the names of the articles being, "The Rate of Growth of the 
Dairy Cow" III and IV, and "The Rate of Senescence of the Dom'esti.c Fowl" . . 
Normal Growth of Male Ca/e'es.-Table 16 gives the normal growth In 
weight and height at withers of males of the Holstein and Jersey breeds. 
TABLE 16.-NORMAL GROWTH OF HOLSTEIN A~D JERSEY MALES 
No rm a! W eigh t H eight at Withers (in.) 
Nu mbe r A n i m~15 Weight in lbs. Nu mber,A nim als Hei ght at Withers 
Age M os. 
Jersey I Holstein ] ersey Holstein Jersey Holstein Jersey Holstein 
---------
Birth 21 27 63 92 28 34 26.6 28.9 
1 21 27 86 125 28 32 29.8 30.6 
2 22 26 119 172 31 28 30.4 32.6 
3 23 26 158 228 32 31 32.5 34.9 
4 21 25 220 291 31 30 34.9 37 .1 
5 22 25 277 345 30 28 36.7 38.9 
6 22 25 340 428 28 27 38 .8 40.6 
7 20 24 374 496 21 25 39 . 5 42.1 
8 19 23 414 576 21 22 40.7 43.3 
9 20 19 476 644 19 20 41.5 44 . 4 
10 16 16 513 691 16 17 41. 8 45.3 
11 12 13 564 763 11 17 43.0 45.2 
12 10 13 586 827 9 14 43.8 47.5 
13 7 13 626 884 7 13 44.7 48.4 
14 7 10 665 942 6 11 44.7 49 . 6 
15 5 10 753 995 5 10 45.9 48.8 
16 4 9 834 1038 4 9 47.0 50.1 
17 4 8 883 1051 4 8 47.2 50.5 
18 3 7 855 1128 3 8 46.6 51.2 
19 3 6 887 1172 3 6 47.7 51.7 
20 3 6 917 1203 3 5 48.4 52.1 
21 2 6 973 1258 2 5 48.9 53.0 
22 2 5 1029 1314 2 5 49.3 53. 0 
23 2 5 1028 1376 2 5 48.3 53.7 
24 1 5 1085 1356 1 5 48.5 53.9 
25 1 4 1095 1347 1 4 49.2 54.4 
26 1 3 1095 1487 1 3 49.6 55.1 
27 1 3 1145 1502 1 3 51.3 55.3 
28 
--
1 
-- --
1645 
--
I 
----
56.2 
29 
--
1 
--~- 1700 ---- 1 - --- 56.2 
ENTOMOLOGY 
(L. HASEMAN, Chairman) 
Injurious Insect Pests of Melon and Related Crops. (L. Haseman, K. 'c. 
Sullivan).-Experiments on the control of the striped and spotted cucumber 
beetles were continued this year with the addition of three new materi'als: 
gypsum, lime and cyanide C dust. The gypsum was applied alone and with 
5% calcium arsenate; the lime was mixed with 10% of the same poison. The 
"C" dust, a new strength of "A" cyanide containing 25% cyanide or half the 
strength. of the dust used last year was applied with a small hand duster while 
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the gypsum, lime and tobacco dust were applied by hand sprinkling. The ma-
terials used, rate, and number of applications were as follows: 
TABLE 17.-RESULTS IN EXPERIMENT FOR CUCUMBER BEETLE CONTROL. 
No. of 
applicat io ns 
Aver. rate of Lea ves in j ured by beetles 
Materi a l used each .p. per hill Burning per hill. 
squash C1lcwm . 
Gypsum, plain. ________ 5 ~.~ oz. 0 1.7 S.55 
Gypsu m and 5 % calcium 
arsenate~ ______ ~ _____ ~,:; oz. 0 2.{ S. H 
Lime an~ 10 % Calcium 
arsenate . ______ ______ ~ .: oz. 0 ? -_ .. } 4.5 
Nicotine dust (4% Nic.)_ !,~ oz. ,tll* 4.5 9.3 
Moth balls, 2 per hill ____ 2 balls 0 2.0 7. 6 
Calcium cyanide 25 % ___ J,i oz. severe 
Check ____ _______ ______ 0 0 (J 3.28 9.51 
*All plants slightly dam age d. 
The 2.5% cyanide dust burned the plants severely and only temporarily 
disabled the bugs. The napthlene balls had little repellant effect upon this 
insect. The nicotine 4% dust burned the leaves slightly and apparently did 
the bugs no permanent harm. The lime + 10% calcium arsenate protected the 
plant as long as the plants were covered with material. There was no burning. 
Plain gypsum gave great promise; little eating occurred where plants were 
treated and there was no burning. Gypsum + 5% Calcium Arsenate gave 
very satisfactory results. There was no burning and plants were kept free 
from bugs as long as ' the material was on the leaves. 
The Annual Life Cycle of the Hessian Fly in Missouri and its ControI.-
(L. Haseman, K. C. Sullivan).-Wheat seeding plots have been continued at 
Columbia, Maryville, Webster Groves, Cuba, Charleston and Springfield, 
with the results shown in Table 18. 
TABLE lS.-DATA OBTAINED IN HESSIAN FLY EXPERIMENT, 1923-2.f, 
Maryville Columbia Webster G. Cuba Charleston Springfield 
--
Plat Date % Date % Date % Date % Date % Date % 
No. Seeded In!. Seeded I nf. Seeded In!. Seeded in Seeded Inl. Seeded in 
--------------
------ - -------- -
I 9/15 
----
9/24 4.4 10/2 6.2 10/2 , 0 10/2 41.1 10/2 0 
II 9/22 
-- --
10/1 3 .0 10/4 0 10/9 0 10/9 6.9 10/9 0 
III 9/26 62.0 10/4 0 10/12 0 10/12 0 1O/1Z 0 10/9 0 
IV 10/3 33 . 6 10/8 0 10/15 0 10/15 0 10/15 0 10/15 0 
V 10/6 1:5 10/15 0 10/22 0 10/22 0 10/22 0 10/22 0 
There was very little or no fly, in the wheat during the past year, except in 
Nor,thwest Missouri. In this section there was slight infestation after the fly-
free date; not enough however, to cause any serious loss. 
A very large percentage of the wheatsown in Missouri is now sown after 
the fly-free date as recommended by the College of Agriculture, with the result 
that very little damage is done even in bad fly years. 
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A Study of the Life Cycle of the Codling Moth and the Best Time and 
Method of Applying Insecticides for Controlling It. (L. Haseman, K. C. 
Sullivan, Neely Turner).-Trees were sprayed with arsenate of lead solutions 
using 100, 175, and 200-pound pressures. A bordeau'x nozzle, a disc nozzle and 
a spray gun were used at the pressures mentioned previously. Samples were 
taken soon after the calyx cup closed. Two classes of samples were used, the 
tip and cup. Table 19 gives the results of the analyses: 
TABLE 19.-ANALYSIS OF CALYX CUPS AND T IPS AFTER SPRAYING AT DI FFE RENT PRESSURES 
Pressure Nozzle Samples V~riety Grams As,Q, 
per calyx cup or tip 
-------------
cups pf'r (UP 
250 Bordeaux 500 King D:n'id .000138483 
175 Bordeaux 500 King Da\'id .000112695 
100 Bordeaux 464 Payne's .000062009 
250 Gun 500 King David . 000087698 
I i5 Gun 500 P.IYIlC:'S .000041507 
100 Gun 500 P<lync's .0000327 
250 Disc 500 King Dadd .00006831 
175 Disc 500 Pnync's .000044023 
100 Disc 500 P~lync's .0000327 
tips per tip 
250 Bordeaux 50 King Davi~ .0009·1915 
1 i5 Bordeaux 50 King David .0003396 
100 Bordeaux 50 Payne's .00032 389 
250 Gun 50 King David .00065346 
175 Gun 50 Payne's .000295583 
100 Gun 50 Payne's .0002517 
250 Disc 50 King David .005589 
175 Disc. 50 P:lyne's .0004559 
100 Disc 50 Payne's .0003775 
Experiments previously reported have shown that the lethal dosage for 
third ins tar and older codling moth larvae is approximately 0.0005 grams of 
powdered arsenate of lead. In a few cases in the foregoing data low pressure 
treatments left an insufficient amount of arsenate of lead to kill codling moth 
larvae. 
The data obtained checks very closely with that reported in 1923. 
An Investigation to Determine the Causes of the Periodical Recurrence of 
Insect Pests as Scourges. (L. Haseman, K. C. Sullivan)~-The severe cold 
weather of the winter of 1923-24 was a contributing factor in checking the 
increase of the cotton boll weevil. No boll weevil injury whatever has been 
reported from the cotton producing section in Southeast Missouri this season. 
The cold winter of 1923-24 also helped to a great extent in keeping certain 
other insect pests in check, such as the army worm, grasshopper, melon worm, 
codling moth and chinch bug. 
The heavy rains during the months of May, June, and July practically 
controlled the chinch bug. The migration of the surviving chinch bugs from 
the wheat to the corn was also seriously interfered with. The wet weather not 
ozVy held the chinch bugs in check but undoubtedly helped to prevent serious 
damage by grasshoppers and army worms. 
An Investigation of Methods for Controlling the Chinch Bug. (L. Hase-
man, K. C'. Sullivan).-In spite of the severe winter of 1923-24 chinch bugs in 
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threatening numbers passed the winter and appeared in the wheat fields in the 
spring. However, the rains began just as the eggs were being laid for the 
spring brood and while in some sections of the State the chinch bugs caused 
some damage, the pest did relatively little damage over the State as a whole. 
Investigations with calcium cyanide as a barrier to the migrating bugs 
were carried on. Some of the work was at Columbia and some on the Soil 
experimental field at Stark City, Missouri. This year's work substantiated 
the results reported last year, as far as calcium cyanide as a barrier was 
concerned. A plowed furrow in which calcium cyanide flakes were sprinkled 
each afternoon at the rate of 1 pound to 60 linear feet proved an effective gas 
barrier. It was maintained at a cost of $4 per day for a};i' mile of barrier. 
Further studies were made on the practicability of using calcium cyanide 
dust for treating corn after infestation with chinch bugs. The material was 
effective when used in this way, but it was more economical to fight the bugs 
with barriers and prevent them from reaching the corn crop. 
An Investigation to Determine What Insects are Injurious to · Nursery 
Stock in the State, Their Life Histories, Distribution, Injury and Methods of 
Control. (L. Haseman, K. C. Sullivan, Neely Turner, G. L. Davis).-Some 
rather extensive work has been in progress during the past year with reference 
to the control of San Jose scale and aphides. Particular emphasis has been 
placed on determining the efficiency of the new oil preparations which have 
been developed during the last three years. A great deal of work has been 
carried on at Boonville, in the commercial orchard of Mr. Paul Jaeger for the 
con trol of San rose scale. The work on aphides has been carried on in orchards 
in the Station grounds. 
TABLE 20.-REPORTS OF FIRST AND SECOND COUNTS IN JAECER ORCHA RD. 
Plat Treat ment Date applied 
P ercen tage scale dead 
Mar. 12 Apr. 9 
1 2 % Commercial soap oil 
emulsion 1/31/24 100.00 100 .00 
2 Lime-sulphur 1-7 1/31/24 99.00 99.28 
3 Sealeeide 1-15 1/ 31/24 100.00 100 .00 
4 . Home-made oil emulsio n, 
2% 1 / 31/24 93.42 88. 09 
5 Kayso oil emulsion 2 % 1/31/24 98.53 98 .97 
Check No treatment 
------- -
38.3 
------
These sprays were followed by a second application in April. The third 
count is as follows: 
TAJ3LE 21.-REPORT OF THl': THIRD COt1NT IN THE JAECER ORCHARD. 
Date second spray was Percentage scal e dead 
Plat Treatment applied May3. 
1 ' Lime-sulphur 1-7 April 10, 1924. 99.5 
2 Lime-sulphur 1-7 April 10, 1924. 99.0 
3 Sealecide 1-15 April 10, 1924. 97.66 
4 Scalecide 1-15 April 10, 1924. 100.00 
5 Commercial soap 
oil em ulsion 2 % April 10, 1924. 100.00 
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All the work at Boonville was done by members of the Station staff and 
every spray was thoroughly applied. Good results were obtained with practi-
cally all of the materials used. On the whole, however, the commercial soap 
and oil emulsion gave the best results with scalecide a close second. Some very 
serious injury, however, to some of the trees was evidently caused by the 
commercial oil emulsion. It has not been determined why the oil emulsion 
caused such severe injury and until more is known about the newer sprays it is 
doubtful if they should be strongly recommended for commercial use. 
The Effect oj Oil Spray on Apple Aphides.-In certain sections of the 
Mississippi Valley the lubrication oil emulsions have been used as a dormant 
spray for the control of San Jose Scale with a high degree of success. The 
question has been raised as to the effect of these emulsions on apple aphides. 
The common practice is to apply a separate spray of nicotine sulphate just as 
soon as the aphides hatch. This spray for the control of aphides costs con-
siderable in both time and material. Some growers, however, have added the 
nicotine sulphate to the first summer spray of lime-sulphur and arsenate. 
This has been fairly satisfactory but is just a little late for the most effective 
results. 
The lubricating oil emulsions have been used extensively at the Missouri 
Agricultural Experiment Station during the past two years in order to deter- , 
mine their value as a dormant spray and also as a summer spray on apple 
trees. During the course of this work extensive observations were made as to 
the efficiency of these sprays in controlling apple aphides. 
Control oJ Aphides.-The aphis which has caused the most trouble in 
Missouri on apples during the past two years is the common grain aphis 
(Aphis menae). This aphis migrates to the apple in the fall from the grain and 
deposi ts eggs in the small twigs and buds. At the time the buds begin to push 
out in the spring the eggs hatch. From three to four generations are reared on 
the apple before they migrate back to the grain. They very often are present 
in large numbers and cause considerable damage to the young tender growth. 
The following varieties of apples were sprayed and counts made to deter-
mine aphid control: Rome Beauty, Delicious, Jonathan, Winesap, Ben Davis, 
Grimes Golden, Black Ben, Liveland Raspberry, Stayman Winesap, Paragon, 
Early Harvest, McIntosh, Ben Hur, King David, Ingram, Ginnie and Buer 
Sweet. 
TABLE 22.-ExPERIMENTS IN 1923 FOR CONTROL OF APHIDES. 
Treatment Date Date Number Aphides Av. per 
sprayed counted of buds alive bud 
1. Lime-sulphur 1-7 ______________ 4/9/23 4/12/23 110 319 2.8 
2. Soap oil emulsion; soap 1.0, 
oil 2. O. _____________________ 4/9/23 4/13/23 6i 271 4.23 
3. Soap oil emulsion, 1 % with 
CuSo. _____________________ 4/10/23 4/16/23 102 319 3. 12 
4. Soap oil emulsion 2 % with CuSo. _____________________ 4/10/23 4/16/23 113 93 0,823 
5. Kayso oil emulsion ____________ 4/10/23 4/13/23 38 32 0.842 
6. Lime-sulphur 1-7 ______________ 4/11/23 4/17/23 33 12 0.363 
,7. Soap oil emulsion; Soap 1.0, OiI2.0 _____________________ 4/11/23 4/12/23 57 285 4.52 
8. Chec k ______ ___________ __ ____ 4/14/23 . 33 1M 4.97 
9. Chec k. ______________________ 4/17/23 16 95 5.93 
10. Check _______ ________________ 4/18/23 82 575 7.01 
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TABLE 23.-ExPERIMENTS IN 1924 FOR CONTROL OF APHIDES. 
Sprayed Counted Buds Aphides Av. per 
bud 
1. 10% Kayso oil emulsion, 
dormant- ___________________ 2/22/24 4/25/24 150 194 I. 29 
2. Lime-sulphur 1-7 _. ____________ _ 4/11/24 4/12/24 152 43 0.282 
3. 10 % Kayso oil emulsion, delayed 
dormant ____________________ 4/12/24 4/25/24 124 43 0.346 
4. 10 % Kayso oil emulsion, delay-
ed dormanL _________________ 4/12/24 4/25/24 150 51 0.34 
5. 2 % Kayso oil emulsion _________ 4/14/24 4/15/24 150 546 3.64 
6. 2 % Kayso oil emulsion _________ 4/14/24 4/15/24 51 8 0.15 
7. 4 % Kayso oil emulsi on _________ 4/14/24 4/25/24 IOU 346 3.f6 
8. Li me-sulphur ______________ ___ 4/24/H 4/25/24 100 901 9.01 
9. 1 % Kayso oil Emulsion, 2 % with 
3-4-50 Bord. __ _______________ 4/21/24 4/25/24 450 879 1.95 
10. Kayso in lime-sulphur __________ 4/21/H 4/25/24 100 48 0 . 48 
11. C hecL ___ ___________________ 4/12/24 4/25/24 292 198 0.678 
12. Check ________________________ 
-.---.---- 4/25/24 450 1659 3.46 
Tables 22 and 23 show the kind of sprays used, date spray was applied, 
date counts were made, number of buds counted, number of aphides alive and 
the average number of life aphides on each bud. 
I t will be noted that in no case did any of the spray materials used give 
effective control as compared to the checks. With one exception, the 10% 
Kayso Oil Emulsion applied as a dorm an t spray, all sprays were applied after 
the eggs had hatched. The data showed that some of the emulsions as well as 
the lime-sulphur gave partial control but not enough to warrant recommending 
them. For the regular dormant spray for San Jose scale a 2% oil emulsion is 
usually recommended. In this work it will be noted that a 10% oil emulsion 
was tried and still not enough control was obtained to recommehd its use. 
From the results obtained it is evident that none of the spray mixtures such as 
lime-sulphur or lubricating oil emulsions can be recommended for the control 
of apple aphides. 
FffiLD CROPS 
CW. C. ETHERIDGE, Chairman) 
A Morphological Classification of the' Varieties of Soybeans. CW. C. 
Etheridge, C. A. Helm) .-About 200 kinds of soybeans have been distinguish-
ed from more than 800 samples of so-called varieties collected from the exper-
iment stations and the seedsmen of the country. Colors of the glume, testa, 
cotyledons, and pubescence of the stems and pods provide the principal. basis 
of the classification. Less important distinctions are size and form of seed, 
color pattern and polish of the testa, size and color of the hilum and color of 
the pods. An economic quality such as the length of the growth period some-
times distinguishes an individual variety. In general, the classification when 
complete will subordinate genetic relationships to the convenience of identify-
ing agronomic varieties. For this convenience the classification will utilize, 
so far as possible, characters easily seen at maturity. 
A Study of the Cultural Requirements and Adaptation of Sudan Grass. 
CW. C. Etheridge, C. A. Helm).-On thin upland soil at Cuba the acre yields 
of several forage crops, measured in tons, were: Sudan grass 1.8, Red Amber' 
sorghum 1.6, Whippoorwill cowpeasO.7, Virginia soybeans 1.2. 
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A Comparison of the Most Important Grain Sorghums With Corn for 
Grain and Forage Production. (W. C. Etheridge, C. A. Helm).-In 1923 the 
sorghum worm (Celama sorghiella) greatly damaged all crops of sorghum in 
this experiment. At the same time the season for corn was remarkably favor~ 
able. For the first time since the comparison of the two crops on very thin 
upland soil at Cuba corn out~yielded sorghum in bushels of grain per acre. 
However, the yields of both crops were small. 
TABLE 24.-Cor..rPARATIVE YIEI.DS OF CORN AND THE SORCHUM8 IN GRAIN AND CURED FORAGE PER ACRE. 
Crop 
Corn 
White Peor! .•• ______________________ _ 
90 D"y ___________ : _________________ _ 
Reids ______________________________ _ 
Grain Sorghum 
Down Konr _________________________ _ 
Sunrise _______ ...... __ .... _._ ........ __ .............. .. 
Fcterit.:t_ .. __ .. ............ __ .............. __ ...... __ .. .. 
Dwnrf lIlilo _________________________ _ 
Sweet Sorghum 
Orange _____________________________ _ 
Amber __________________ , __________ _ 
Honey _______ ................ __ .......... ~ .... __ ...... .. 
Grain 
9.7 
11.8 
13.2 
6.4 
5.3 
4.5 
2.2 
2.4 
4.2 
2.4 
Forage 
1.4 
1.0 
1.3 
1.4 
1.1 
.5 
1.0 
2.0 
1.1 
2.1 
Cultural Experiments with Spring Barley. (W. C. Etheridge, C. A. Helm). 
-Yields of spring barley were compared with yields of oats at Maryville. 
When both crops were well treated spring barley out yielded oats in pounds of 
grain per acre on highly fertile soil in Northwest Missouri. Table 25 gives the 
result of this investiga tion. 
TADLE 25.-YIELDS OF' BARLEY AND OATS AT MARYVILLE 
Seedbed spring plowed and 
Seedbed double disked double disked 
200 lbs. 16 % 200 lb •. 16 % 
Grain No fertilizer A. P. per ncre No fertilizer A. P. perA. 
Oats (Nebraska 21) ___________ • __ 1,216 1,437 1,430 1,536 
Barley (Oderbrtleker) ____________ 643 1,771 931 1,814 
Comparison of Soybeans and Cowpeas for Hay and Seed Production. 
(W. C. Etheridge, C. A. Helm).-Two leading varieties of soybeans, Virginia 
and Morse, were compared in yields of seed and hay with two leading varieties 
of cowpeas, New Era and Whippoorwill. When the varieties were planted in 
rows 40 inches apart the average yield of soybean hay was nearly double that 
of cowpea hay, and the average yield of soybean seed was nearly four times 
that of cowpea seed. When the varieties were sown with an 8.inch grain drill 
the yield of soybean hay was again nearly double the yield of cowpea hay, and 
the yield of soybean seed was 13.4 bushels per acre, while cowpeas failed to 
make any seed at all. 
, Cultural Experiments with Soybeans, Including (1) Time of Seeding, (2) 
Method of Seeding, (3) Rate of Seeding. CW. C. Etheridge, c.. A. Helm).-
When Morse and Wilson varieties of soybeans were planted for hay, in rows 3.5 
feet apart, at rates ranging from 15 to 30 pounds of seed per acre, there was no 
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significan t variation in yield according to the rate of plan ting. When the 
Morse, Wilson, Midwest and Haberlandt varieties were planted for seed at 
dates ranging from May 15 to July 15, the earlier plantings were generally the 
most productive as Table 26 shows. 
TABLE 26,-YIELDS OF SOYBEANS IN BUSIIELS OF SEED PER ACRE, AS AFFECTED BY DATE OF SEEDING. 
Date of Seeding 
Variety May 15 June 1 June 15 
I 
Jul)· 1 Ju ly 15 
Morse ______ __________ _____ 38.5 32.2 20.0 21.9 16.2 
Wilson ____________________ 33 . 6 29.8 24.9 
I 
17.3 17.4 
Mid wesL __________________ 36.2 31.6 24.1 20.8 15 .6 
Vi rginia. ___ __ _____________ 38.2 35.9 24.4 24.9 17.0 
When these varieties were planted August 1, they were all caught by 
frost and produced no seed. The same varieties were harvested for hay at 
stages ranging from full bloom to the falling of leaves. The yields of cured hay 
increased generally with the stage of maturity, though frequently there was 
little or no increase from one stage to the next. 
TABLE 27.-ToNS OF SOYBEAN HAY PER ACRE, AT DIFFERENT STAGES OF MATURITY. 
Stage Wilson Virginia Midwest Morse 
Full bloom _______________ ' _______ 1.5 0.9 1.2 1.0 
Pods formed ____ ~ ___ _________ __ _ 1.7 1.3 1.9 1.5 
Seed in milk _____________________ 1.7 1.7 2.0 1.7 
Seed in dough ___________________ 1.7 1.7 2.0 1.7 
Leaves beginning to faIL __________ 1.7 2.3 2.1 2.3 
A Study of the Important Varieties of Oats for Missouri Conditions. 
(L. J. Stadler).-The yields of the leading varieties of oats at Columbia in 
bushels per acre in 1923 were as follows: 
Fulghum ........................................ 66.2 Sterilis selection ............................ 55.4 
Canadian ...................................... 56.2 Burt ................................................ 49.2 
Sil vermine ........................ ~ ............. 55.6 Kherson .......................................... 47. 7 
These results are of special interest in showing the value of Fulghum in a 
favorable season. This variety, first tested by the Experiment Station in 1919, 
has been one of the best yielding varieties in each of the five seasons in which 
it has been tested. Its average yield for the five-year period is better than that 
of any other variety grown at Columbia. 
On the outlying fields also Fulghum has been a leading variety. Its yields 
in 1923 at Warrensburg and Maryville, in comparison with those of other 
standard varieties, are shown in Table 28. 
TABLE 28.-COMPARATIVE Y,ELDS OF OATS VARIETIES AT MARYVILLE AND WARRENSBt1~G IN 1923. 
Variety 
Fulgh um _____ " _________________________ _ 
Red RustprooL ______________________ • __ _ 
:SorL _____________ • ________ . ____________ _ 
K.erson ___________ ". _____ • _. _____________ _ 
Si1v~r,mj.ne ... _..;. _____ .. _____ ....... _ ................ _ ...... .. 
Yield in bushels per acre 
Maryville 
41.4 
41.3 
38.8 
26.5 
27.9 
Warrensburg 
34.1 
27.2 
25.3 
25.1 
22.0 
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Wheat Breeding Investigations, Including the Improvement of Commer-
cial Varieties by (1) The Pure Line Method of Breeding, (2) Hybridization and 
Subsequent Selection. (L. J. Stadler).-The pure line selections of Michigan 
Wonder wheat produced at this Station again demonstrated their superiority 
to the parent variety, which was much the highest yielding variety in Central 
Missouri in the eight-year variety test reported in Bulletin 188. The yields in 
1923 of the variety Michigan Wonder and of these two pure lines at Columbia 
and on two outlying experiment fields are shown below: 
TABLE 29.-COMPARISON OF YIELDS FROM Two PURE LINE SELECTIONS OF MICHIGAN \VONDER \VUEAT AND 
FROM THE PARENT STOCK, IN 1923. . 
Michigan Wonder .••••..•.••....••..•.... 
Michigan Wonder Se!. No.8 .••...•...••••• 
Michigan WonderSe!. No. 21- .....•.•••... 
Columbia 
21.8 
23 .9 
23.9 
Warrensburg 
18.5 
21.1 
20 .5 
Cuba 
13.2 
13.8 
14.0 
There is little doubt that these selections are the highest yielding wheat 
varieties now available to farmers in Central Missouri. They have one 
notable disadvantage in their susceptibility to loose smut. In an attempt to 
improve the stock in this respect hybrids have been made between these 
Michigan \Vonder selections and several varieties resistant to loose smut. In 
the progeny of these hybrids selections will be made for wheat combining the 
high productivity of Michigan Wonder with the disease resistance of the 
other parent. 
A Study of the Adaptations of the Important Varieties of Spring Barley for 
Missouri Conditions. (L. J. Stadler) .-The yields of the leading varieties of 
barley at Columbia in bushels per acre in 1923 were as follows: 
Oder brucker _______ .. ___ .... ____ .. ___ ... ____ .. _ .... __ .... _____ .. ________ .. _ .. _ .. _____ .31. 4 
Frankish __ .. _. ____ ........ __ ..... _ .. ____ .. ___ .. _ .. __ .. _ ..... __ .. ___ ..... ____ .. ________ .. 30.6 
Odessa .. _______________ .________________ .. _______ ._ .. ___________ .. __ . ____ . ______ . __ .... ___ 28_7 
Manchuria ___ .. ____ .. _________________ .. _______ .. _________ ._ .. _ ..................... __ .. 27.0 
During the five-year period 1919-23 a fairly extensive trial of promising 
varieties of barley has been made at Columbia. The leading varieties for the 
preiod are Sandrel, Trebi, Manchuria and Oderbrucker. 
A Study of the Adaptation of the Important Varieties and Selections of 
Soybeans to the Various Soil Types of the State. (L. J. Stadler).-Pure line 
selections of Midwest, Wilson, and Virginia soybeans were tested for yield at 
Columbia for the first time in 1923. About 100 pure line selections of each of 
these varieties were made in 1921. Twenty-five pure lines of each variety 
were included in the yield tests and the remainder were grown in observation 
rows. These pure lines were found to vary materially in yield and other char-
acters of economic importance, and offer an opportunity for the improvement 
of soybeans by the same selection methods as have been successfully used in 
the improvemen t of wheat and oats. 
A Genetic Analysis of Maize. CW. H. Eyster).-Pericarp Studies.-A 
special study of variegation in maize has shown that orange pericarp, varie-
gated pericarp of a number of distinct patterns, self-red pericarp, and colorless 
pericarp have a common origin. The study included the frequency of changes 
from one type to another, and a genetic interpretation of these changes has 
been made. 
Mosaic peri carp was a very coarse type of variegation, and gave rise to a 
. number of distinct patterns, self-red, colorless and an orange-colored pericarp 
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similar to the orange found in the variegation described above. The study 
included the frequency of changes from one type to another. 
Chlorophyll Studies.-A study has been made of more than 25 chlorophyll 
characters. Those which have been completed are: 
ar ................ argen tia, a silver striping. 
pk ........... _ .. polkadot, leaves yellow, dotted with green. 
ab .............. abraided, a fine-striped leaf. 
f2 ................ fine-striped leaves. 
pt .............. pale-tipped leaves, a seedling pattern that appears only on 
plants gl;"own from sugary seeds. 
se ................ seriated, a much striped leaf. 
au .............. a golden yellow seedling and mature plan t. 
gL ............. a yellow seedling that exudes glucose; it has a deficiency 
analogous to diabetes in animals. 
yg .............. yellow-green seedlings and plan ts. 
oy .............. oil-yellow seedlings and plants. 
oL ............. olive green seedlings and plants. 
as .............. striped on the auricles of the leaves. 
Plant Abnormalities.-A study of the inheritance of the following charac-
ters has been completed: 
zg .............. a zigzag culm. 
z ................ a second factor for zigzag culm. 
tw .............. a factor which produces a twisted culm. 
sw .............. a factor for a swollen and twisted ear shank. 
COI ••••••••••••. a factor for coherent leaves. 
C02 ••••••••.•.••• a second factor for coherent leaves. 
d2 •••••••••••••••• a factor for dwarf plan t. 
an2 .............. a factor for anthers on the ears. 
cr, .............. a factor for crinkly leaves. 
Pivipary in Maize.-Maize soprophytes that pass through the seed stage 
without becoming dormant have been studied. 
pml ............ a factor for loss of the period of dormancy, in the seed stage. 
pm2 ............ a second factor for loss of dormancy. 
Anther Sterility.-Sterile plants crossed with normal plants gave plants 
that were completely sterile. 
Linkage Studies.-The following linkage relations have been established: 
The factor ar belongs to the C-SH-Wx group. 
The factor pk belongs to the C-SH-Wx group. 
The factor au belongs to the C-SH-Wx group. 
The factorspml, Wx, and ox are linked. 
The factors an, and ad are linked. 
The factors as and ad are linked. 
The factors ra and se are linked. 
The factor for fine striping,]2 is linked with one of the factors for colored 
aleurone. 
The factors an and ab are linked. 
These linkage relations have been established, but further study will be 
necessary to determine the exact location of the factors in the chromosome. 
A Giant Type of Maize.-A giant type of maize occurred in an inbred 
strain of Mastodon maize which has remarkable growth characters. The 
leaves averaged 5 to 6 inches in width, and were thick and leathery. The 
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s train h~ s hcC' n inh red for six gcncra t ions hut h ~s not heen great l,' I' duced in 
v igo r. Th e vigorous growth and Jarge leavcs ar ch:lracte ri stic of th e 17\ 
p lants whcn cros ed with norl11a l pi;lIlts . Prelimin ary yie ld tests indi <lted 
that th e hyhrids wou ld olltyield t he he. t com mercial types. Coml11ercia l 
stra in s have heen inhred nnci crosses made in :In effort to hu ild up:t superior, 
high yield ing co mmercial trpe of mai l.e. Res ul ts froll1 thi s breedin g arc not 
yet a vai la hie. 
HORTICULTURE 
cr. J. THIlE RT, CII(/;,.,,)(III) 
Identification and Study of Factors Determining Hardiness and Methods 
of Increasing It. (II. D. I looker, J r.). Th e studi es on th e chemi str )" of pcctin 
have becn continued . T hey arc now heing preparcd for Jluhli cation. Some in-
form ati on c nce rnln g t h ' 
chemica l s tru cture of pect ic 
acid has been gain ed anel a 
sn tis fa ctory meth od for es-
tab li shing pec tin h~ s bee n 
worked 0 \1 t. 
Prev ious work on the 
effec t of var iotls pruning 
trea tm en ts in deve loping 
the more hard y hasal bu Is in 
peac hes has hee n puh li hed 
in Agri ultural Experim ent 
Stiltion Bu ll e tin 207. 
Walnut Grafting Investi-
gation. (T. J. T albert ).-
Seedling black walnuts we re 
ve ry successfull y top-worked 
and seve ra l new va ri eti es of 
peca ns, sha gbark hi cko ri es, 
and Ii I ben s ha ITe been p lan t-
ed. 
Diffi cult y has b en ex-
perienced in top-working 
(cleft-g raftin g) the native 
seed ling hi ckory to d ifFer-
ent va ri eti es of th e pecan. 
Several difFer nt kind s of 
budding have been employ-
ed t hi s yea r to find a mOfe Fi g. 6.-A cI Ie view of leed lin g black ",. Inu ts c1e ft-
satisfactory method of u ti - gra fted to improved va ri etie., n fter 3 yenrs growt h. 
lizing t he nati ve hi ckori es for pecan producti on. 
Missouri n w Jeads a ll other states in the pI' duction of black walnuts. 
Th e graft ing in ves tiga tional work has sh wn that the seedling black wa lnu ts 
grown in Missouri may be grafted to improved sorts like the Sta bler, Th omas, 
Ohio, and others whi h have thinn er shells, larger kern els, bet ter flavor and 
qualit y and a higher market value. The seedling hi ckori es are also being 
grafted but with less success. The gra ftin g perat ions do not impair the value 
of the walnut Of hi ckory for use as lu m ber. 
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The Home Orchard: Costs and Returns. (T. J. Talbert).-This project 
was started to determine the cost of bringing a home orchard and frui,t planta-
tion into full bearing. The results obtained showed that the home fruit project 
was a profitable one. The indications were that it should be a paying proposi-
tion after the second or third year. 
Orchard and Strawberry Nutrition. (H. D. Hooker, Jr., H. G. Swartwout). 
-The study of the relative value of spring and fall applications of nitrate of 
soda and sulphate of ammonia has been continued. A plot of York trees that 
have been treated in the fall with nitrate of soda blossomed this spring for the 
fourth conse,cutive year. The treatment has been sufficiently successful to 
warrant placing an entire York orchard under this treatment. Individual 
tree records showed that nearly all the treated trees responded to the fall 
treatment though one of the trees studied has continued to alternate. The 
spur records showed that these trees were biennial bearers before the treat-
ment was initiated and that the check trees have remained biennial bearers. 
A study of the best time to apply nitrogen fertilizers to peach trees was 
made and the results to date published in Missouri Agricultural Experiment 
Station Bulletin 207. The experiments showed the advisability of delaying 
nitrogen applications to peaches 'until after blossoming time or until danger 
from spring frosts had. passed. 
Investigation of the Factors Limiting the Production of Sweet Cherries 
in Missouri. (T. J. Talbert, A. P. Boles, and A. M. Burroughs).-Work on 
this project has been limited to the taking of yield and circumference records 
on sweet cherry trees in the University orchard, and to investigating reports of 
successful sweet cherry production in various parts of the State. The number 
of trees and varieties of sweet cherries in the University orchards have b\!en 
increased by new planting. 
Spraying Fruits for Insects and Fungous Diseases. (T. J. Talbert, H. D. 
Hooker, Jr., H. G. Swartwout" and A. M. Burroughs).-The scope of this 
project has been broadened to include: (1) studies of the preparation of 
spraying materials, (2) the determination of the composition and physical 
properties of spraying materials, with particular reference to spraying oils 
and emulsions, and (3) a study of the physiological effectof spray materials on 
the tree and fruit. 
A method has been developed for the preparation of colloidal copper 
hydroxide, and tests are now being made to determine its efficiency as a 
fungicide and its effect on the trees. A method for making oil emulsions has 
been perfected, and sprays made by this method have given good results at 
Columbia and other localities in Missouri, in the Pacific Northwest and the 
Southern Atlantic fruit section. By this method oil was emulsified without 
heat by using calcium caseinate in place of potash fish-oil soap as an emulsi-
fying agent. Emulsions made in this way were cheaper, easier to prepare, and 
more stable than those made according to the government formula. 
In order to determine the essential qualities for a good spraying oil a 
number of determinations of specific gravity, viscosity, iodine number, boiling 
limits and emulsifying qualities of a large number of oils have been determined. 
These include brands which have proven successful, and brands of which the 
insecticidal and emulsifying qualities are still unknown, together with mineral 
oils separated from proprietary miscible oils of known insecticidal value. 
The experiments to determine the effect of application of oil sprays on 
fruit trees indicated that concentrations of oil below 5 per cent may be applied 
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safely to dormant "trees. There was a strong possibility that applications of 
2 per cent oil may safely be made up to the cluster bud stage. Oil sprays applied 
after bloss'oming were believed to be detrimental to the health of the apple 
tree and severly injured the foliage of the stone-fruits. 
One year's results from experiments on the effect of bordeaux mixture on 
apple trees showed that the method of making the mixture had no effect on the 
amount of burning of the fruit; that severe burning followed applications 
two weeks after the calyx spray, and that the size of leaves and partly grown 
fruits was reduced by bordeaux sprays. 
Peach Breeding for Hardy Sprts. (A. M. Burroughs).-Blooming records 
taken in the spring of 1923 indicated that none of the seedlings in the plots 
planted in 1920 possessed late blooming qualities. The severe cold in January 
1924 killed all the fruit buds, so the trees were renewed by cutting them back 
severely. Several of the seedlings bore fruit of good quality in the summer of 
1923. These individuals have been propagated by budding on seedling peach 
trees in the nursery. 
Treatment of Apple Canker Dise-ases. (H. G. Swartwout),-Tests have 
been made in the use of a number of materials to cover pruning wounds and 
exposed wood of apple trees after cleaning blister canker infections. The 
materials whose comparative values were tested were white lead linseed oil 
paint, sodium silicate (waterglass), tanglefoot, and a modified grafting wax. 
The pruning wounds were 2 inches to 6 inches in diameter. The cleaned 
cankers varied from a length of 8 inches and a width of 4 inches to a length of 
3 feet and a width of 8 inches. All the wounds were sterilized with a solution 
of copper sulphate, 1 pound to 1 gallon of water, before the coverings were 
applied. 
Observations after one year showed the cambium to be dead on most of 
the treated cankers and on many of the pruning wounds to a distance of ~ 
inch to 1 inch beyond the edge of the original wound. This death of the cam-
bium was apparently caused by the strong solution of copper sulphate. 'Some 
of the treated cankers showed further progress of the disease below and above 
the treated areas with all materials. The greatest spread occurred with those 
treated with white lead and linseed oil paint, the next greatest spread with 
sodium silicate, the next with grafting wax, and the least with tanglefoot. 
The amount was about the same for all materials except the tanglefoot with 
which the percentage spread was very small. 
So far the tanglefoot appears to be the best covering. All the wounds 
cover'ed with the tanglefoot have been perfectly protected. The material 
adheres well and does not become so hard in cold weather as to crack and 
expose the wood beneath or to run during the hot weather of midsummer. 
The grafting wax made a good covering where it could be made to adhere 
but with the moist surface which resulted from the bleeding of the wounds 
some difficulty was experienced in getting the wax to stick. 
The white lead linseed oil paint had nearly all scaled off at the end of one 
year and the wood was 'badly checked. When this material was used it appear-
ed that two paintings a year Were necessary to protect the wounds effectually. 
Waterglass gave no protection, the wounds to which it was applied being 
indistinguishable from the checks. 
Tomato Seed Selection for Disease Resistance. (J. T. Quinn).-Forty-
four differentselectiohs of strains and varieties of tomatoes resistant to the to-
({) :\ r I S~( It ' Rf ACR tCl' f.n ' IL\L Ex l'ERL\! El'\T ~T .\T I () i\ I ~ t' LLJ:I'I :-: 22~ 
malo wilt (FlISllrill lll ~l'(OperJiri) were tcsted , SOl11e (If thL· s train s se lt:cted at 
thi s Station for th e la s t five ~ 'e ars hal'c g i\'l'n increase's in y il' ld , a s h igh as 
e ig ht ton s per acre, o\'er th e nOII - re' s is tanr co nllll e l"' ial \'ari , li ,'s , 
:-\ I artial repo rt o{ thi s pl'Oj cct w a s includ ed in .\l i";(lliri Al.!;riclI l tliral 
E xperilll ent Statio n Bu ll et in 2 12, 
1t , 
'. 
Fig. 7.-A nin e· ycll r-otd seed lin g apple tree pro du ced fro m a Ro me-Gcni to n crolS by th e Mi sso uri 
Agricultur al Experiment Sta li on. Th e cro p th e tree ben rs in th e pi cture wall produ ce d in 192 L when th e 
co mmcrci.11 app le crop in Mi l80uri wne des troyed by Inte fros ts and fr eezes. I t bore hen vy crops in 
! 922 nnd 19n 
Breeding Apples for Late Blooming Habit. CA. M, Burroughs) .- Bloom-
ing da ta, taken in 1923 and 1924, showed that between 40 and 50 of the 250 
ne w vari e ti es , w o wn {rolll c rosses 11l ~l(1e in l !l ll :lnd 1!1I2, were I ~t c hl()oll1 crs . 
Th e /·irs t large c rop (wnl thi s pl:IIHin g wa s ohtain ed in the fall o( I !l2:3. 
Of th e laIc l> IO(Jlllin g sons, [0 g nve pr() nli se 01' h:ll'in g th e qualiti es sOllg ht (or 
in a cO llllll c ri cnl va ri e t) ' . l\1;,n )" of th e sen ll inl.(s , whik not latl: hl oo ill e rs, h:1\'e 
good appc arance and carin g qualit y . S O Ill C or th e ll1 0 re promi s in g ne w sorts 
h a ve hec n propag ated and wi ll hc tes ted Dllt latLT und e r vario us condition s and 
in var io us localitie s in t he State. 
Fi g, 8. - Rcae'lrch laborAtory o f the Depa rtm en t of Ilorti cu lture at th e Mi lllo uri Agri cultural 
Experim ent Stali on. 
Investigations With Seed Potatoes. (J. T. QlIinn).- T he results obtain ed 
in th e in ves tiga ti ons wit h Iri sh potatoes have show n that: 
1. Certified nort hern g row n seed con tinu ed to I roduce more profitab le 
crops than non-ctrt ified north ern seed. 
2. T he hot fo rm a ldehyde seed treatment- l p in t of commercial forma l-
dehyde to 15 gall ons f water heated to 118° or 1200v. continued for four 
minutes- gave approximately the same control for rhizoctonia and common 
scab as t he corrosive sublimate treatment of 4 oz. of corrosive sublimate to 
30 gallons of wa ter, t reated for 1).1' hours. 
3. P otatoes kept in co ld storage durin g th e entire storage period, showed 
a higher percentage of ge rmination and a g reater uniformity of vi ne grow th 
th an those stored under ordinary cell ar co ndi t ions. 
Cabbage Seed Selection for Disease R esistance. (J. T. Quinn).-
Varieties al;d s trains of cabbage resistant to the "yell ows" caused by Fusarium 
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Conglutinous have shown infections from 3 to 27 per cent. The "Wisconsin 
All Season" is the most resistant of the varieties tested. Non-resistant com-
mercial varieties showed infections as high as 87 per cen t. 
Investigations to Determine the Fertilizer Requirements, Varieties, 
Cultural Methods, and Seed "Place Effect" of the Watermelon and the 
Cantaloupe. (J. T. Quinn).-The results of this year's work on this project 
showed that the Polloch 10-25 variety of can taIoupe was one of the best 
varieties for Southeast Missouri; that there was no great differences in yield 
between cantaloupe seed from Colorado, Florida, and home grown seed; that 
maximum yields of can taloupes were obtained from the use of a 3-12-4 fertiliz-
er applied in the hill, at the rate of 600 pounds per acre. A 3-12-4 fertilizer 
applied in the hill, at the rate of 500 pounds per acre gave approximately the 
same yields of can taloupes as did well rotted manure, applied in the hill at the 
rate of 5 tons per acre. 
Nutrition and Plant Response of Vegetables. (J. T. Quinn).-Placing 
fertilizer in therow in growing potatoes and tomatoes has been more profitable 
than broadcasting the fertilizer. Complete fertilizers containing up to 6 per 
cen t potash ha ve given profi table increases in yield of potatoes. 
A partial report of this project has been included in Experiment Station 
Bulletin 212. 
HOME ECONOMICS 
(JESSIE A. CLINE, Acting Chairman) 
The Psychology of Child Nutrition. (c. Rowena Schmidt).-The purpose 
i of this study was to investigate circumstances under which children refuse to 
' eat, and to determine what psychological principles were involved. The 
following general conclusions were reached: 
1. Many of the problems of malnutrition have their foundation in earlier 
psychological problems of training in food habits. 
2. The early solution of psychological feeding problems should, therefore, 
establish better health conditions among children. 
3. Psychological feeding problems are easy of solution if the parents 
recognize and handle them early enough; they are possible, though more 
difficult of solution when recognized later. 
4. The hope of the future in this matter lies in the wider education of 
mothers in the fundamental principles of child psychology. This may be 
accomplish through: (a) Interesting mothers in the literature of the subject 
now available. (b) Assembling and publishing in popular form those scientific 
principles of child psychology which bear directly upon the subject of child 
training. (c) Lecturing on the subject to Parent-Teacher Associations, 
Mothers' Clubs and similar organizations. (d) Enlisting the help of mothers 
in original investigations, and making the results of such investigation 
available to them in some printed form. 
Thrice-Cooked Vegetables for Diabetics. (Han nah A. Stillman).-Thrice-
cooked vegetables have been frequently prescribed for diabetics both during 
the s~arvation period at the beginning of treatment and also throughout the 
treatment of severe cases. This brings the quan tity of food somewhere near 
normal without adding materially to the fuel value of the diet. Not much 
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data have been available on the mineral and vitamine content of the diabetic 
diet. 
Young rats 40-55 days old were placed on a basal diet of 15% purified 
casein, 10% Crisco, 72% corn starch and 3% salt mixture (Gulick's formula). 
This basal diet was furnished in unrestricted quantities. The vegetable, which 
was intended as the only source of vitamine, was given dail y in weighed 
amounts. Eight rats were given 4 g. of raw spinach, and eight were given 
4 g. of thrice-cooked spinach. About 75 g. of vegetable was used to 1 liter of 
water, and this was cooked 10 minutes and repeated twice. 
The raw spinach furnished satisfactory growth, but no growth was 
obtained with the thrice-cooked spinach. On the twenty-fifth day, the first of 
the eight died; the second died on the thirty-first day. The fortieth day anoth-
er died and the in ternal organs were eaten by those in the cage with it. The 
survivors made no gain following this. On the fort y-seventh and forty-eighth 
days two more died, one being eaten by the survivors. The experimen twas 
then discontinued on account of lack of spinach. Some experiments with 
cabbage indicated that these results were not confined to one vegetable. 
From this investigation it would seem that thrice-cooked vegetables, if 
not totally devoid of vitamine, contained an amount which was relatively 
insignifican t. No attempt was made to determine which of the vitamines were 
lacking. 
Color Knowledge Essential to Costume and its Practical Application. 
(Mrs. Lulu Williams Gillum).-The purpose of this investigation was two-
fold: (1) to select the knowledge of color that was essential to apply to costume; 
and (2) to interpret the effect of color in costume on the complexion, hair, and 
eyes of various types of people. 
Yellow reflected its own color on the hair, eyes, and complexion, more 
than did its complement, purple. Red was one of the most pleasing colors in 
its effect on the wearer. Its reflections were health suggestive, especially in its 
lighter tones. Although blue is one of the most used colors it was not found to 
be the most becoming one. Its universal use is due to its modest, retreating 
qualities, its depth and richness of hue, and its practicability. Green was more 
difficult to wear than either yellow or blue; orange was more enhancing than 
yellow, less so than red; and purple was less becoming than either blue or red. 
Black is perhaps the most severe of all colors on the complexion. Its shadows 
are dark and colorless, it emphasized all lines of age and care .in the face, and 
bleached by value of contrast the color that was already in the complexion. 
White brought out all the color that was in any of the three features. Its 
effect was just opposite that of black. G~ay, being a soft and quiet color, was 
more or less neutral in its effect on the features. It should be avoided for the 
most part by those having neutral coloring. The following are the conclusions 
on the use of color in costume applicable to all types. 
Choice of Hue.-This factor depended on the general qualities of colors 
and their combinations rather than their effect on the features of the indivi-
dual. Avoid garnish colors, too drab colors, too great a variety of colors, too 
strong a contrast both in mass and tone, too simple colors, and colors that rob 
one of one's own individuality. 
Choice of Value.-The value of the color or colors to be worn depended on 
the value of the individu;1I's coloring; light for light people, medium for 
medium, and dark for dark, was a safe rule to follow. 
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Choice oj Intensity.-Colors of vivid intensity should be used with great 
caution. Those who have both vivid coloring and personality may best wear 
them. 
Harmony oj Costume.-There are nine general methods of obtaining har-
mony of color: analogy of color; contrast of color; contrast of value, intensity 
or mass; black with bright colors; dominant color combined with smaller 
masses; light colors in combination; the use of one color in its different values 
and intensities; bright colors with neutral tones; and adjacent or closely re-
lated colors. 
The following general conclusions applied to the selection of becoming 
colors applicable to group types. 
Blondes.-Light colors in middle or high light values are best for the 
blonde, blues, greens, light reds, and soft browns are most enhancing to her 
delicate coloring. 
Brunettes.-The .strong coloring of the brunette calls for strong and deep 
colors in costume. The oranges, reds, rich browns, bright yellows, and strongly 
contrasted colors are most flattering to her warmth of color. 
Combination Type.-Since this type is one containing some of the features 
of the blonde, and some of the features of the brunette, then for her color 
choice she must be guided by those of both of these types. 
Titian.-The strong coloring of .the titian's hair makes it expedient to 
choose calmer colors to soften the effect. Also the cool contrasting colors form 
a pleasant effect, relieving the warmth of her hair. Grays, blues, greens, 
browns, and tans almost comprise the range of colors permissible for her. 
Black is oftentimes striking in its effect, and very becoming to this type. 
Gray.-Since the coloring of this type has lessened in in tensity, bright 
colors and very dark colors should be avoided for the most part, for they make 
her look more faded and colorless by contrast. Soft grayed tones of all the col-
ors, especially old-rose, and lavenders; black if relieved next to the face; white 
almost always; and to some extent those colors particularly becoming to the 
type to which she belongs, whether blonde or brunette. 
Selection and Economic Use of Soap in the Home. (Louise Stanley and 
Lillian Sensintaffar).-A number of brands of soaps, soap chips, soap flakes, 
and soap powders were examined chemically. The constituents of sQap which 
affect its value as a detergent were (1) percentage of moisture, (2) percentage 
of unsaponified matter, (3) percentage of crude fatty acids, (4) percentage of 
free alkali, (5) percentage of combined alkali, (6) percentage of alkali as car-
bona te, silicate, and borate, and (7) percen tage of insoluble material. 
Pure bar soaps have a high percentage of combined soda, a high percent-
age of crude fatty acids, a low percentage of unsap6nified matter, a low per-
centage of free alkali, a low percen tage of alkali as carbonate, silicate, and 
borate, and no insoluble material. Pure soaps are always more expensive than 
inferior soaps, even when the cost is reckoned on the basis of actual soap cost 
per ounce. 
Soap chips vary in purity as do bar soaps. Some brands had a high per-
centage of alkali as carbonate, silicate, and borate. The cost of soap chips was 
about the same as that of bar soaps of similar quality. 
The soap flakes . tested were practically pure soap, and their cost was not 
greatly different from that of pure bar soaps. Washing compounds had a very 
high percentage of alkali as carbonate, silicate, and borate. Taking into con-
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sideration their quality and cost, they were considerably more expensive than 
bar soaps. 
In gene:al, toilet soaps were purer than laundry soaps; they were also 
more expensive. 
Washing soda is to be recommended as a water softener for use in general 
cleaning purposes, and for laundering cotton material. Borax is the best and 
cheapest of the softeners suitable for use in laundering silk or wool. 
A Nutrition Problem with Special Reference to Negro Children. (Bertha 
K. Whipple and Mary Baynham).-Although the groups were small it is be-
lieved that they are representative of the conditions found at large. A study of 
conditions was made in the negro and white elementary schools in St. Louis. 
Three classes were studied: (1) white pre-school children, (2) negro pre-school 
children, (3) negro school children. 
Children from homes where a high standard of living prevailed were 
better cared for than children from homes of lower standards of li ving, although 
there seems to be a growing tendency toward formation of good health habits 
in people of limited education. 
Children who have lived in accordance with the rules of health are normal 
mentally and physically. All of the group of children of college women were 
above normal in weight and all who had mental tests were accelerated by one, 
one and one-half, or two years. 
The lower the standards of living the lower the mental and physical con-
dition of the child. The lower the educational status of the mothers, the less 
emphasis seemed to be put upon right living. 
The negro children in the elementary schools showed a smaller percentage 
of malnutrition than the white children. However, the negro pre-school 
children were not in as good physical condition as the white pre-school 
children. Bad food habits were more noticeable in the negro children than in 
the white children. 
The Effects of External Temperature on the Basal Metabolism of Young 
Women Under Usual Conditions of Dress. (Hannah A. Stillman and Mary 
Lawrence).-This investigation was undertaken to find out whether there was 
any change in the metabolism of young women due to external temperature, 
under usual living conditions. The temperatures experimented with were 
ordinary room temperatures of from approximately 20° to 30°C. compared 
with cooL room temperature, lowered to approximately 5° to 15°C. The sub-
jects in the cool room temperature were dressed as for outdoors. One observa-
tion was made with the subjects exposed as they would be outdoors. Another 
observation was made with the subjects covered, but still in the cool atmos-
phere, as they might be if prepared for sleep. 
Twelve college women were tested over a period of ninety days, to de-
termine their basal metabolism. With dress and temperature as in outdoor 
conditions, eight showed an increase in metabolism rate, and four showed no 
consistent change. Under sleeping conditions, ten showed an increase, and two 
showed no consistent change. These tests indicated an increase in the met-
abolism rate and therefore an increase in the energy requirement due (1) 
to the kind of clothing worn in win ter and (2) breathing cold air. 
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POULTRY HUSBANDRY 
CH. L. KEMPSTER, Chairman) 
Time of Molt as an Index to Productivity of Hens. CR. L. Kempster) .-
Data on White Leghorns for 1922-23 indicated that early molters were not 
only inferior layer.s one year but also the following. On November 1, 1922, 
the hens were grouped as to their condition of molt. Hens having a new coat of 
plumage were classified as having completed the molt; others were classified 
as molting, and the third group as showing no signs of molt on that date. 
TABLE 3 0 .-EGG PRODUCTION A S R ELATED T O Tum OF ~ifO LTrNG. 
Co ndi t ion 
Nov. 1 
N o. of 
he ns 
E gg prod. 
p revo Y r. 
\Vi nter egg pro d . 
following Yr. 
E g g prod. 
fo llowing Y r. 
---- ------1-------------------------
N o trace of rnoI L___ ___ _____ 78 
Full moIL _____________ ____ 102 
M olt complet ed . ___________ 20 
164 
156 
137.6 
21.7 
18 . 0 
17 . 2 
142 
li S 
lJO 
That the early quitter was closely associated with poor production was 
shown in data complied during 1022-23. Not only do the earl y quitters make 
inferior records for the season, but this difference was also shown the' sub-
sequent year. 
TABLJ:: S1.-YEARLY EGG PRO DUCTION AS RELATING TO THE TIME THAT LAYI NG CEA SES. 
Month stopped No. of Days E gg pro l. Winter egg prod. E gg prod. 
laying hens vacatiqn 1921-22 following Yr. 1922·23 
-------
July _______________ 4 182 109.0 18.0 100 
A ugust. ___________ 8 151 134 . 0 18.6 115 
September _____ ____ 25 143 137.4 17 . 4 102 
October ____________ 121 94 153.0 17 . 3 119 
November. ____ __ __ 59 69 170.6 22 . 0 131 
Dece m her ____ ~ _ ~ ~ ~ _ 11 45 174,. 0 33.8 147 . 5 
To keep hens which quit laying early with the expectation that they will 
lay more eggs the following winter and year appears to be an erroneous idea. 
Value of Sour Milk, Beef Scrap, Cottonseed Meal, Gluten Mealand Oil 
Meal in Rations for Egg Production. CR. L. Kempster, E. W. Henderson).-
To a basal mash consisting of equal parts by weigh t of bran shorts and corn-
meal, various protein concentrates as indicated in Table 32 were added, except 
Pen 10 in which case sour milk was given as a drink. The grain ration was a 
mixture of 2 pounds corn and 1 pound oats. Limestone grit and oystershell 
were always available. White Leghorn hens which had passed through one 
laying season were used in these tests. . 
Correlation of Sexual Maturity to Annual Egg Production. CR. L. Kemp-
ster) .-Observations 'of White Leghorn pullets for 1922-23 showed a slight 
correlation between length of maturity and egg production. The correlation 
was of such a nature that in general the shorter the length of t'ime between 
hatching and the date of the first egg the better the egg record. The correla-
tion was-.1934±.043. A correlation 4.56 times the probable error was sig-
nifican t. Table 33 shows the average results : 
The average length of time required to mature White Leghorn pullets in 
1922 was 232 days, and the average egg production was 145. It is thus seen 
that those which matured in less than the average length of time were superior 
in production. Those maturing in 200 to 224: days made the best record. 
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Attention should be called to the fact that practically all which matured in 
less than 200 days, laid during the early fall months and then went into a 
winter molt. This greatly handicapped their egg record for the year following. 
That the earlier maturers possessed superior qualities was shown by correlating 
the length of maturity with the best month's record. This correlation was 
-.2140::;: .044. 
TAB I.E 32.-VALUE Of CERTAIN PROTEI.:"J S I~ RA TIONS FO R EGO PROD UCTION. 
Pen No. and rati on A .... egg Grain per hen I 
_. ___ . ______ -=ction __ -=:r_ 
Mash per hen Feed (lb,.) to 
per year produce 1 do?,. 
eggs 
1 Tankage 2096- _______________ 122 50 33 8 . .1 
2. !\1cat ~Cl'.1P 20 % __ '" ______ _ . __ Ill) H 33 7.7 
3 Dried buttermilk 35 % ________ _ 96 45 3.1 9 .7 
4 T ankage 15 % _________ _______ 123 50 40 9.0 
5 T.nkage 15 9'i j cottonseed uieal 
5 % ___ ... ____ ____ _______ __ __ 121 H 35 7.9 
6 Tankag-c 10%; Cot.tonseed men! 
10 % __ _ ._____ ______________ 102 53 37 10.5 
7 Tankage 10 % _____ _____ ______ 112 50 23 7. H 
8 Tan k;lge 5 ~6; cottonseed meal 
15 % ___ ________ __ ____ ____ __ 93 44 27 7.9 
9 Tank<lgc 5 9"6-- --------------- 85 43 H H.O 
10 Sour milL ___________________ 120 53 35 8.8* 
*Does notinc1udc milk. 
TABLE 33.-REr.A.'l'lON OF EGG PROD UCTION TO Tn.m REQUIRED TO REACH MATURITY. 
Days to mature No. Fall egg. Winter eggs Total 
Nov. I-Oct. 31 
-
150to 174 8 36 27.5 131. 2 
175 to 199 25 19 32.5 141. 7 
200 to 224 68 2 42.4 159.5 
225 to 249 65 0.9 35.2 148 .0 
250 to 274 41 
----
30.1 137 .0 
275 to 300 . 14 
----
21.0 116.5 
300 or more 8 
----
16.1 117.5 
Time of Hatching in Relation to Egg Production. CR. L. Kempster).-
So far as White Leghorns are concerned there appears to belittle disadvantage 
to hatching even as early as February. Contrary to general opinion those 
hatched early made as satisfactory egg records as did those hatched in May. 
There appears to be a distinct advantage for April hatching as is shown in the 
following data: 
TAJlJ.E 34.-ECG PRODUCTION' AS RELATED TO TIME OF HATCHING. 
Month hatched No. Fall eggs Winter eggs Total, Nov. 1 to 
Oct.31,1923. 
-----------------[-----------------
February _____ ________ ___ ____ __ _ 
March __________________ __ ____ _ 
ApriL _________________________ _ 
May __ __________ _____ __ _______ _ 
June ___ __ . _________ _____ ___ ___ _ _ 
53 
55 
91 
36 
2 
16 .49 
1.04 
0.34 
31.6 
35.5 
36.9 
28.3 
22.5 
145.4 
140.5 
148. 2 
139.6 
107.0 
When one considers also the extra price received for early broilers the 
advantage in hatching early becomes two-fold. 
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Rate of Growth of Chicks Under Normal Conditions. eM. A. Seaton).-
Table 35 shows the rate of growth under normal conditions observed for 
various breeds during the year 1924. 
TABLE 35.-WEIGHT OF CHICKS IN POUNDS AT ACES OF 0 TO 15 \VEEKS 
We ight in Pounds 
Age 
in R. I. Reds Buff Rocks White Roch Barred R.I. Whites Ancon as White 
weeks Rocks Leghorns 
-------
-----
0 0.0781 0.092 0.0737 0.08, 0.079 0.078 0.072 
1 0.1023 0 . 143 0.11 0 .11 6 0 .1 23 0.11 0.095 
2 0.143 0.204 0 . 156 0 . 163 0.197 0.16 0.13 
3 0.176 0 . 341 0.222 0.26 0.258 0.196 0.16 
4 0 .2203 0.401 0.33 0.37 0.357 0.279 0.213 
5 0.276 0.483 0.368 0.472 0.44 0.361 0.236 
6 0.375 0.694 0.46 0 .588 0.618 0 . .14 0.361 
7 0.528 0.935 0 . 583 0.715 0.781 0.585 0.506 
8 0 . 694 1.166 0.748 0.902 1.056 0.63 0.65 
9 
-- ----
1.41 0.946 
----- -
1.265 
----- -----
10 
------
1.495 1.134 
-----
1.464 
-----
11 
------
1.69 1. 316 
-----
1.7 -_ .. --
- - - --
12 
------
1.96 1.4H 
-----
1.9 
.... --- ---- -
13 ------ 2.25 1.65 .. ---- 2.13 --- -- -----
14 
-- ----
2.4 
------ --- .. -
2.36 
----- --- --
15 
------
2.6 
------ --- -
2 . 53 
--- -- -----
No. 155 71 305 73 149 104 546 
The Value of Sour Skimmilk and Beef Scrap in Rations for Growing 
Chicks, and the Cost of Growing Chicks. (E. W. Henderson).-Tests were 
made to determine the effect of freezing and subsequent thawing of milk prod-
ucts of various kinds on the growth and mortality of chicks. The products 
were fed in liquid state and were the sole source of animal protein. From the 
data secured, the freezing of milk apparently had no deleterious effects. There 
were no apparent differences in the various lots that could be attributed to 
frozen or unfrozen milk. 
Influence of Time Laying Starts to Future Production. (H. L. Kempster). 
-Pullets that start laying too early usually experience a fall and winter molt 
that greatly handicaps them so far as making satisfactory egg records are 
concerned. The practice of holding Leghorn pullets back by methods of feed-
ing is quite common and in many cases such treatment results in injury to the 
flock. To retard the entire flock because of a few precocious pullets is not a 
wise procedure and one should judge the general average rather than the few 
that start laying early. That the early layer is not seriously handicapped 1S 
shown by the following data: 
TABLE 36.-EGG PRODUCTION AS RELATED TO THE TIME WHEN' LAYING STARTS. 
Month laying started No. Eggs before Winter eggs Total for year 
Nov. 1 
July __________ - ____________ 6 30 . 5 28.1 114.8 A ugust ___________ ~ ________ 12 32.5 25.0 143 . 5 September __________________ 5 25 .4 44.2 185.6 October ____________________ 33 6.3 39 .U 149.4 
November __ ________ ... _ .. ____ . 72 41.3 152.6 
December ___ _______________ 58 34.7 148.0 January ______________ ____ __ 45 22.8 129.5 
February ________ , __________ 6 12 .0 109.8 
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Of the July group, three failed to lay more than 7 eggs each the following 
summer. This may be considered accidental and should not be given undue 
weight while the number which started in September was too small to justify 
conclusions. From the standpoin t of win ter egg production, not considering the 
September group, those starting in November had a slight advantage, followed 
closely by those starting in October and December. This difference was also 
shown in the annual egg yield. 
Data compiled from previous records covering these same points but 
including a larger number of birds showed the following: 
TABLE 37.-PREVIOUS RECORDS ON NUMDER AND VALUE OF EGGS L\ID BY HENS GRourED WITH REFERENCE 
TO THE TIME LAYING STARTED. 
Month laying sY1.rtcd 
.T oil' ------ - - - - - - - - - - - --August ________________ 
September _____________ 
October ________________ 
November _____________ 
DecembeL ___ • ________ 
January _ - _____________ 
February _______ • ______ 
* Local pri ces 1921-22. 
No. of hens Eggs before Winter eggs Total for 
Nov. 1 year 
4 46.0 27.7 171. 5 
25 39.3 34.0 163 .6 
15 20.2 25.8 1+1. 2 
53 6.2 43.58 166.8 
195 36.8 150.0 
!OS 29.7 140.0 
76 21.1 127.9 
55 8.8 96.9 
RURAL LIFE 
(0. R. JOHNSON, Chairman) 
Value of eggs* 
produced 
Nov. I-Oct. 31 
$f.B 
4 . 1+ 
3.06 
4 . 59 
3.72 
3.35 
2.67 
1. 92 
Movements of Rural Population in Missouri. (E. L. Morgan).-The 
purpose of this study was to determine and interpret in general, and specifical-
ly where possible, the effect of rural population movements upon the families 
migrating, upon the local rural community, and upon general and public 
welfare in the State. A general study is being made of the counties of New 
Madrid, Perry, Ozark, Laclede, Cedar, Johnson, Lincoln, Knox, Grundy, 
Nodaway, and an intensive study is being made of Boone County. 
Some of the causes of migration, listed in the order of the frequency of 
their occurrence, are as follows: 
1. Desire for better farm. 
2. Leaving agriculture by choice. 
3. Dislike of neighborhood. 
4. Dislike of school. 
5. Leaving agriculture because of economic necessity. 
Migration was found to be greatest on poor soil, near poor schools, in 
close proximity to an industrial city, and where there was little community 
cooperation of either an economic or social nature. 
Eighty-eight per cent of those studied who have migrated from farms 
have profited financially by the change; twelve per cent have lost money. 
In all localities where migration had been marked, there was the opinion 
that the community has suffered through the effect this migration had on the 
activities of the school, tht: church, farm organizations, and social interest. 
Cost of Producing Farm. Products Under Farm. Conditions. (0. R. J ohn-
son, B. H. Frame).-Data on the cost of producing the following crops were 
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obtained from the eleven records summarized so far: corn 175 acres; wheat 
ISS acres; oats 127 acres; clover 56;1 acres; cowpeas 42 acres; sOy"beans 33 
acres; miscellaneous S9 acres. 
From production factors obtained since this project was started, the cost 
of producing the 1923 crops of wheat, corn and oats in Missouri was $1.40, 
50c and 6k per bushel respectively. 
Distribution of Farm Labor. (0" R. Johnson, B. H. Frame).-A. detailed 
analysis of the labor requirement for production of corn by operation and by 
months has been made. The veal'S 1912 to HJ22 inclusive are included and the 
acreage opposite each operati;n is also given. 
An Analysis of the Columbia Trade Area Showing the Influence of Various 
Economic Factors on the Shape and Size of This Trade Area. (0. R. Johnson). 
~There were more newspaper and hardware accounts per mile on gravel than 
on dirt rural route roads. There were fewer grocery accounts on gravel than 
on dirt rural rou te roads. The territory within three miles of town showed a 
marked increase in the number of newspapers, hardware and grocer)' accounts 
per mile of road in comparison with that part of the rural route terri tory which 
was farther than three miles from Columbia. There was no evidence that 
increase and decrease in newspaper subscrip"tions and hardware accounts for 
the different soil regions bore a direct relation to the standing of the soil 
regions with respect to their productivity. In fact, there seemed to be a slight 
tendency for the number of newspapers and hardware accounts per section to 
decrease from the poorest to the productive soil regions. As the number of 
newspaper accounts increased the hardware accounts also increased. This 
showed beyond much doubt that newspapers had the effect of increasing the 
number of hardware accounts carried in Columbia. 
The Standard of Living on the Farm as a Factor in Cost of Production. 
(0. R. Johnson, B. H. Frame).-The accompanying figure shows that stand-
ards of living as indicated by cost of family living were closely related to cost 
of production except for the variable factor of yield per acre. The farmer is 
more concerned with cost per bushel as that is the basis of sale of his products, 
butcost per bushel is more varied because of fluctuation in yield than because 
of present cost factors. These cost factors are possibly very closely allied to the 
cost offamily living. With the exception of the year 1916 the curves here given 
correspond fairly well. In 1916 Missouri had a very short corn crop with an 
average yield of 19.4 bushels. This made the cost per bushel run very high for 
that year in comparison to other costs in farm operation. 
A Study of the Rural Primary Groups of Boone County, Missouri. (E. L. 
Morgan).-Fifty-nine primary population groups (neighborhoods) and 15 
secondary groups (communities) were found in the county. The origin of the 
various group names were: from an individual 3D, natural phenomenon 11, 
school 5, church 5, former population center 2. For the remainder no definite 
,assignment could be given for the particular group name. 
In the intensity of group consciousness rating, 7 were found to be high, 
10 medium plus, 25 medium, 10 low, and 7 low minus. It was found that the 
self-consciousness of primary population groups varied directly with the 
distance from a larger community center. The intensity was also found to be 
greatest where the most activities center. 
TABLE 38.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF 1\1AN LABOR BY OPERATIONS ON CORN , 1912-1922. 
Acres \ I I I Hrs. per 
Operation covered _~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~
I . .4 2.6 .1 2.9 2.9 3.2 1.61 Hauling manure _____ _______ _ Removing stalkL __ ____ ___ _ _ 
Breaking ______ _______ ____ _ _ 
Disking _____ _______ _______ _ 
Harrowing _____________ ___ _ 
Rolling and dragging ________ _ 
Listing ___ ______ __ __ ____ __ _ 
P lanting __ ____________ ____ _ 
Replanting _____ ____ _______ _ 
Thinning ______ ______ ___ ___ _ 
Cui ti vation _________ ____ . ___ _ 
Making Silage _____________ _ 
Cutting corn* 
Shocking corn ___ __ ___ ____ __ _ 
Husking from shocL __ ____ _ _ 
Husking from stalk _________ _ 
Care of see:l ___ ________ ____ _ 
Cutting weeds ____ _________ _ 
ManagemenL _____________ _ 
* Binder or sled. 
657.12 
1039. 
4312.3 
4120 . 37 
5283.8 
1133.87 
676. 
4887.3 
N17. 
193 . 5 
6389.12 
486.75 
141 .0 
·397.75 
938. 
3468.6 
84. 
717 . 
93 . 
14.3 6 . 1 17.1 35.5 8 .8 6.1 .98 
.9 7.8 14.2 51.2 25 .6 0.3 0.1 0 .6 2.0 3.4 .9 3.83 
2.0 1.8 10.6 39.2 36.4 3.1 0.1 0.6 . 1 
5.8 
3.8 
2.9 
1. 5 
16.1 H.9 43.0 5.2 0.9 
1.0 24.0 63.4 
8 .8 55.8 
20.2 69.2 
IS.7 67.2 
34.4 
2.8 
0.4 I 10 .4 
0.4 1.2 
10 . 7 
22 . 1 
9.1 
16.6 
56.6 
H.2 
56.4 
24 . 7 
37 .5 
13.3 
1.5 
0 . 5 
9.0 
53.0 
30 .5 
0.7 
33.0 
2 .3 
32 . 1 43.3 24.3 0.3 
14 .9 57.2 26.6 0 .6 
19.4 54.7 25.9 
1.2 9 . 2 14 .5 44 .9 
0 . 5 4.0 12.8 47.0 
73.8 9.8 16.4 
27.6 13 . 1 
31.2 12.5 18 .8 
1.64 
1.26 
.97 
1.48 
I.H 
1.10 
1.89 
6 .01 
4.64 
3.21 
2.01 
21.5 6.65 
30.4 5.57 
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TABLE 39.-PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTIOX OF HORSE LABOR BY OPERATIONS ON CORX, 1912-1922. 
Acres 
covered Operation 
. I Hrs. per 
--------I----I~I~I~~ May_~~~~~~~~ 
Hauling manure ____________ _ 
Removing stalkL _________ c_ 
Breaking ____________ ______ _ 
Disking ___________________ _ 
Harrowing __ ______________ _ 
Rolling and dragging _______ _ 
Listing ____________________ _ 
planting __________________ _ 
Replanting ___________ _____ _ 
Thinning __________________ _ 
Cui ti va tion _____ __ c ________ _ 
Making silage ______________ _ 
Cutting corn* _____________ _ 
Shocking corn _____________ _ 
Husking from shoeL _______ _ 
Husking from staIL ________ _ 
Care of seed _______________ _ 
Cutting weeds _____________ _ 
~.fanagemenL - -- ______ ___ ~_ 
*Binder or sled. 
657.12 
1039. 
4312.3 
4120.37 
5283.8 
1133.87 
676. 
4887.3 
1417. 
193.5 
6389.12 
486.75 
141.0 
397.75 
938. 
3468.6 
U. 
717. 
93. 
14.1 1 6.5 1 16 . 7 37.7 9.2 4.6 0 .3 2.5 .1 2.5 2.6 3.2 2.96 
1.4 9.4 14.1 55.9 18.9 .3 ____ _ __ - __ __ ____ ____ __ __ 1.92 
1.9 1.7 9.5 42 .9 36.9 3.2 ____ ____ .6 2.0 .4 .9 10.54 
5.5 39.2 49.1 5.6 .4.2 5.23 
1.0 24.1 65.1 9.2 0.6 3.99 
11.6 59.3 21.5 7.6 2.17 
22.2 68.6 8.2 1.0 4 .52 
17.4 66.6 15.5 .5 2.21 
24.9 51.9 23.2 .36 
.8 10.7 58.7 28.4 1.4 10.06 
26.1 32.7 40.7 .5 8.05 
1.9 22.7 48.6 25.5 1.3 2.05 
50.2 49.8 .26 
5.8 2.4 .7 6.9 12.2 41. 7 30.3 4.92 
4.1 1. 3 .5 4.0 11.7 46.1 32.3 8.30 
80.0 20.0 .18 
34.2 15 .8 36.8 .05 
H.S 18.2 27.3 .06 
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TABLE 40.-CORRELATION OF PRIMARY GROUP NAMES WITH THE [ NTENSITY OF GROUP CONSCIOUSNESS. 
Origin of group name 
I n te nsi ty o~rou p consciousness 
High Medium+ Medium Low Low- Total 
An individuaL. _. __________ 4 5 10 7 4 30 
Natura! phenomenon ________ 1 1 6 2 1 11 
School district and church ___ 0 0 5 0 0 5 
Former population center ____ 0 0 2 0 0 2 
Church ___________________ o. 0 0 2 5 
Miscellaneous ______________ 2 1 2 1 0 6 
Total 
-- - -- -- --- -- --- -----
7 10 25 10 7 59 
Beef Cattle Production in Missouri. (E. A. Trowbridge, O. R. Johnson, 
B. H. Frame).-Complete reports on beef cattle feeding operations on 450 
separate bunches of cattle con taining 24,476 head are now available. 
This work has been carried on by the departments of rural life and animal 
husbandry of the Missouri Experiment Station in cooperation with the Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics at Washington. Preliminary reports have been 
issued by the Washington office following the completion of each year's records. 
The following tables are extracts from the Preliminary Report issued in March, 
1924. 
TADl .. E 41.-COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF DIFFERENT FEEDING METHODS. 
N umber of drov'!s ___ _______________ ___ __ _ 
Number of cottle bOllghL ___ ______ _______ _ 
Nll mbcr of cattle died ___________________ _ 
I nitia l weight per head. ~ ________________ _ 
Final weight per head ___________________ _ 
Days on farm. _. _______________________ _ 
Aver<\ge daily g:l.in ____________ • _________ _ 
Feed per hundred pounds gain Grai n, lb ... _____________ ____ _______ _ 
Concentrates, Ibs. _____ e. ____________ . 
Alfalfa and clover, lb ... ______________ _ 
Other hay lb •. _____________________ _ 
Stover and straw Ibs. _______________ _ 
Silage lbs .. ________________________ _ 
Pasture days _______________________ _ 
Feed cost per 100 lb •. gain ________________ _ 
I nitial cost per head _____________________ _ 
Feed cost per head ______________________ _ 
Other miscella neous costs ________________ _ 
Total cost per head ______________________ _ 
Manure and pork credits _________________ _ 
Net cost per head _______________________ _ 
Sales price per head _____________________ _ 
Profit per head _________________________ _ 
Loss per head _______ __ _________________ _ 
. Sales price per cwt. ______________________ _ 
Initial cost per ewt .• ____________________ _ 
Margin necessary to break even ___________ _ 
Margin received ___________________ ___ __ _ 
A mount returned per bushel of corn fed ____ _ 
Farm price of corn~ _____________________ _ 
Method 1 
23 
970 
18 
624 
Yl7 
206 
1,45 
468 
3.1 
168 
82 
34 
481 
31 
)111.00 
)133.41 
32.89 
8 . 68 
74.98 
5.55 
69.43 
71. 17 
I. 74 
$ 7.70 
5.35 
2.16 
2.35 
.79 
.75 
Method II 
35 
2-IO} 
10 
865 
1216 
267 
1.32 
616 
53 
134 
108 
271 
172 
45 
$12.95 
$53.87 
45 .67 
10.72 
110.26 
7.29 
102. 97 
111.02 
8.0~ 
$ 9. 12 
6.23 
2.23 
2.89 
.98 
.78 
Method III 
24 
1770 
10 
823 
1150 
298 
1.10 
670 
11 
175 
67 
385 
77 
55 
$14.67 
$50.11 
48.31 
10.86 
109.28 
5.43 
103.85 
99.77 
4.08 
$ 8.67 
6.09 
2.93 
2.58 
.68 
.79 
Table 41 is a summary of the results of three different methods of feeding 
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that are most common in this part of Missouri. They are defined as follows: 
Method I.-Cattle bought in the fall, pastured on grass and cornstalks, 
and then finished out in the fe~dlot on grain for a late win ter or spring market. 
Method I I.-Cattle bought in the fall, roughed through the winter and 
finished on grass with a liberal feed of grain the following summer. 
Method III.-Cattle bought in the fall, well-wintered on shock corn and 
finished on grass with practically no corn. 
Table 42 shows the financial results of cattle feeding through the last 
five years. Attention is called to the fact that much rough feed was disposed of 
by feeding cattle which would otherwise have little or no sale value and when 
this fact is considered feeders should be well satisfied with the results in 1919 
and in 1922-23. 
TABLE 42.-FINANCIAL RESULTS OF FEEDING OPERATIONS DURING THE LAST FIVE YEARS \VHEN CHARGING 
FEED TO CATTLE AT· CASH FARM PRICE. 
(On the basis of one steer; average of all cattle) 
1919 1920 1921 1922 1923 
Number of droves _____________________ 50 100 105 101 94 
Number of c,ttle sold __________________ 3473 518+ 5139 491+ 5766 
Initial v .. oeighL ____________ • ___________ 729 807 843 769 803 
Gnin weight per head. _________________ 268 258 H2 339 314, 
Final weight per head _________________ • 997 1065 1185 1108 1127 
Original cost of feeder nnimaL __ ~ _______ $71.38 $77.25 $67.81 l\.l5.72 H9.42 
r nt erest 
On money in cattle. _______ ________ 2.55 2.70 3.25 2.16 2.51 
On money in eq uip menL _____ ... _ ... ___ 
.85 .86 .79 .68 .46 
Operating costs 
Feed ___________________ • • ___ . ___ 56.91 65.69 48 .0{ 3-1.26 43.01 
Man and horse labo r _______________ 4.89 4 .66 4.6{ 3.20 2.M 
Building and eq uipmen L _____ ... _ ~ ___ 
.66 .79 .62 .72 .51 
Death loss. ____ • _____ ._. _________ 
.89 .52 .46 .42 .31 
Veterin;uy __________ ... ____________ 
.16 .08 .O{ .08 .03 
I nsurancc _______________ __ ... ___ ... __ 
.25 .03 .07 .06 .02 Taxes ___________________________ 
.16 .28 .32 .33 .37 
I ncident.ds ________ _ ... ____ -___ ___ ... __ 
.22 .31 .29 .27 .21 
M,trketin & ___ ... _____ _____ _________ 2 .67 2 .% 4.70 3.12 3.1i 
Tottd Opt~ratillg. interest and origina l 
cost ____ . _________________ ... _______ 141.59 156.13 13 \.03 9\.02 102.63 
Manure crcdiL _______ __ _______ -..- _____ 
.24 1.98 .82 I. 31 \.57 
Por k credit ___________________________ 6.78 8 . 22 7. IS 7.25 4.47 
Net cost _ ___________________ _________ IH.57 145. 93 123.06 82.46 96.59 
Sales price ___________ _____ ., ______ ... M __ 133.71 126.61 91.06 93.09 98.52 
Profit (feed charged iH cash farm prices.) _ 10.63 1. 93 
Loss ______________ • _ _ . ______ ____ . ___ 
.86 19.32 32 .00 
COSt of feeder cattle per cwt. ____________ 9.79 9.57 8.04 5.95 6.16 
Net cost of pound gain __ ~~_~ ___________ 
.236 .266 .161 .108 .144 
Net COSt pcr cwt. of beef laid down at 
ma r ket __________________________ 13 . 50 13.70 10.38 7.42 8.56 
Necessary margin _____________________ 3.71 4.13 2.34 1.47 2.40 
Margin receive.:! _______________ ...... ____ 3.62 2.31 - . 36 2.45 2.56 
Price received per bushel for corn fed to 
cattle ____________________________ 1.60 .80 - . \0 . 71 .83 
Average farm price of corn ______ ;... __ .. ___ 1.49 1.42 .60 .48 .78 
Taxation Problems of Agriculture. (S. D. Gromer).-Tax records have 
been collected in certain counties of the State as follows: New Madrid 60, 
Boone 85, Osage 18, Maries 20, Morgan 10. 
It is proposed to collect additional records up to a total of 400, in Ha'rrison, 
Gentry, and Saline Counties. These records are now being collected. 
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Cost of Producing Farm Products Under Farm Conditions (Poultry). 
(0. R. Johnson, B. H. Frame).-The average Jabor requirements of poultry 
per year were 1.71 man hours and 0.118 horse hours per hen per year. More 
man labor was required in March, April and May, while more horse labor was 
required in December, January, February and March. 
The feed cost per hen per year was $.6636. The heaviest feed requiremen t 
was in February; the ligh test requiremen t in June. 
In studying the kinds of feed fed to poultry it was found that corn made 
up 49.3 per cent of the total value of the ration; mill feed made 1.5.6 per cent; 
oats 10.4 per cent; wheat 8.8 per cent; proteins 8.7 per cent. These were the 
most importan t feeds fed. 
Of the total cost of keeping poultry, man Jabor made up 27.7 per cent; 
feed 56.3 per cent; cash items 7.5 per cent; distributed costs (building, equip-
ment, taxes and interest) 7.6 per cent, and horse Jabor.9 per cent. 
The total income per hen was $1.66(H. Of this total, eggs and poultry 
sold made up $1.3202, products used on the farm made up $.2499 and miscel-
la neous items the remainder. 
In comparing cost and incomes it was found that the most profitable year 
f or these flocks was 1921 when each hen made an average profit of $1.2927. 
The years 1912 to 1922 averaged $.4877 in excess of receipts over expenses. 
Only one year (191G) did the poultry flock return less than its cost. This year 
the cost was $.1141 more than the income. 
In comparing cost and returns for diiferen t sized flocks those flocks with 
• ess than 100 hens' and those with more than 300 hens were most expensive. 
Those flocks with from 100 to 300 hens were less expensive to keep. The labor 
expense per hen decreased as the size of the flock increased. The feed cost 
remained fairly stationary until the aOO-hen flock was reached, when a definite 
tendency was shown for this charge to grow. 
. The income per hen became greater as the number of hens per flock 
1 ncreased from 100 to 200. The flocks of more than 300 hens were second in 
income; the flocks of less than 100 hens third, and the 200 to aDO-hen flocks 
showed the smallest returns. This was attributed to the difference in methods 
used on farms where flocks were kept only to supply home needs as compared 
to methods followed on farms where poultry was a commercial proposition. 
The 200 to 300-hen fiock was large enough to be of commercial importance and 
should be treated accordingly, but they evidently were treated in the same 
manner as the IOO-hen fiock. In spite of a higher cost of the aOO-hen flock the 
owners' were able to realize a greater net return than on the farm where the 
flock was less than 100 hens in size. 
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SOILS 
( i\1. I;. 1\ fIl .I.ER, Cha irlllrtlJ) 
Crop Rotation and Fertilizer Experiments. (1\1. F .1\ lill e r , F . 1.. Dulq).-
Th ese ex pe riments have now h.:e l1 c arri ed on for :~ () YL': lrs. Th e y ie ld s of 
whea t last) ea r g a ve furth e r ev id e nce of th e poss ihilit y of ma.intnin ing y ie lds 
throug h t he u sc of e hc mi c: t! fe r tiliz.:rs. Th e pl o t w h ic h w a s sow n to whc;]t 
:Innuall !' and trea ted wit h s uAi eie l1t f.:l'ti lil..: r to s uppl !' :tli "f th .: nilroge n , 
phosphor us, and po ta ss iulll fill' a ·lO- bu s he l w he a t el'O l', produc.:d :{2 .:n 
bus he ls a n acre . i\ ]ost or th e hC: lvil y man tJred plot s ca used t he whc<tt to lod ge 
and th e I ie ld s IVe re greatJl, redu ced . Th e hi g hest !' ie ldin g plo t in the fi e ld 
(32. ( ,0..; hu s he ls) has bCL' n in cll n tinuo li s w hea t, rece iv in g manure dur ing th l! 
first rwcntl - fil'c )'ea rs and acid phos phat e annu,lil!' hefore Wll .: :lt s in e.: rh;]t 
ti Ille. 
Fi g. 9.-Thc thirt},·fiffh consecut ive crop of wheat on thi, iallJ. The soi l ha s rccci"cJ an annua l 
tre .Hmcnt of chemic:d feniIL'.crs. T he yield ill 1923 was ]2.37 b ushels per acr,', 
A few plots manured until HJ13 ha ve had no treatme nt s In ce t hat time. 
The residual effect or t he m a nure is s till pl;]in ly ev id e nt. 
TABI.F. 4J .-PrRCE~TAG£ O J~ L.\ NIl OCCUI' Tr:n IN ~1A:ro.·URl:;n ANn UNTRI~\TI:I) PI. f)TS OY '('1 \lOTII Y AND OTltER 
GRASSES AND \VI .. FDS 
Speciea/ouno in survey of plols 
'rimothy ______________ .. ________ _ 
K entucky bluegrass _____________ _ 
Col ll 11 dn bluegritss ___________ .. ____ .. 
Orchard grass _____ . _________ .. ___ _ 
Redtop ••••. _. __ . _ •..•• ____ .. _ ... 
B rome gra.ss ___________ .. ____ .. ____ _ 
W itch gra .... __ ____ ._. ___ ... _ •.•• 
R ed .0rr<I.. ______ •. _ ..... _. __ .•. 
Wild I<ttuco. __ _____ ... _ .. _. _. __ ._ 
Whi,e top_ .. _. __ • ____ . _____ . __ . __ 
Milct il aneo ul .pecies __________ .. __ _ 
Unoccupied g rou nd _ .. ____________ _ 
Plot 22, manured 6 Lons 
nllnunlly 
65% 
20 
2 
2 
2 
0 .5 
0. 5 
8 
Pint l3, UIHreateJ. 
1510 
10 
25 
15 
4 
40 
~ 
0.5 
0 .5 
1 
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The plots in continuous timothy have not been reseeded since 1918. The 
effect of the continuous cropping to grass without treatment has resulted in 
practically a complete substitution of other grasses and of weeds for the 
timothy. This was not true of the manured plot. A rough botanical survey ot 
these plots showed approximately the percentage of the land occupied by 
differen t species. 
Studies of the Tight Clay Layer in the Soils of the Level Prairies of 
Missouri.-(Richard Bradfield).-Fundamental studies of the characteristics 
of the colloidal fraction of heavy clay subsoils have been made. A small 
amoun t of field work has also been carried on in connection wi th percolation 
experimen ts. 
Flocculation studies on the colloidal fraction of acid heavy clay subsoils 
have shown that when acid or neutral salts were used as flocculants the 
minimum electrolyte requirement increased only slightly when the concentra-
tion of the clay suspension was increased, but when alkaline flocculants were 
used this increase was almost directly proportional to the concentration of the 
clay suspension. For example, the ratio of the minimum requirement of CaC12 
to that of Ca(OH)2 in case of a dilute suspension (0.125%) is 14.3: 100, while 
that for a more concentrated suspension (3%) was 3.0:100. These results 
indicate that nep.tral or acid salts are much more efficient flocculating agents 
than alkaline salts. 
In the case of neu tral clays the differences in the efficiencies of the neu tral 
and alkaline electrolytes were not so marked as with acid clays. 
Studies were made on the effect of the hydrogen ion concentration upon 
the absorption and exchange of bases by colloidal clay. Treatments which 
lowered the Sorensen value of the clay caused the liberation of more equiva-
lents of total bases than were absorbed; treatments which were isohydric with 
the clay caused equivalent exchange; treatments which raised the pH value of 
the clay caused the absorption of more equi valents ofbases than were liberated. 
The divergent results frequently reported upon the liheration of native 
soil potassium by gypsum and lime can probably be explained in the light of 
these findings. Gypsum heing a neutral salt tended to decrease slightly the 
pH value of acid soils and consequently caused an approximately equivalent 
exchange of bases, while CaO or CaCO, which are essentially alkaline in their 
reaction did not liberate an appreciable amount of bases until after the acidity 
of the soil was neutralized. This usually occurred only with excessive ap-
plica tions. 
Experiments to Determine the Best Systems of Soil Management for the 
Most Important Soil Types in Missouri.-Soil Experiment Fields. (M. F. Mil-
ler, F. L. Duley).-The field at Windsor on the Oswego silt loam was dropped it 
the end of the 1923 season. It is planned to continue to harvest crops from 
these plots in order to determine the residual effect of the soil treatment. 
A summary of all results and observations to date showed that red clover 
may be successfully grown in most sections of Missouri by proper soil treat-
ment. Failure to get a stand of this crop was seldom caused by dry weather 
where the soil had been treated for clover. It has been further observed that 
there may be more than one treatment or combination of treatments on a 
given soil which will result in a good stand of clover. On the fields in Newton 
County on Crawford silt loam good clover has been produced the past year 
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with a combi n:ltion of acid phosphate :lnd lillll:stllne, manure and al·id phos-
phat e, or arid phosphate and a lOp drl'ssing u f straw on wheat. Th e !Jest 
yield s were ohtained from th e more complete trC:ltI1lents o f manurc, :l cid 
phosphate and lim esto ne. 
It ha s been d e mon s lrated nver a co nsid e rahle numher o f \'ears th :1t' so m e 
of the poores t Ozark land o f the State can he mad e to produce aj1pro ximatel ), as 
high y it: ld s as th e av erage I' ic ld s o f so m e or th e best sect ion s o f the Srate. 
Fig. 10.-Kafir on Eldnr.do Spri ngs ou tlyin g E xperiment Field . Manured land. yield 32.4 bUlhel. 
of grail). 
Fig, ll.- Kafir on Eldorado Springl field. No loi l treatment. Yield 12.5 bUlhel1 of gmin, 
Pasture experiments at St. Jam es show excell ent returns from the use of 
phosphates and manure upon the growth of rchard grass, red top and blu e 
grass. 
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TAB LE ' 44.-COMPA RA TIVE YIEL DS O F G RA I N C RO P S O S P ROPE RLY T REATE D O ZARK SOI L AN D BEST 
AGRICU LTURAL LA ND S OF S TA TE, ' U NT REATED . 
(Fig ures from Report of St at e BOil rd of Agri cu ltu re) 
Crop 
Poor Ozark soi l (a) 
p ro perl y treated 
Atchison County (b) 
Av.1911-1920 
--------·----------------·--~-·-------I-----------------Corn ______ ___________ __ ___ _____ _ 
Wheat. _____ ___________________ _ 
Clover ______ __ _____ ___ ___ __ _____ . 
(a) Best treat ments on experime nt fi el ds. 
30.2 bu. 
16. 5 bu. 
1. 6 tons 
32.7 bu. 
18. 6 bu. 
1.5ton, 
(b) Consid ered one of the best agricult ural sections of the State. 
Farmers' meetings were held on the fields at Windsor, Eldorado Springs, 
Stark City (3) , St. James, Cuba, and Maryville. 
The Effect of Different Amounts and Different Methods of Applying 
Commercial Fertilizer on The Corn Crop. (M. F. Miller, F. L. Duley).-The 
past year was the eighth year during which experiments in corn ' fertilization 
have been conducted. The original plan provided for a two-year rotarion of 
corn and soybean, with an intervening crop of rye plowed under as green 
manure. This plan was changed in 1922 to a system of corn, followed by rye, 
in which sweet clover was seeded, the rye taken off and the sweet clover plo'wed 
under for corn the second year. The new plan provided for building up the 
nitrogen supply of the soil. In making the change in the cropping system, .,a . 
crop of soybeans was plowed under for the1923 corn crop, This, together with 
the season,'resui'ted in much better returns than usual. 
TABLE H .-THE 1923 RETUR~ S AND A VERAGE RETURNS FROM DIFFERENT METH ODS 0 ' , ApPLYING 
FERTILIZER ON C ORN. 
Fertilizer. Applied To Corn 
300 lb •. 2-10-2 drilled .head of planter ________ __ _____ _ 
1'50 lb •. 2-10-2 dri lled ahead of planter ______ _______ __ _ 
250 lb •. 2"10-2 drilled ahead of planter and 50 lb •. 
drilled in row. _____________ ___ ___ _______ __ ___ _ 
150 lb •. 2-10-2 drilled in row ______________________ _ _ 
75 lb •. 2-10-2 drill ed in row __ ___ ___ ___ _____ ______ _ _ 
100 lb •. 14%Ac. Pho •. drilledinrow _________ _____ __ _ 
150 lb •. 2-10-2 along row at 3rd cultivation __ ___ _____ _ _ 
300 lb •. 2-10-2 along row at 3d cultivation _______ _____ _ 
150 lb •. 2-10-2 alo ng row at 2d cultivation ___________ _ _ 
75 lb •. 2-10-2 d rilled in wit h planter and 150 lb •. along 
row at 3rd cu l tivatio n_ ~ • • ___ __________________ _ 
75 lb •. 14 % Ac. P ho •. drilled in roW with planter and 
150Ib •. at 3d cultivation ____________ _____ ____ _ _ 
I ncreases from treatment, Bu. per acre 
1923 
16 .56 
13 .93 
13 .68 
9. 91 
15.14 
3.14 
0.63 
7 .91 
1.00 
14 .63 
3 .89 
1916-1923 
8.40 
5 . 52 
5.04 
2.88 
2. 58 
1.16 
2.00 
3 . 29 
0 . 20 
4 . 78 
2 . 96 
Dry weather during the summer months greatly reduced the beneficial 
effect of the fertilizer treatment. Planting later than usual had a similar effect . 
. In general, the application of fertilizer over the whole surface of the ground 
has given better returns than where fertilizer was ~pplied in the row. Fertilizer, 
used as a side application at the second or third cultivation of corn, has given 
inconsistent ~ncl, usually, unsatisf~ctory . returns. A good season, however, 
greatly increased the yields 'where fertilizer was used. On the whole, however, 
droughts so interfered that fertilizer applied to corn in central Missouri, 
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co nsid erin g t he corn crop al o ne , has scarcc l)' hec n profitabit: . Th e re turns o n 
th c fo llowing crop o f so),beans, howeve r, w ' re 'iuite marked . This s hould be 
taken into co nsideration in dete rminin g ne t re turn s. 
The Rate of Accumulation and Cost of Nitrogen and Carbon in Soils 
Under Different Systems of Green Manuring and Cropping. (1\1. F. l'v1 ill e r, 
F. 1.. Dule)'). - Th c rate of a cc ul1lulation of t he nitroge n and ca rhon was 
meas ured b ,\' quantitati ve che mi ca l d e terminati ons at interval s o f four years. 
Th e p lo ts we rc firs t sa mpl ed in 1!l 17 and again in I H21. \Vhi k: (our yea r 's 
interva l wa s :lill1 ()s t tou s hort to all ow accurate l1l eaSUrCill en t o f th e eff;c rs of 
t he va ri ous t reatm ents, th e anal yses showed measurahle incn:ases in nit rogc n 
as broug ht about h)' ce rtain of th e treatll1 e nts. Thi s wa s parti cularl y trLle in 
t he cn sc of r)'c and cow p 'as turn ed und er and of red c luver turn ed und er. 
Where crops u f co rn , wh eat, and c love r in rotnt io ll have hce n rcmoved, :Jnd 
Fig. I :!.-T hc ('onJllion o f th e B il in l ite spring where both rye ano owpeas hnve been ploweJ un de r. 
where red clover has bee n g rown reg ularl y a nd the crops re m ved, no meas ur-
abl e in creases in nitroge n were reco rd ed. The nex t samplin g of th ese I lots 
will be in 1925. 
T he effect of p lowing under a e wpea c rop and a rye crop th e sam e seaso n, 
as com pared with p lowi ng under a rye crop a lone, has t hu s far s how n ve r y 
li tt le difference in the yield of the rye . However, it has bee n noticed that the 
additiona l cowpea crop has an important ph ysica l effect upon th e soil. The 
a lternate Freezing and t hawing in t he spring prod uced a mu c h more honey-
combed s tructure where both r ye and p eas were p lowed uncl er, than where 
on ly the rye was p lowed uncl er. 
Nitrate Production in a Soil as Affected by the Crop and Cultivation. 
CW. A. Albrecht).- The close relat ionship of nitrate pr du cti on in the soil to 
the crop and s il treatment was emphasized. T he crop was so important in 
nitrare rell1m:ti rh:lr the: gcneral nitrate: content in the soi l durinL{ th e ~eason 
was allllo~t a reciprocal ()f the crop growt h. Early sp ril1 L{ pluwillL{ and (;'arl)' 
fall pluwinL( increased nirroL{en accutllulation . Late f:til pluwed sui l, pro"a"ly 
as:l resulr of wced growt h, :lllow..,d littit: acc uIllLlI:nioll. Th erl' h :l~ heen littl e 
' ignifican t diifcrcnce \'i,iJ,1e in rh e fall growt h lIf wheat as a resu lr of car l)' 
plowing, )Tr rh e )'ield uf L{rain h:ls hee ll 11l:ltcriall ) incrc:tsed . Th e soi l ll1ulch 
under falluw has resu lted ill a sli ght al 'e raL{e incrl'as~' in ni[TuL{ell accu illulati oll 
ill rhe surface s·l i!. Th e straw llluich ha s ll1arkedl .l· inhiJ,ired Ilitrilication, 
J t was indi 'ared that the hi g h l11()i~turc retellti ('1l dUl· to tit ,' st ra w ll1ulch, with 
th.., aJ,Sl'nCl' uf :tir,rnate wetting alld dn ing and frecl.ing alld thawing, hrought 
on a h:ld I,it ) ,ica l conditi o ll of tit , ,.I il which e,c lud ed th e air to the point 
where nitrilicatioll was greatl) depressed, '1"t:ll1 pcr:ltllre st udie s fail ed to sit ow 
an)' c au ~ al cOllllect i(l 1l (If thi s factor with the rate of nitrate accull1ulatioll, 
Fig. 13.-Thc pl ot "here rye Jhnc was ploweJ unJc:r. (Ph lograph was taken s:tmc: lime nl that 
011 Oppoillile P!IH".) 
Effects of Dlferent Soil Treatments, Long Continued, upon Bacterial 
Activity in the Soil. (W, A, Albrecht ).- Four additiona l plots were sampled 
during the year, including conti nu ous oats and continuous wheat un der dif. 
ferent treatments. 'J he results again emp hasized the low nitrate productio l1 in 
th e plots continuoll sly Topped wit hout organic matter or Ferti lizer addition, 
even th ough li mestone was added. When manure was added, nitrate accumula. 
tion wa higher even when tht! I lots were not limed. This suggested that 
manuring had Icssened the injurious effeet of acidity on nitrification. The plot 
Ferri I ized wi th chcm ieals howed a ni tra te accumula tion practica II) eq ua l to 
plots receiving manure :lnd almo t cquivalent to that on which both manure 
and lime were added. This sugg sted that pure chemicals had helped to main. 
tain the soi l' s ability to nitrify. The combination of lim e and mltnuregave hi gh 
nitrate accumulation in all soi ls, with no important differences related to past 
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soil treatments. This indicated that the soils had not lost their abilitv to 
nitrify when organic nitrogen and lime were supplied. . 
Studies on the Longevity of B. Radicicola in the Soil. (W. A. Albrecht).-
In 1917 two different soils, each treated in part with lime and fertiliizer and 
on which soybeans and red clover had grown with plenty of root nodules, were 
stored to prevent contamination. In storing the soil, a portion of each treat-
ment was dried in the sunlight, another part in the dark and later both put 
away in dry condition in containers stored in the laboratory. A third portion 
was left out of doors in partly bmied jars, open at the bottom to maintain the 
moisture in the soil. Samples of all these soils have been planted to soybeans 
and red clover under sterile conditions at intervals of six months or ; year. 
The last test, (spring of 1924) indicated rather definitely that the bacteria :were 
no longer viable in the soils stored in the dry condition. All eight of the dried 
and stored samples grown to red clover failed to inoculate the crop, while 
seven of the eight grown to soybeans failed to incoulate. Since but one sample 
in sixteen produced nodules, the conclusion was drawn that bacteria could not 
live in these dry soils longer than six years. Those soils left out of doors gave 
good inoculation in all cases. It made little difference in the length of per-
sistence by the living organism whether the soil was dried in the sunlight or in 
the dark, whether it was fertilized or unfertilized, or whether it was a soil 
fairly high or low in organic matter. In the dried soil there was some sugges-
tion of lessened numbers of bacteria after three years but it was not until six 
years had elapsed that inoculation failed entirely. The soil stored out of doors 
still produced nodules profusely six and one-half years after crop removal. 
The Determination of the Relative Values of Different Forms of Phospho-
rus Upon the Soils at Columbia.(M. F. Miller, F. L. Duley.)-Work on one 
series of plots devoted to this project was discontinued because of lacl< of the 
uniformity of the land. The work was done on small plots with many replica-
tions so that the res.ults should be quite dependable. 
TABLE 46.-EFtECT OF ACID PHOSPHATE VS. MinD Fu'rlLIZERS ON YIELD OF WHEAT. 
(Bu. per .cre) 
Treatment 
Acid phosphate 150 Ibs. _________ . _________ _ 
2·12-0, 200 Ibs. _____________ • ___________ _ 
2-12-2,200 Ibs. ______ . ___ . ______________ . 
Acid phosph"te, 1751bs .. ____ . ___________ _ 
2·12-0, 1751bs. _______ . __ . ______________ _ 
2-12-2,1751bs. ________________________ ._ 
No trea tmen t~ ____________ ~ ____________ _ 
Average Increase over Increase for Increase fJr 
yield no trea.tment nitrogen potash 
27.12 
28.35 
30.71 
26.58 
26.46 
27.10 
17.85 
9.27 
10.50 
12.86 
8.73 
8.61 
9.25 
1. 23 
2.36 
During the last year the acid phosphate application was increased from 
125 pounds to 150 pounds. The mixed fertilizer carrying an equivalent amount 
of phosphate was increased from 166 to 200 pounds. The uniform applications 
were increased from 150 to 175 pounds. 
Where equivalen t amounts of phosphorus were used an increase of only 
1.23 bushels of wheat can be attributed to the nitrogen. This would hardly be 
enough to pay the difference in the cost of application. The increase of 2,36 
bushels due to the potash would give a good profit on money invested in this 
materiaL 
For moderate applications of fertilizer on this type of land, the acid 
pho$p:ha.~e was the best investment. The only variations from the average 
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results were that potash showed somewhat greater returns than in the earlier 
years, while the larger applications of the three fertilizers (175 pounds each) 
have shown more nearly uniform increases. 
Studies Upon the CalCium Content of Soils and Its Relation to Acidity 
and the Response of Soils to Liming. (F. L. Duley).-Samples of soil for study 
have been obtained from Wisconsin, Ohio, Illinois, Iowa, Kentucky and lvlis-
souri experiment fields. Determinations have been made of the amount of 
calcium soluble in .04 N. carbonate water, the soil acidity, total nitrogen and 
total phosphorus. The result shows that the results obtained from the use of 
lime in the field can be much more readily explained upon the basis of the 
amount of soluble calcium than by a determination of soil acidity. Soils that 
showed less than 700 pounds of soluble calcium in the top 7 inches have given 
good returns from the use oflime in the fields, while those that showed decided-
ly more than this amount have not only been greatly benefited from further 
applications of lime but for the most part have been soils that produced good 
clover or alfalfa without the use ofliming materials. 
Many fertile soils have been found to be growing good crops of clover or 
alfalfa in spite of a strong degree of acidity, but an of these soils so far examined 
have shown a plentiful supply of soluble calcium. On the other hand, some 
soils with slight acidity respond well to applications of lime and in such cases 
the supply of easily soluble calcium has been found to be low. 
Studies of Water Absorption, Run-Off, Percolation, Evaporation, Capil-
lary Water Movement, and Soil Erosion Under Field Conditions. (M. F. 
Miller, F. L. Duley).-Three new plots have been started for the purpose of 
studying methods of rejuvenating eroded soils. These have been separated by 
18-inch strips of galvanized iron. The plan of treatment is as follows: First 
plot, surface 7 inches of soil removed. Lime and chemical fertilizer added. 
Second plot, surface 7 inches of soil removed. No soil treatment. Third plot, 
original soil farmed without treatment. 
TABLE 47.-POUNDS N,TROGEN AND PHOSPHORUS REMOVE~ PER ACRE ANNUALLY IN ERODED MATERIAL. 
(Average of two years) 
Plot Treatment 
1 Uncultiv.ted ............ . ................ .. 
2 Plowed 4 in. in spring. Fallowed .............. . 
3 Plowed 8 in. in spring. F.llowed ............. . 
4 IBIUegr .... od ...................... -- ...... -
5 Whe.t-annually ....... _ ............... _. __ 
6 Rotation-corn, wheat, clover_ .. _____________ _ 
7 Corn, annually _____________ • ________ • ____ __ 
Nitrogen lost 
Ib,. 
98.8 
95.4 
73.8 
0 .5 
29.5 
5.9 
40.3 
Phosphorus lost. 
Ib,. 
47.4 
45.4 
33.2 
0 .09 
10.8 
2 . 2 
8.1 
Two new lysimeters have been constructed for further study of the 
amount and composition of drainage water. 
A report of the work accomplished since 1917 has been published in 
Missouri Research Bulletin 63. Experiment Station Bulletin 211 has also been 
published, which calls attention to the practical application of the results of 
these experiments. 
On soil with a slope of 3.68 feet per hundred, deep plowing (8 inches) was 
only slightly more effective than shallow plowing (4 inches) in preventing 
runoff and erosion. Grass or clover land absorbed much more water than 
cultivated land. 
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The amoun t of rainfall absorbed by uncropped land, or land in a cultivat-
ed crop, like corn, was practically constant from year to year even with con-
siderable variation in the annual precipitation. A heavy dashing rain has often 
been observed to remove more surface soil within a few hours than was lost 
during a whole year when the rainfall was well distributed. The loss of im-
portant nutrient elements from the s::>il through erosion may often be more 
serious than the loss through the removal of crops. 
The use of a cropping system that included sod crops a considerable 
portion of the time was the most pr'a:tica[ means of reducing erosion. 
Whea~ 
Annu-
eo.!.ly 
Corn 
"hea~ 
Clover 
Corn 
Annu-
ally 
Fig. H.-Graphic comparison of the total losses of soil through erosion in six 
years from plots having different treatments. Columns represent number of tons 
per acre as shown on scale at the left. 
Last year the rainfall was below normal and consequently the runoff and 
erosion were low. At the beginning of this year soil in an equal amount to that 
removed during the previous six years was taken from the surface of adjoining 
lands, and replaced on these plots. This was almost equivalent to starting the 
experiment over again. The plot, which had been uncultivated was plowed 8 
inches deep and planted to soybeans. The loss from soybean land was ap-
proximately the same as from wheat land, slightly greater than from corn land 
ina three year rotation, but only about half as much as from land in corn 
annually. 
VETERINARY SCIENCE 
J. W. Connaway, Chairman 
Contagious Abortion Investigations (J. W. Connaway, A. J. Durant, 
H. G. Newma.n).-Injectious Abortion rmd Immunity in Swine. Ipfectious 
abortion disease in swine conforms closely to the Bang abortion disease in 
cattle in the matters of cause, transmission of infection, and in the transmis-
sion of the specific abortion an tibodies to the newb::>rn pigs through the ingested 
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o lostrum. Moreover, the specific abortion antibodies occasionally pass from 
the lood of the mother to the young in utero. Properly checked cases were 
observed in which abortion antibodies were found in the blood serum prior to 
nursing. The interpretation, in these cases, is that a lesion of some extent 
was present in the placental tissues which permitted a leakage of the in-
diffusible antibodies, or more likely their transfer from the mother to the 
offspring from the inflamed placental area by migrating leucocytes, which had 
produced or imbibed the B. abortus antibodies. 
It is evident that any attempt to confer a practical immunity upon the 
young through uterine.processes by artificial inoculation of the dam, either by 
hypodermic or intravenous injection, or by feeding the dam with infectious 
materials is doomed to failure; since the immunizing substances, either of a 
passive nature like the antibodies, or of an active nature in the form of specific 
microbes-even in a mitigated form-do not pass from mother to young in 
utero except in an injured state of the placental tissues. 
Experiments on Transmission oj HemolysinJrom Sows to New-born Pigs. 
Transmission of hemolysin from sows to nursling pigs through the colostrum 
was demonstrated. The blood cells from the same horse gave identical results 
on cows and nursling calves in an experiment carried out concurrently by dairy 
department. It was also demonstrated that B. abortus antibodies and hemol-
ysins were transmitted simultaneously by colostrum to nursling pigs. In no 
case was there any evidence that hemolysin had been acquired by any pig 
in utero. It does not appear that protein thereby will prove of value in des-
troying the B. abortus microbe, although such treatment may activate the 
normal defenses against infections in general. The intravenous method of 
injecting protein was attended with some danger. 
The results obtained in these investigations agree with those of other 
investigators who have studied different species. Certain phenomena related 
to the production and distribution of immune bodies are not, however, in 
seeming accord; since in the case of hemolysin a greater amount w.as stored in 
the blood than in the colostrum; while in the case of the B. abortus antibodies a 
greater quantity was stored in the colostrum than in the blood. This is proba-
bly due to the fact that the udder is a favorite and, as a rule, constant habitat 
for the Bang abortion microbe in the infected female. 
With respect to the production of hemolysin, the spleen is doubtless the 
.important organ. This organ has the. special function of digesting worn out 
blood cells and other protein debris. And in carrying out this function, the 
greater mass of the blood cells injected into the blood stream would be caught 
and held in this organ; and herein, through the activity of the phagocytic 
splenic cells the greater amount of the specific hemolysin is probably produced 
and liberated into the blood stream. There exists an affinity between the 
splenic tissues and foreign blood cells, and other protein debris, comparable to 
that existing between the udder tissues and the Bang abortion organism, 
insofar as it relates to a tendency toward accumulation of the respective 
antigens in the different organs. The phenomena which appeared to be dis-
cordant from an immunological point of view are shown to be the logical r .e-
suIts of definite biological processes operating in the one case in combat upon a 
live antigen located largely in one organ, the udder, and in the other case 
upon a dead antigen located largely in another organ, the spleen. The funda·. 
mental immunologic processes in both cases are the same. 
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Duration oj Reaction to B. Abortus Antigenjrom Ingestion oj Colostrum.-
The serological reaction of 99 litters of pigs farrowed by sows which were 
carriers' of abortion infection shows that the duration of the passive reaction 
induced by ingestion of the colostrum was of much longer duration in the 
litters that were farrowed during the early years of the herd infection. The 
duration of this phenomenon appears to be dependent upon the quantity of 
the antibodies ingested with the colostrum. The greater the amount of the 
antibodies ingested the longer the reaction persists. As the serological reaction 
of the infected sows becomes weaker or variable, the duration of the passive 
reaction in the offspring became less. These studies on swine abortion supply 
an . explanation of why in cattle herds, in which great losses occur for a time, 
the disease apparently dies out for a considemble time, or until new infection 
is brought into the herd. 
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